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ABSTRACT 
This research describes the "voices " of Hol lywood res idents 
who are impacted by a toxic landf i l l  in their backyard . 
These residents were not included in the decision-making 
process to get the Hollywood Dump cleaned up . The residents 
were not allowed to be equal pol itical participants in the 
Hol lywood Dump issue . The res idents lacked a strong 
collective res istance to inf luence local , state and federal 
officials to respond to this community problem . The 
" voices " of the Hol lywood res idents provided a natural 
history of a social problem whi ch represents the pol itica l , 
cultural ,  and rel igious concerns of grassroots individuals 
who agreed that the local dump was posing an environmental , 
and public health threat to the ir community . Thi s  research 
concluded that the Hol lywood Dump issue is a classic example 
of environmental racism which is a form of environmental 
inj ustice . 
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Toxic Sin! Tocs in! 1 
"These chemical companies and drivers of a l l  kinds of trucks 
that dump chemicals in our backyards are committing a toxic 
s in , and God wil l  not l ike that . Also ,  there i s  a penalty 
that these companies wi l l  pay later . Trust me . "  
( A  Hollywood resident of Memphis , Interviewee Number Three2 ) 
Thi s  research attempts to represent the "voice" of 
indigenous people who are impacted by a contaminated 
landf i l l  in their backyard . Outs iders who speak about this 
landfill are na ive about the history , community struggle , 
and resistance in which these loca l res idents participated 
to have the landfi l l  cleaned up . This African-American 
community , s imi lar to other communities that face a toxic 
landf i l l  in their backyard , is beginning to tel l  their story 
about the environmental impacts of a landfi l l .  
1 A "tocsin" is an alarm , warning , or omen that 
originated from the analys is of ten in-depth interviews . 
2 A local res ident who is 50  years old and l ives a half 
mile from the Hol lywood Dump . She is a widow and was born 
in Memphis . She is the head of her household , and she keeps 
her two grandchildren two days a week . Her mother l ived 
with her the last five years of her l ife before she died in 
July of 1 9 9 0 . She is a member of NAACP , but she is not 
active within the organi z ation . She also helped a few other 
famil ies in her community organize a neighborhood watch 
program in the mid 80s . 
1 
Chapter one provides the theoretical framework and 
methodology for thi s  study . Chapter two lays out the 
chrono logical events of the North Hol lywood Dump 
controversy . Chapter three presents the natura l  h istory of 
the dump from the top down perspective . It a l so explains 
how the Hol lywood residents were politica l ly d i sempowered by 
community el ites . Chapter four presents the natural history 
of the Hol lywood Dump controversy from the bottom up 
perspective . Additiona l ly ,  it explains how the Hollywood 
res idents became pol itical ly empowered to make sure the dump 
was fenced in and c leaned up . Chapter f ive provides reasons 
why col lective res istance fai led in the Hol lywood community 
and lessons for other communities to obtain to ensure 
success in cleaning up a toxic landf i l l . 
2 
CHAPTER ONE 
THEORY AND METHODS 
Statement of the Problem 
Environmental degradation is a world-wide problem; 
however , countries inhabited by nonwhite peoples have been 
especial ly hard-hit by the natura l disasters , famines , 
epidemics , and community uprooting that follow the 
destruction of ecological balance ( Chase-Dunn 1 9 89 ) . The 
rapid disappearance of rain forests , l ike the Bra z i l ian 
Amazon, and of the indigenous societies that depend on them , 
have received particularly intense scrutiny in recent years 
( Bunker 1 9 85 ) . At the 1 9 9 1  Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro , 
grassroots activists from a l l  over the world drew attention 
to the high risks to which communities of color are 
systematical ly exposed , in the name of world progress ( Lee 
1 9 92) . 
Even though minority areas of the United States have 
received less scholarly attention , environmental degradation 
has taken its tol l  on American communities of color as wel l . 
Lead poisoning occurs frequently among inner-city minority 
children due to their residence in older hous ing in which 
lead paints and l ead water pipes were used ( Bul lard 19 9 3; 
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry 1 9 88) . 
3 
Cal ifornia farm workers experience leukemia ,  cancer , birth 
defects , and nervous system disorders ( Kay 19 9 4 ). The poor 
health conditions of farm workers are attributed to their 
exposure to pesticides . In recent decades , the l ead levels , 
pesticides , industrial chemicals , uranium , and PCBs have 
risen steadi ly in communities with large concentrations of 
people of color ( Bryant and Mohai 1992). 
Disproportionately , nonwhite minority communities have 
been the targets for the siting of solid waste disposal 
facil ities in the United States ( Bul lard , 19 90) . Many Native 
American reservations have become " control led toxic waste 
s ites " that are dumping grounds for nuclear waste and 
haz ardous chemica ls ( Bullard 19 9 3 ) .  The Nava j os argue that 
high incidences of cancers in chi ldren may be attributed to 
adj acent toxic waste disposal .  In addition , several Latino 
communities are locations for toxic waste fac i l ities 
( Bu l lard 19 9 3 ) .  For fifty years , a tiny atol l  in the middle 
of the Hawaiian I slands has been the location for nuclear 
testing and nuclear dumping . Now it is targeted as the s ite 
for an army depot and incinerator for the d ispos a l  o f  
3 00,000 shells of nerve and mustard gas , and resident people 
of color were not permitted an input in the federal 
decision-making process ( Davies 19 9 5 ) .  
A few recent studies document the contamination of 
African-American communities by environmental disposa l .  In 
1984, the Carver Terrace neighborhood of Texarkana , Texas--
4 
a sma l l  community of black home owners-- is l isted as a 
Superfund cleanup site ( Capek 1 9 9 3 : 5 } . Sumter County , 
Alabama (Bai ley et al . 1 9 9 3 }  houses the largest hazardous 
waste dump in the country-- a proj ect that promised to 
provide new j obs to this rural , poor area . Instead , the 
landf i l l  created " economic viciss itudes which led to 
continued high unemployment and poverty rates " ( Bai ley et 
a l . 1 9 9 3 : 1 0 9 ) . 
A rural black neighborhood near New Orleans is the 
location for a large hazardous waste landfi l l  and 
incinerator . Despite the hea lth threats from these 
facil ities, this community is economical ly-dependent on the 
waste-disposa l  income to finance essential governmental 
services, including its schools . 3 At predominantly-black 
I nstitute, West Virginia , a toxic leak from the Union 
Carbide plant hospital i z ed over 1 0 0  people , shortly after 
the same company experienced a mass ive environmenta l  
d isaster i n  Bhophal, India ( Cable and Cable 1 9 9 5 } . 
Forty-two known toxic waste s ites exist in the Piney 
Woods/Al l en Park neighborhood of Chattanooga , Tennessee . At 
a location nicknamed " Res idue H i l l , "  pesticides were dumped 
for two decades , although more than twenty fami l ies live 
nearby . In this area 1 0 0  times larger than the Love Canal 
s ite , loca l creeks and banks are severely contaminated by 
3 19 December 1994 interview with a grassroots 
activist in New Orleans . 
5 
chemicals , industrial waste , heavy metals , and construction 
debris . As a result , res idents have reported high rates of 
cancer , miscarriages , and newborn respiratory problems 
( Highlander Research and Education Center 1 9 92) . 
Chicago's Souths ide , one of the country ' s  most 
contaminated areas , embraces the housing proj ect of Atgeld 
Gardens , a "toxic doughnut . "  Underneath its foundations 
percolates an abandoned dump . At its north corner , tons of 
sewage sludge are treated at a water treatment p lant; to the 
east and the south there are landf i l ls; to the west l ie the 
Acme Steele coke ovens , wafting benz ene into the environs . 
Despite thi s  massive dosage of toxins , this community does 
not qual ify for Superfund money , because it does not derive 
its water supply from underground wel l s  ( Cohen 1 9 9 2 ) . 
B lack res idents of Triana , Alabama depended on their 
local creek for their public water supply , for their 
economic l ivel ihoods , and for recreation . Beginning in 1 9 5 3 , 
the O i l  Chemical Corporation manufactured DDT and pol luted 
the local waterways . The community was forced to abandon use 
of local streams , and res idents experienced coronary 
problems at rates well above the national averages for 
African Americans ( Bul lard 19 94) . At Richmond , California , 
Latinos and African-Americans have been exposed to hazardous 
chemica ls released into their community by 3 5 0  companies 
( Merchant 1 9 92 ) . 
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Because of increased public awareness of the health 
hazards associated with exposure to environmenta l  
pol lutants , peopl e  o f  color have recogn i z ed that their 
communities " bear disproportionately high environmental 
risk" ( Bullard 1 9 9 3 : 1 0 7 ) . Moreover , many of these a ffected 
minority communities , including a l l  those described above , 
have begun to resist the public pol icies that cause these 
crises . 4 Communities of color now realize that " is sues of 
environmental degradation , economics , power , politics , and 
racism are intricately interwoven and cannot be separated" 
( Bryant and Mohai 1 9 9 2 : 6 ) . This study wi l l  explore , 
describe and explain the struggle of one African-American 
community against environmental pol lution . In the process , I 
wi ll offer a new theoretical context for understanding why 
this social problem impacts peoples of color so unfa irly and 
for comprehending their organi z ed resistance ( or the absence 
of such rebe l l ion ) . 
Target Area for This Study 
The target area selected for this study is the African-
American community of Hol lywood located in north Memphis 
4 For discussion of the organi z ed resistance efforts of 
the communities of color described above , see Capek 1 9 9 3 ;  
Bul lard 1 9 9 3 , 1 9 94; Bai ley et . al .  1 9 9 3 ;  Cable and Cable 
1 9 9 5; Lee 1 9 9 2; Cohen 1 9 9 2; Merchant 1 9 9 2 . 
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( see Appendix A ,  F igure 1 ) . 5 Memphis is geographica l ly ,  
socia l ly , economically ,  and pol itically divided along racial 
l ines . Since 1 9 6 0 , the white population has consistently 
shifted from the central city to the north , south , and east . 
By contrast , the vast maj ority of the c ity ' s  African-
Americans sti l l  reside in predominantly black neighborhoods 
in the northern and southern sections . Black Memphi ans 
continue to be located largely in the centra l  c ity; new 
hous ing , educational ,  and economic opportunities developed 
in the city's suburbs . 
Unt i l  19 5 0 , North Memphis was a stable , rac i a lly-mixed 
area . Since it is the location of the city's oldest African-
American community and of the second-oldest local school for 
blacks , the area has a rich cultural history . After 1 9 6 0 , 
population dec l ines brought about dramatic changes . White 
f l ight in the 1 9 7 0 s  and black outward migration drained its 
internal economic strengths . Now , North Memphis i s  a 7 , 5 0 0 -
acre area comprised of mixed industrial and low-to moderate-
income res idential land uses . 
However , industrial plant clos ings , bus iness 
d ivestments , and outmigration of the better­
educated and upwardly mobile residents in the 
seventies and eighties have left much of North 
Memphis in a state of severe economic decl ine . 
Few publ ic or private efforts have been made to 
reverse these conditions . Unemployment , 
underemployment , and poverty rob the community of 
its vital resources ,  its people . Those individuals 
who can afford to escape do , while leaving behind 
5 This description of North Memphis is derived from 
Vaughn ( 19 8 9 ) . 
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others who are "trapped " in poverty with l ittl e  
hope or chance o f  escape (Vaughn 1 9 89 : 1 0 3 - 1 04 ) . 
To exacerbate these probl ems , North Memphis l ies against the 
pol luted Wol f  River . 
Bordering that contaminated river is an African-
American community cal l ed Hol lywood . From the mid- 1 9 3 0 s  
until the mid- 19 6 0 s , this ne ighborhood was the location for 
an abandoned landfi l l  where the city once disposed of its 
res idential and industrial waste . Also sited in this section 
is a second modern solid waste facility , the Hol lywood dump . 
Local res idents are enclosed in a " toxic box11 6 that is 
bounded by these two separate disposal z ones ( see Figure 1 ) . 
Because of high l evels of chemical contaminants , the area 
has been s lated for a Superfund cleanup , a problem solution 
which itself poses new environmental dangers for Hol lywood 
res idents ( USEPA 1 9 9 3 ) . 
6"0ur community deeply represents a toxic box where at 
each corner of our neighborhood there is a ' toxic ' risk . We 
feel trapped inside of this hazardous environ . Most of us 
can only function within this box , because the outer 
parameters are the pathway that a l low haz ardous waste into 
our community . The toxic box symbolizes an ' empty ' d istance 
community within a community . Every aspect of our l ife is 
at risk , and our chi ldren are subj ected to poisonous 
chemicals attributed to the contaminated dump , foul odors 
floating in the a ir after rainfa l l s , f i lthy dangerous 
contents in the Wolf River and the discharge of toxic 
chemicals from the local corporations into our backyard . 
This air-tight hazardous container threatens our lifestyles , 
l ife span , and dai ly existence . There are times when we 
feel we are 'suffocating' from the environmental threats of 
the dump " (A Hol lywood Res ident of Memphis , Interviewee 
Number Six) . 
9 
Review of Relevant Theoretical Literature 
Three bodies of scholarly l iterature form the 
theoretical backdrop against whi ch thi s  analys i s  w i l l  be 
posed . F irst , I w i l l  explore research on whether 
environmental hazards occur disproportionately i n  
communities of color . Second , I w i l l  summari z e  those 
approaches that seek to clari fy the po l itica l  process by 
which local decisions , such as the siting of waste d isposa l 
faci l ities , are made . Third , I w i l l  examine pertinent 
notions about how , why , and when communities or groups 
organi z e  themselves to react against perceived threats . 
Environmental Inegual ity 
Two opposing views are articulated on the extent to 
which race accounts for the inequ itable d istribution of 
environmental r i sks . A few minority scholars argue that 
there are "no consistent statist ically s igni f i cant patterns 
of raci a l  or ethnic discr imination in the distributi on of 
commercial hazardous waste treatment , storage and disposa l  
fac i l ities " ( Anderson , Anderton and Oakes 1 9 9 4 : 1 0 0 ) . Many 
scholars pinpo int race as the cruc ial variable to explain 
the higher incidence of haz ards among communities that are 
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populated by people of color . 7 The predominant consensus 
is : 
African-American communities and other communities 
of color bear a heavier burden than society at 
large in the disposal of the nation's hazardous 
waste . Race [ i]s the most potent variable in 
predicting the location of uncontrolled abandoned 
and commercial toxic waste s ites in the United 
States "  ( Bul lard and Wright 19 92: 41). 
Sti ll, other writers po int to the structura l  role of 
federa l agencies in imp lementing pol icies that are unj ust to 
d isproportional ly disadvantaged communities of co lor . 
According to one study, the EPA is more l ikely to pena l i z e  
corporations when they cause environmenta l  risks for white 
communities . The toxic fines applied to pol luters of white 
communities have been f ive times greater than f ines appl ied 
to degraders of nonwhite neighborhoods ( Goldman 19 9 2) .  
Evidence shows that the EPA i s  slower at c leaning up 
haz ardous waste in people-of-color communities ( Cable and 
Cable 19 9 5 ) .  
7 Bul lard 198 3, 1984, 1987, 19 9 0; Bul lard and Feagin 
19 91, 19 92; Bullard and Wright 198 6, 1987; Bailey, Faupel 
and Holland 19 92; Bai ley, Faupel, Ho l l and and Warren 198 9; 
Blumberg and Gottlieb 198 9; Brown 1980, 1987; Bryant and 
Mohai 19 92; Carson 19 62; Center for Investigat ive Reporting 
and B i l l  Moyers 19 90; Center for Third World Organ i z ing 
198 6; Citi z ens Clearing House for Hazardous Waste 19 91; 
Cutter 1981; Dunlap 1987; Edelstein 1987; Epstein 198 3 ;  
Faupel and Bailey 198 9; Freudenberg 198 4 ;  Freeman 1971; 
Gibbs 1982: Gottlieb 1988; Grossman 19 91 19 92; Kaz is and 
Grossman 198 3 ;  Levine 198 2; Mohai 198 5  and 19 90; Morrison 
and Dunlap 198 6; O ' Hare, Bacon and Sanderson 198 3 ;  Portney 
1985; Russel 1989; Schnaiberg 1980, 198 3;  Taylor 198 9; Traux 
19 90; United Church of Christ Commiss ion for Racial Justice 
1987; U . S . General Accounting Office 198 3 ;  Van Liere and 
Dunlap 1980; and Wentz 1988 . 
1 1  
The Three Dimensions of Power 
A community is cons idered the spatial environs where 
groups of people l ive , communicate , and socialize with each 
other . In times of happiness and sadness , these groups of 
people try to provide emotional , economic ,  and moral support 
for each other . This kind of communal support creates 
cohes iveness ,  sol idarity and neighboring bonds which 
constitute a form of social and pol itical power . When crises 
must be met , problems solved , or proj ects planned , there are 
mechanisms in p lace for the pol it ical processes . 
In every community there are persons who " run" 
things , who make decisions and take action in 
cit i z en ' s  behalf . Who are they? How do they 
operate? Who spots the problems and decides which 
wi ll be faced and which ignored? Who diagnoses 
and prescribes a solution? Elected officials? 
The bosses of business? or labor? Individuals or 
groups? Organizations or private c liques? And by 
what open or hidden processes reached? ( Thometz 
1 9 6 3 : 1 ) . 
Thus , political decis ion-making occurs both overtly within 
public arenas and covertly through behind-the-scenes 
mechanisms . Lukes ( 1974) envisions this array of processes 
as "three dimensions of power . "  
The first dimension of power . The struggle for l imited 
community resources is played out within the realm of 
official decision-making bodies that are institutional i z ed 
as part of local governments .  Within those overt settings , 
power may be viewed as the " ability of an individual or 
group to implement wishes or pol icies , with or without the 
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cooperation of others "  ( Doob 1 9 9 3 : 6 3 ) . 8 Officia l ly ,  the 
local government announces that it makes crucial decis ions 
in public forums to which a l l  its citizens have equ itable 
access ( Polsby 1 9 6 3 ) . Because of the operation of democratic 
principles and laws , it is assumed that the openness of this 
system "has insured that few social elements have been 
neglected for long by one part or the other "  ( Dahl 1 9 6 1 : 
1 14) . At thi s  l evel , apparently an equitable d istribution of 
power exists; everyone is invited to participate , a l l  
interests are represented i n  the agendas , and official 
decision-making only occurs in the public settings where 
oppos ing sides are gathered ( Polsby 1 9 6 3 ) . 
Second dimension of power . Community politics do not 
unfold in this c lean and fair fashion . Some interest groups 
and some issues " are organized into politics while others 
are organi z ed out" ( Schattschneider 1 9 6 0 : 7 1 ) . Indeed , real 
community pol itics are played out so that a sort of 
" structural bias" operates against the inclusion of certain 
viewpoints . In real ity , a set of predominant beliefs and 
institutional procedures ( i . e . , "rules of the game" ) :  
operate systematically and consistently to the 
benefit of certain personsj groups at the expense 
of others . Those who benefit are placed in a 
pos ition to defend and promote their vested 
interests ( Bachrach and Baratz 1970 : 43 ) .  
8 See also Theodorson and Theodorson 1 9 6 9 : 3 07 - 3 0 8 . 
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Consequently , these privi leged groups are able to exercise 
power so that decisions are made that wi l l  be contrary to 
the interests of excluded groups ( Lukes 1974 :  34)  
The second dimens ion of power , should be viewed as that 
stage of the democratic process in which decision-makers 
seek to accompl i sh their " covert agenda : "  the disempowerment 
of cit i z ens or groups who might generate opposition . In the 
interest of furthering and protecting their own economic and 
pol itical agendas , power e lites must make sure that issues 
which threaten their agendas are not admitted to the 
political arena ( Davies 1 9 9 5 ) . To accomp l ish that , those 
e l ites use publ ic decision-making bodies to close off 
participation , i . e . , to throw up " blockages that prevent 
grievances from emerging into conf lict or resi stance" 
( Bachrach and Baratz 1 9 62 ) . 
Three maj or types of " bureaucratic blockages " are 
structured to disenfranchise dissident interests that might 
threaten the agendas of favored groups . First , the public 
decis ion-making bodies are composed of representatives who 
are " friendly" to the dominant interests . In the real world , 
local power brokers -- economic e lites and governmental 
officials-- use po licy-making bureaucracies to control or 
subvert loca l conflict over controversial issues . Pol icy­
making bureaucracies that mandate taxation , zoning , 
pollution control ,  and infrastructure proj ects are typica l ly 
composed of local economic el ites , including media 
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representatives , reta i lers , uti l ities , landowners , 
developers , and banks ( Friedland and Pa lmer 1 9 84; stone 1 9 7 6  
and M i l ls 195 6 ) . 
Because they manipulate the decis i on-making bodies , 
power el ites and their a l l ies determine whether certain 
issues reach the competition stage ( Parenti 1 9 7 0 ) . Dissident 
groups are often d isenfranchised in the " agenda-setting" 
process . Various ploys may be used to ensure that " unsafe " 
views or unfriendly voices are kept off the agenda or 
serious ly delayed . "'Nondeci s ionsmaking' is a means by which 
demands for change in the existing a llocation of benefits 
and privi lege in the community can be suffocated before they 
are voiced" ( Bachrach and Baratz 1 9 7 0 : 44) . One common 
bureaucratic strategy for s i lencing dissens ion i s  to set 
publ i c  meetings at times and p laces that are inaccess ible to 
the oppos ing groups . In short , we may think of the second 
dimens ion of power as those " hidden agendas "  and d isguised 
tactics by which favored groups seek to " d isempower " their 
oppos ition . To accompl ish this , those i n  control of 
decision-making bodies ( "members of the pol ity " ) must put in 
place structural mechanisms that wi l l  prevent oppos ing 
interests ( " cha l lengers " )  from effective ly us ing the 
pol it ical arena to oppose them ( T i l ly 1 9 7 8 ) . 
Third dimension of power. Power a l s o  has a third 
dimens ion . The powerful seem to have " the capacity to 
influence others to act in a prescribed way" ( Wi l l ie 1 9 8 3 : 
15 
24 0 ) , even when the result is not in the best interest of 
the powerless groups ( Lukes 1 9 7 4 ) . Dominated peopl e  
sometimes appear quiescent i n  the face of decisions made by 
local el ites ( Gaventa 1 9 8 0 ) . Whi le these results can be 
achieved through force , or other forms of phys ical threat 
and domination , subtle mechanisms are usual ly more 
effective . 
Indeed , this dimens ion may be the most potent of a l l  
the strategies by which power can b e  imposed " from the top 
down" ( Parenti 1 9 7 0 ) . At this leve l , the " of ficial position" 
is articulated around the interests of the dominant group 
and inst i l led as bel iefs in the powerless groups ( Mueller 
1 9 7 3 ) . To achieve this , the powerful groups manipulate 
social ideologies to " engineer consent" from the dominated 
interests ( M i l l iband 1 9 6 9 : 180-2 ) . At this l evel , the 
powerful can exert control by " influencing , shaping or 
determining [ the] very wants " of the excluded group ( Lukes 
1 9 7 4 : 23 ) .  In short , "pol itical actions chief ly arouse or 
satisfy people not by granting or withholding their stable , 
substantive demands but rather by changing their demands and 
expectations " ( Edelman 1 9 7 1 : 8 ) . 
This dimension of power , then , operates as the 
"unrecognizable shaping of a lternatives" by dominant 
interests ( Gramsci 19 7 1 :  257 - 6 4 ) .  As a result , excluded 
groups : 
cannot articulate their interests or perceive 
social conflict. Since they have been soc i a l i z ed 
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into compl iance , so to speak , they accept the 
def initions of pol itical real ity as offered by 
dominant groups , c lasses or government 
institutions (Muel ler 1973 : 9 ) . 
Deprived of opportunities to participate in the decis ion-
making arena , excluded groups fail to develop an " internal 
consciousness " ( Freire 1972 :  52) their interests contradict 
the dominant ideology . 
Denied the democratic experience out of which the 
' critical consciousness '  grows , they develop a 
' culture of s i lence . '  The dependent society i s  by 
definition a silent society . The culture of 
si lence may preclude the development of 
consciousness among the powerless thus lending to 
the dominant order an air of legitimacy • . • .  it 
may also encourage a susceptibi lity among the 
dependent society to internal i z ation of the values 
of the dominant themselves ( Gaventa 1 9 8 0 : 18) . 
When the subordinate does react , " its voice is not an 
authentic voice , but merely an echo" ( Freire 1 9 72 :  5 8-9 ) of 
" the official position . "  
Two key ideological strategies are implemented by the 
powerful . First , those in control seek to construct social 
and cultural legitimation of "the official position . "  A 
central feature of ideological hegemony is its rol e  in 
hiding inequal ity from view-- under the guise of " the good 
of the people" ( Poulantzas 1 9 6 8 : 214-15 ) . When public 
controversy over development issues emerges , the dominant 
view about " progress" becomes the j usti f i cation for a l l  
coerced structural changes . Subsequently , resistance to 
proposed proj ects is short-circuited because the dominated 
groups have peacefully absorbed the " cultural myth" that the 
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structura l changes wi l l  bring progress for a l l  ( Wa l lerstein 
198 3 ). 9 
The second ideological strategy implemented by the 
powerful is the social inculcation of the bel ief by the 
excluded that they " cannot f ight City Hal l . "  On one hand , 
disempowered groups may be misled to believe they do not 
have the right or the means to question the official plan of 
action . On the other hand , those in control foster among 
weaker groups the fear that they will suffer losses if they 
cha llenge the official pos ition . When confronted by an 
interest group that has greater power resources , the 
affected groups do not res ist because they fear that the 
dominant group wi l l  invoke political or economic sanctions 
against them ( Bachrach and Baratz 1970: 4 6) .  
I n  short , the third dimens ion of power may be seen as 
those ideological mechanisms used by the dominant interests 
to prevent resistance from affected groups . A widespread 
bel ief in the rightness of "progress" is constructed around 
two key ideological elements : (1) the mis information that 
affected groups have no right or no need to resist and ( 2 )  
the propaganda that it is not to the benefit of the affected 
groups to challenge the proposed changes . 
9 Friedland and Palmer (198 4 :  401) have termed this 
politica l phenomenon the " growth machine , "  that set of 
community affirmations that are constructed in local media 
and decision-making bodies to j ustify public infrastructure 
pro j ects . 
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How Does Organized Resistance Occur? 
Dominated groups do res i st , and social movements are 
the col lective forms of action by which they cha l lenge the 
pol ity that has excluded or oppressed them ( T i l ly 1978). 
10 
Indeed , we may view a social movement as the construction of 
an " alternative polity" which " opposes a population to the 
apparatus by which it is dominated" or excluded ( Touraine 
1981: 11). Such organi zations emerge and chal l enge when they 
sense a discrepancy between what their members are getting 
and what they are due ( Stinchcombe 19 6 5 ). 
Jenkins (19 8 3 :  528) offers these key points of summary 
of how social movements organi z e  and act : 
( a )  Movement actions are rational , adaptive 
responses to the costs and rewards of 
different lines of action . 
( b )  The bas ic goals of movements are defined by 
confl icts of interest bui lt into 
institutionalized power relations . 
( c )  The grievances generated by such conf l icts are 
sufficiently ubiquitous that the formation and 
mobi l ization of movements depend on changes in 
resources , group organization , and 
opportunities for col lective action . 
1° For an overview of social movement theories , see 
McAdam , McCarthy and Zald (1988: 6 9 5-738) or Wood and 
Jackson (1982 : Ch . 3). 
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( d )  Central iz ed ,  formal ly structured movement 
organi z ations are more typical of modern 
social movements and more effective at 
mobiliz ing resources and mounting sustained 
cha l l enges than decentral i z ed ,  informal 
movement structures . 
( e )  The success of movements is largely determined 
by strategic factors and the pol itical 
processes in which they become enmeshed . 
The current predominant sociological view is that 
effective collective action depends greatly on the degree to 
which the group involved previous ly acquired col l ective 
control of resources (Ti l ly 1 978 : 1 4 1 ) . Thi s  perspective 
" examines the variety of resources that must be mob i l ized , 
the l inkages of social movements to other groups , the 
dependence of movements upon external support for success , 
and the tactics used by authorities to control or 
incorporate movements " (McCarthy and Zald 1977 :  1 2 13 ) . Two 
main outcomes occur from these challenges by social 
movements : ( a) acceptance or nonacceptance of the group by 
its antagonist as a legitimate negotiator for the interests 
it claims to represent and j or ( b )  acquisition or 
nonacquisition of new advantages for its members ( Gamson 
1 975 ) . The resource mobili zation approach stresses the 
central role of "third parties" and external resources in 
effective social protest . In this view , relatively powerless 
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groups " cannot use protest with a high probabil ity of 
success "  because they " lack organi z ational resources" 
( Lipsky 1 9 6 8 : 1 157) . Consequently : 
The "problem of the powerless" in protest activity 
i s  to activate "third parties " to enter the 
implicit or expl icit bargaining arena in ways 
f avorable to the protesters . . . .  The essence of 
political protest consists of activating third 
parties to participate in controversy in ways 
favorable to protest goals ( Lipsky 1 9 6 8 : 114 5 ,  
1 15 3 )  . 
Touraine ( 19 8 1 :  1 0 )  argues that post-industrial society 
will increas ingly be characteri z ed by "the rej ection of 
growth and the search for new forms of balance . "  In the 
United States , this change in cultural phi losophy has 
brought about the coalescence of a loosely-knit 
" environmental movement" around threats to the ecology and 
around health risks caused by ecological degradation ( Wood 
and Jackson 1 9 8 2 : Ch . 13 ) . Increas ingly since 1 978 , 
grassroots environmental organizations have emerged because 
part icipants of these organizations feel that the government 
and corporations have abused the public trust and have 
created more environmental risks and inequities than 
environmental j ustices ( Lummus 19 9 1 ;  Rader 1 9 9 2 ;  Cable and 
Cable 1 9 9 5 ) . These grassroots environmental organi zations 
are mobi l i z ing for " j ustice for everyone to be free from 
environmental haz ards" (Arrandale 1 9 9 3 : 4 1 ) . 
2 1  
Toward a Theoretical Shift 
Weaknesses of Existing Approaches 
Scholarly explanations of community power struggles 
take a "top-down" perspective . The theoretical focus is on 
why and how those in power are able to exclude opposing 
groups from the decision-making arena . The conventi ona l 
approaches seem to deny that the powerless can res ist and 
claim power . Moreover , there is a certain class and race 
bias to this angle on the problem; it shows inadequate 
concern for the special circumstances of low- income and 
nonwhite peoples . 1 1  Such an approach f a i l s  to incorporate 
the " structural disempowerment" of certain groups from the 
official process .  In real ity , it was never intended , even in 
a democracy , that certain groups would be equitably 
integrated into the official political process .  Current 
explanations for power fail to examine institutional i zed 
racism as a component of the community power scenario. 
Historica l ly ,  American peoples of color have been 
structura lly disenfranchised , both legal ly and informa l ly ,  
from the po litical system . 
S imi larly , popular approaches to the analys is of social 
movements have a number of conceptua l weaknesses . First , the 
focus of scholars has been predominantly on resistance that 
11 For elaboration of this critique , see Bul lard 1 9 8 3 , 
1 9 9 0 , 19 9 3 , 1 9 9 4 ;  Bullard and Wright 1 9 8 6; Bunyan and Mohai 
1 9 9 2; and Capek 1 9 9 3 .  
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unfolds in organi zed movements ; there has been l ittle 
recognition of other forms of dissidence . On the contrary , 
resistance frequently occurs outside formal i z ed structures ; 
it is often disguised so that the rebel can avoid heavy­
handed retal iation from the powerful . Moreover , the 
development of a subculture is a threatening statement of 
rej ection of the dominant ideology ( Scott 1 9 8 5 ) . 
Second , there are several f l aws in the resource 
mob i l i z ation approach . Much happens between the period of 
quiescence ( Gaventa 19 8 0 )  and "resource mobi l i z ation " that 
is not now incorporated into the theoretica l explanations . 
Critics have pointed out the failure of the approach to 
highl ight the role of charismatic leaders (McAdam 1 9 8 2 ;  
Morris 1984)  o r  the importance of ideology as an 
organizationa l  resource (Turner and Kil l ian 1 9 8 7 ) . Moreover , 
they have failed to recognize that preoccupation with 
aggregating resources can actual ly deter col lective action 
( Ti l ly 1 9 7 8 : 1 9 9 - 2 5 ) .  
Perhaps the most serious weakness of the resource 
mobili zation approach lies in the nature of its central 
conceptual advance . In fact , "the most distinctive 
contribution of resource mobi lization theory has been to 
emphas i ze the s ignificance of outside contributions and the 
cooptation of institutiona l resources by contemporary social 
movements " ( Jenkins 1 9 8 3 : 5 3 3 ) . Unfortunately , thi s  type of 
analysis attributes too much causal weight to the presence 
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of resources and to the role of external forces . Contrary to 
this " top-down" perspective , the overwhelming maj ority of 
social movements are indigenous ly organi z ed and f inanced 
(Morris 1 9 8 4 } . 
Indigenous resources are far more l ikely to be 
crucial in the early phases of movements ,  because 
outs ide resources tend to be sporadic and high ly 
conditional ,  in most cases coming in response to 
pressure from indigenous movements a lready under 
way . The s ignificance of outs ide resources • • •  
l ies in the help they can give in sustaining 
movements .  However , . . •  they are not causal 
determinants , because they are triggered by the 
strength and force of indigenous movements ( Morris 
1 9 8 4 : 2 8 3 ) . 
Resources are not the causative factor in the emergence 
of movements ;  rather the formation of pol itica l tactics i s  
more critica l . 
Movements are deliberately organized and deve loped 
by activists who seize and create opportunities 
for protest . Social activists , in this view , play 
creative roles in organiz ing and developing 
movements ;  they must redirect and transform 
indigenous resources in such a manner that they 
can be used to develop and sustain social protest . 
• . . The availability of resources and 
strategica l ly placed activists wi l l  not 
crystal l i z e  into a protest movement if a dominated 
group has not developed tactics and strategies 
that can be effectively used in confrontations 
with a system of domination . . . . When a 
dominated group has assembled the required 
resources ,  strategica l ly p laced activists , and 
effective tactics and strategies for protest 
purposes , it has developed a local movement center 
( Morris 1 9 8 4 : 2 8 3 } 
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Viewing Power from the Bottom Up 
To overcome these inadequacies , it is essential that we 
t i lt the theoretic lens to a l low us to focus upon "power 
from the bottom up" ( Parenti 1 9 70 ) . Fol lowing the model of 
Morris , I wi l l  pursue an " indigenous approach" in my 
analysis of community power . 
The indigenous perspective is concerned with 
movements by dominated groups . A dominated group 
is defined as one that i s  excluded from one or 
more of the decis ion-making processes that 
determine the quantity and qual ity of social , 
economic , and political rewards that groups 
receive from society . Because of this exclus ion , 
dominated groups at different times attempt to 
change their situation of powerlessness by 
engaging in nontraditional and usual ly 
nonlegitimized struggles with power holders . The 
task of the indigenous perspective is to examine 
how dominated groups take advantage of and create 
the social conditions that allow them to engage in 
overt power struggles with dominant groups {Morris 
1 9 8 4 : 2 82 ) . 
However , I will extend Morris '  perspective one step 
further . In the research conducted by most sociologists , 
dominated groups are portrayed as si lent in political 
decision-making . However , these groups are a l so the 
"voiceless subalterns" ( Guha 1 9 8 2 -85) in the studies that 
are done to represent their communities . Consequently , the 
resultant explanations give voice to the academics who 
publ ish them ; but they do not ref lect what I refer to as 
"the s i lent screaming" of the affected people . I w i l l  seek 
to offer explanations that more directly voice the " local 
knowledge "  {Geertz 1975 ) of the affected people . 
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I w i l l  turn the traditional notions of power ups ide 
down and try to view it from the standpoint of the affected 
community . First , I quest ion whether those who are excluded 
from the official decis ion-making process are truly 
powerless . Second , I wil l  look for instances of dissidence 
other than the usual forms of organi zed res istance ; and I 
wil l  try to shed l ight on the ways in which the community 
aggregated its own internal resources and leaders . S ince 
power is imposed from the top through the operation of a 
dominant ideology , I will look for the formation of an 
" alternative ideology" within the affected community . S ince 
the Hol lywood residents may have been excluded from the 
official decision-making process , I wil l  investigate the 
extent to which they constructed an "alternate agenda" to 
oppose the official plan from which they were 
disenfranchised . 
When we examine indigenous resistance from this 
expanded perspective , we must be careful to address a 
central question : To what extent does inst itut iona l i z ed 
racism account for the disempowerment of those communities 
of color that are disproportionately exposed to 
environmenta l risks? Bul lard ( 19 9 3 } argues that 
" environmental racism" accounts for the formulation of 
public pol icies that are purposeful ly detrimental to 
minority neighborhoods . On the one hand , these communities 
lack the pol itical and economic resources to res ist the 
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spreading of toxic wastes and the misuse of public land . On 
the other hand , it is their failure to mob i l i z e  that permits 
the local power structures to select their backyards as the 
"dumping grounds" for environmenta l  wastes and the s iting of 
hazardous waste facilities . Pol itica lly , these areas are the 
"paths of least resistance , "  in comparison to more 
economically powerful neighborhoods who are organi z ed to 
promote their " not in my backyard" agenda . Consequently , 
environmental risks wi l l  be distributed in : 
low income , disempowered neighborhoods with a high 
concentration of nonvoters . The ideal s ite . .  
has nothing to do with environmental soundness but 
everything to do with lack of social power . 
Communities of color . • .  are far more l ikely to 
f it this profile than their white counterparts 
( Bullard 19 9 3 : 18 ) . 
In effect , then, when more powerful white communities 
scream , "not in my backyard! , "  the decision w i l l  be made to 
" ' place it in the blacks ' backyards "  ( Bullard 1 9 9 3 ) . Those 
sti l l  skeptical of the existence of environmental racism 
should , Bul lard contends : 
cons ider the fact that zoning boards and p lanning 
commissions are typica l ly stacked with white 
developers . General ly ,  the decis ions of those 
bodies reflect the special interests of the 
individuals who sit on these boards . People of 
color have been systematica l ly excluded from these 
decis ion making boards , commiss ions , and 
governmental agencies ( or allowed only token 
representation ( Bul lard 1 9 9 3 : 18-19 ) . 
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Research Questions 
Power from the Top Down 
To explore the extent to which power was exercised 
" from the top down" in decision-making that placed a segment 
of the community at environmental risk , I w i l l  investigate 
these questions : 
1 .  Did local elites and government officials work to 
include or covertly exclude community residents from 
the decision-making process? 
a .  Were the concerns and complaints of impacted 
residents included in the public agenda? 
b .  Were bureaucratic procedures used to 
encourage or to prevent participation by 
community residents? 
2 .  Did local power el ites construct and disseminate a 
" social good" viewpoint that became the dominant 
ideology in this case? 
a .  Were environmental risks to the affected 
community rational i z ed as essential to economic 
security of the city? 
b .  What role did the "not in my backyard" 
phi losophy play among white neighborhoods in 
the decis ion-making process? 
c .  Were environmental risks denied and down-played 
to prevent public dissent? 
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Power from the Bottom Up 
To explore the extent to which power was exercised 
" from the bottom up " to resist the official agenda that 
p laced the affected community at environmental risk , I wi l l  
investigate these questions : 
1 .  Did the residents of the affected community 
construct an a lternate ideology to oppose the 
official rhetoric? 
a .  Did res idents identify environmental risks as 
having priority over economic i ssues? 
b.  Did the affected res idents develop a consensus 
that their community was being damaged or 
exploited? 
2 .  Did the affected res idents engage in informal ,  
res istance aga inst environmental decisions 
imposed by the local power structure? 
3 .  Did the affected res idents construct and coalesce 
around an a lternative agenda to oppose those pub l ic 
pol icies that would put their community at 
environmenta l risk? 
4 .  Did the affected community mobi l i z e  internal 
resources and leaders for resistance? 
5 .  Did the affected community mobi l i z e  external 
resources and support for its alternate agenda? 
5 .  Did the community initiate organ i z ed res istance? 
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Environmental Racism 
Fol lowing Bullard ' s  ( 19 9 3 ) argument that environmenta l  
racism is institutional i z ed in local decis ion-making bodies 
and governments ,  I wi l l  also investigate these questions : 
1 .  To what extent were African-American res i dents from 
the impacted community participants in 
economic circles that inf luenced pub l ic policy? 
2 .  To what extent did public procedures disenfranchise 
res idents from the affected community in the 
deci s ion-making process? 
3 .  To what extent were African-American res idents of 
the impacted community included on the deci s ion­
making boards and bodies? 
4 .  To what extent were bureaucratic procedures 
constructed to benef it white citiz ens to the 
disadvantage of African-American res idents of the 
impacted community? 
Research Methods and sources 
The Natural History of a Social Problem 
Following the logic of Ful ler and Myers ( 19 4 1 ) , I w i l l  
investigate the "natural history" of a contaminated landf i l l  
as an emergent social problem . From point o f  origin , every 
social problem "peaks " at that point when it creates 
intergroup confl icts ; then it leve l s  off and dissipates . I 
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wi l l  examine the stages through which this environmental 
problem matured , looking closely at three historical 
sequences : awareness , policy determination , and reform . 
Awareness of the social probl em emerges when the individuals 
in a community become conscious that a problem exists . 
Pol icy determination is the stage where various groups in a 
community determine "what ought to be done" ( Ful ler and 
Myers 1 9 4 1 )  Last , is reform which is the stage where 
individuals decide to put their pol icy into action . The 
policy that is put into action is usual ly supported by 
community groups , the government and corporations . However , 
I sha l l  also explore one f inal stage in the natural history 
of a social probl em that is missing from this earlier 
scholarly view :  organi zed resistance to public policy . 
General Approach 
This wi ll be a descriptive case study that undertakes 
an in-depth sociological examination , using qual itative 
research methods ( Feagin 1 9 9 1 ) . This empirical inquiry 
" investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real l i fe 
context " by uti l i z ing multiple sources of evidence ( Yin 
1 9 8 9 : 2 3 )  . 
In order to incorporate disparate viewpoints of this 
social problem , the researcher wi l l  col lect and analyze 
s everal types of obj ective and subj ective data that will 
provide " snapshots" of the problem . To affect that 
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triangulation , I uti l i z e  several research strategies 
including ( a )  field data col l ected through key informants 
and interviews and (b)  analys is of publ ished data derived 
from primary and secondary sources . 
Key Informants 
Key informants offer several advantages for this kind 
of proj ect . First , key informants can help a researcher 
bridge the gap existing between outsiders and members of the 
community being studied ( Casgrande 1 9 6 0 ) . In fact , a key 
informant protects the researcher from those individual s  in 
the community who are against outsiders ( Liebow 1 9 67 ) . 
Second , this technique offers many of the attributes of 
other kinds of primary , friendly relationships ( Casgrande 
1 9 6 0 ) . Key informants help the researcher to overcome the 
sense of isolation and strangeness accompanying entry into a 
new social setting , and they speed the researcher ' s  socio­
psychological adj ustments to new contacts and new environs 
(Whyte 1 9 5 5 ) . Fina l ly ,  key informants w i l l  assist me to keep 
clearly focused on the goal and parameters of my research 
proj ect ( Patrick 1973 ) . 
The selection of key informants should be based on 
their "role in the community , knowledge , wi l lingness ,  
communicability and partiality" ( Burgess 1 9 8 2 : 1 0 0 ) . I 
" strategica l ly" chose key informants based on their networks 
in the community , their knowledge about my research topic , 
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and their patience in accepting me into their community as 
an outs ider . I selected two key informants who have 
estab l ished "community service" records in the Hol lywood 
community . 
The two key informants have been instrumenta l  in 
mob i l i z ing the residents of the Hollywood community around 
issues related to the dump . Both have also been active in 
the public hearings concerning the dump and the c leanup . 
Both are independently employed , so they are not 
economical ly dependent upon income from government or 
corporate sources . One informant has been a minister in the 
Hol lywood community for three decades , and the other is a 
ful l-time activist employed by a nonprofit organ i zation . 
Both informants have established working relationships with 
elected officials and other black activists throughout 
Memphis . One informant was a pioneer in founding the 
environmental task force for cleanup of the dump . While one 
informant acts as a liaison between the Hol lywood community 
and the city bureaucracy , the other has been involved in 
resolving confrontations between white and black Memphians . 
The key informants have " specialised information" 
( Burgess 1 9 8 2 : 9 9 )  which I would not be able to get from 
interviewees or from l ibrary data and government f i les on 
the Hol lywood dump . There are at least three kinds of 
knowledge that a researcher can acquire from such an 
informant and they are : " def initional , obj ective and 
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j udgmental "  ( Burgess 1 9 8 2 : 9 9 ) . Key informants can frame the 
natural history of the problem being explored , and they can 
provide the researcher an in-depth understanding of the 
culture , pol itical dynamics , and community leadership of the 
community . Third , key informants lay the groundwork from 
which research questions and subsequent interview questions 
will be derived . Finally ,  key informants can act as a sort 
of " sounding board" for ideas and explanations , as the 
research progresses-- in this way helping the investigator 
to insure that the "voice " of the affected people speaks 
through the final analysis . 
Face-to-face Interviews 
Over a nine-month period , I conducted f i fty open-ended 
interviews of Memphis residents . Because it offers several 
advantages for this type of research , I w i l l  uti l i z e  
" snowba l l  sampl ing" to select informants to be interviewed . 
" Snowbal l  sampl ing is defined as having individuals in a 
l imited group or organiz ation identify their friends and 
associates , and having their friends identify the ir friends 
and associates , until the researcher observes a 
constel lation of friendships converge into some kind of 
complete social pattern" ( Black and Champion 1976 : 3 07) . 
This samp ling technique is used because thi s  study 
seeks much information that is concealed from the outs ider . 
The researcher wi l l  be studying many informa l  re lationships 
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which are associated with environmental problems and 
economic inequities , and snowbal l  samp l ing permits a checks­
and-balance system for verifying information . "The basic 
idea of snowball sampl ing is to obtain suff icient 
information from a known instance of the phenomenon to be 
able to identify and locate subsequent instances for 
observation" ( Jorgensen 1989 : 5 0 } . When generated from 
diverse starting points , snowba l l  samp l ing promotes the 
construction of a detailed case history from diverse 
accounts . 
To select interviewees , I used four strategies . First , 
I interviewed individuals whose names appear three or more 
times in local newspaper articles discuss ing the Hol lywood 
Dump . Second , I interviewed persons who are referenced three 
or more times when key informants engaged in the ir in-depth 
responses .  Third , I interviewed individuals who were 
identif ied by other interviewees as knowledgeable or active . 
Fourth , I interviewed individuals identified as 
knowledgeable sources by Mid-South Peace and Justice Center 
and the Tri-State Defender Newspaper , a local black 
periodica l .  
I sought to construct an interviewee sample that 
represented the diversity of the local community . 
Approximately one-third were African-American residents of 
the Hol lywood community who are directly impacted by the 
dump . Another one-third were pol iticians active in the 
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Memphis city government and agents of loca l , state and 
f ederal governments .  The last one-third were white and black 
professionals who reside in other areas of Memphis . Eighty­
percent ( 8 0% )  of the interviewees will be African-Americans , 
and one-fifth wi l l  be white . 
The identity of participants in the study w i l l  be 
protected . I w i l l  reveal the names only of persons whose 
names have already been published in local newspapers , 
government documents ,  and other written materials on the 
Hollywood Dump . 
To construct the natural history of the Hol lywood Dump , 
and of the community ' s  reactions to off icia l pol icies , I 
w i l l  seek responses to several open-ended questions ( see 
Interview Schedule in Appendix) .  Open-ended interviewing 
offers several advantages for this type of research . These 
kinds of interviews have " been defined as a conversation 
with a purpos e "  ( Kahn et al 1 9 6 8 ) . Thus , the open-ended 
approach permits interviewees to offer information in their 
own words and from their own perspective . S ince questions 
are open-ended ,  each individual ' s  view of the probl em can be 
expressed ; and these responses become the framework for the 
" local knowledge" ( Geertz 1975 ) of events and causative 
factors . 
Second , open-ended questions solicit responses which 
are both factua l and opinionated . Because preconceived 
l imitations are not placed on the categories of information 
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they may broach , open-ended interviewing can uncover 
information about which the researcher might not have been 
knowledgeable enough to inquire . In this way , the researcher 
will be able to cross-check information from secondary 
sources . Third , when linked with snowbal l  samp ling , open­
ended questions help the researcher to avoid interactional 
problems with the interviewees ( Bogardus 1 9 2 5) . Because they 
have been identi f ied by acquaintances , the respondents wi l l  
be more "wi l l ing to talk about the social phenomena" ( Kahn 
et al . 1 9 6 8 : 153 ) . 
Fina l ly ,  open-ended questions offer the advantage of 
requiring a longer time frame for contact between the 
researcher and the interviewee . During this encounter , a 
two-way interaction transpires that can be mutual ly 
beneficial . On one hand , the researcher has more d iscuss ion 
upon which to base an evaluation of the interviewee ' s  
motives and forthrightness . On the other hand , thi s  kind of 
interview can be a therapeutic experience for individuals 
who have the sense that no one is w i l ling to l i sten (Kahn et 
al 19 6 8 : 14 9 ) . Finally , this longer interview context 
invites a greater variety of obj ective and subj ect ive 
information from which the researcher can construct a 
" cultural ly-specif ic" history of events and their underlying 
causes (Matsumoto 1 9 9 4 ; Harris 1974 ; and Pike 1 9 9 0 ) . 
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Published Data Sources 
The researcher has used a variety of publ ished 
materials . Primary sources include census data , minutes of 
public meetings , and documents from corporations and civic 
organizations . Secondary sources include newspaper a ccounts , 
government reports , and paral lel studies of other 
communities encountering a s imi lar problem . 
The use of these printed sources permits triangulation 
of techniques and the integration of information from 
several sources . Moreover , it permits the researcher to 
check statements of recollection and opinion against 
empirical facts or to weigh the views of opposing 
respondents against one another ( Stewart and Kamins 19 9 3 : 
2 ) . Newspaper articles and other printed material a llow the 
researcher to expand on , compare and eva luate responses by 
interviewees . Secondary sources were used to document the 
pol itica l disagreements about this issue ( Babbie 19 9 2 ) . 
Footnotes : The footnotes in this dissertation are not used 
in the traditional way , ( i . e . providing additional 
information about a topic , event , person or concept ) but 
they are used to emphas i z e  material in the text , provide 
counter arguments for material in the text and to use the 
voices of Hol lywood res idents to provide a strong grassroots 
f lavor to this research proj ect . 
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CHAPTER TWO 
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS OF THE NORTH HOLLYWOOD DUMP 
This chapter begins with a table that provides an 
overview of the historica l events of the Hol lywood Dump 
controversy ( See Appendix B ,  Table 1 ) . Next , there is brief 
discussion of background material on the dump . Fina l ly ,  
community awareness and pol icy determinati on o f  the natural 
h istory of the dump are discussed . 
Background 
The target area for the study is located in North 
Memphis . This section describes the geography of North 
Memphis and the history of the Hol lywood Dump . 
The Geography of North Memphis 
Many of the residents refer to North Memphis as a 
" community of industries " ( Interviewees Number Three , Five , 
Twenty-one , Thirteen and Nineteen) . Other res idents 
describe the neighborhood as an area surrounded by 
" unregulated pol lution" ( Interviewees Number Eleven , Two , 
Seven and Thirty-four) . There were a few other residents 
who had l ived in North Memphis for many years who referred 
to the community as a "haven for unwanted garbage" 
( Interviewee Number Four ) , "urban transient z one " 
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( Interviewee Number Ten ) , and " cheap human disposables" 
( Interviewee Number Seventeen) . 
The residents of North Memphi s  argue that many of the 
cities ' industries are located in this area . The 
area has changed over the years s ince the 5 0 s . 
The changes that have occurred are basica l ly 
res identia l ,  racial and economical ly . 
North Memphis is primari ly an industrial and low­
to moderate-income residential area . The area is 
made up of 7 , 5 0 0  acres . North Memphis , unt i l  
1 9 5 0 , was a stable community with a racia l ly mixed 
population . There were 57 , 0 0 0  persons l iving in 
North Memphis in 19 5 0 , 6 3 , 2 9 6  in 19 6 0 , and about 
6 1 , 0 0 0  in 1970 . The area experienced a 3 -percent 
population decl ine in the 1 9 6 0 -70 period . The 
greatest population change took p lace in the 
seventies and can be attributed largely to white 
f l ighe2 from the area . 
The African-Americans who are l eft in North Memphi s  after 
the white f light are "po l itica l ly defined as absent from the 
voting booth" ( Interviewee Number Twenty-eight ) . 
North Memphis has a substantial proportion of African-
Americans and is an area p lagued with historical ,  political , 
economic , and social patterns of racial exclusion from 
mainstream society . Severa l Hol lywood res idents agree by 
12 Native Memphians would argue that Memphi s  is 
racial ly divided . This racial divis ion can be seen in 
politics , re l igious aff i l iation , and social events . 
"Memphis is both an economical ly and racially polarized 
city . S ince 19 6 0 ,  the white population has consi stently 
shifted from the central city to the north , south , and east . 
By contrast , the black population has stayed largely in the 
northern and southern sections of Memphis , with moderate 
shifts to the southwestern fringe . The city remains 
segregated along racial l ines . More than 92 percent of the 
city ' s  blacks l ived in black maj ority neighborhoods in 1970 . 
The 1 9 8 0  segregation level decl ined , with 8 5  percent of the 
city ' s  blacks l iving in mostly black residential areas " 
{Taeuber 1 9 8 3  and Vaughn 1 9 8 9 : 1 0 4 ) . 
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saying : " the changing economy from manufacturing to 
service-oriented j obs took our stable economic status 
away" ( Interviewee Number Eleven ) ; "Black folks have 
difficulty obta ining good paying j obs in the s ervi ce sector 
of thi s  society , because they have low-l evels of education" 
( Interviewee Number Thirteen ) ; "the government has reneged 
on its promises to provide retraining and continuing 
education for displaced workers " ( Interviewee Number One ) ; 
" corporations have shifted from manufacturing products in 
America to producing cheaper goods overseas" ( Interviewee 
Number Ten ) ; and " affirmative action programs are under 
attack by polit ically conservative pol iticians and their 
supports which j eopardize the pseudo-economic security of 
the black middle-class while over looking the black working 
class and the poor" ( Interviewee Number Twenty-seven ) .  
The pol itical decl ine of North Memphis is not only the 
" clos ing and relocating of industries , but l arge scale 
structural and corporate policies that extract the resources 
from poor black communities while l eaving the native 
residents ' hopeless ' instead of government/ corporate 
reform" ( Interviewee Three ) . The 1 9 8 0  census provides 
comparable information that supports the responses of 
Hol lywood res idents . 
The 1 9 8 0  census figures show North Memphis to be 
overwhelmingly black . The area is also wel l  known 
as the location of the city ' s  oldest b lack 
community , the Klondike community . It is also the 
home of Manansas High School , the second-oldest 
public school bui lt for blacks in the city . 
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Within the neighborhood , the land area that i s  
adj acent t o  the Mississippi River is primari ly 
industrial and commercia l . The maj or industries 
in the North Memphis area include Kraftco , 
International Harvester , and Firestone Tire and 
Rubber . However , industrial plant closings , 
bus iness divestments , and outmigration of the 
better-educated and upwardly mobi l e  res idents in 
the seventies and eighties have left much of North 
Memphis in a state of severe economic decl ine . 
Few public or private efforts have been made to 
reverse these conditions . Unemployment , 
underemployment , and poverty rob the community of 
its vital resources ,  its people . Those 
individuals who can afford to escape do , whi l e  
leaving behind others who are "trapped" in poverty 
with l ittle hope or chance of escape ( Vaughn 1 9 8 9 : 
1 0 3 - 1 0 4 ) . 
Not only i s  North Memphis plagued with industries , it i s  
a l so plagued with a polluted Wolf River . 
Wolf River and North Memphis 
The Hol lywood community and North Memphis are s ited 
along the edges of the Wol f  River . 
" For the most part , Memphis ' s  black population 
continues to l ive in a crescent-shaped area 
extending westward from its northern arm along the 
Wolf River , southward to the Mississippi River , 
eastward encompass ing a l l  of old Memphis , and the 
Orange Mound area in the south central part of the 
city . Black in-migration has been primari ly to 
the older central-core neighborhoods or to the 
areas next to predominately black neighborhoods . 
The seventies witnessed a sma ll number of the more 
aff luent blacks moving into predominantly white 
areas of the city . However , Memphis and Shelby 
County ' s  black population continued to be 
geographical ly and soc i a l ly isolated in the 
seventies and mid-eighties" (Vaughn 1 9 8 9 : 1 0 4 ) . 
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Res idents in the Hol lywood community argue that they are 
socia l ly isolated because there is "no economic development 
along the Wol f  River that benefits them" ( Interviewees 
Number One , Eight , Twenty-two , Twenty-six and Thirty ) . The 
Hol lywood community is more racially polarized now than it 
was in the 1 9 7 0 s  and 1 9 8 0 s . 
Outmigration of Blacks and Horne Ownership 
North Memphis over the years experienced large numbers 
of blacks f l eeing Memphis to larger Mid-western cities . 
" The early 1 9 0 0s saw thousands of blacks leaving 
Memphis for opportunities in the North . 
Midwestern cities such as Chicago and Detroit were 
the final destination for many black Memphians 
during this migration wave . B lacks continue to be 
located largely in the central city , where 
opportunities were greatest in the suburbs where 
new hous ing construction was concentrated during 
the seventies . The Memphis SMSA experienced a 
2 9 . 8  percent change in hous ing units between 1 9 7 0  
and 19 8 0 . More than 6 0 . 3  percent of the hous ing 
in the metropolitan area were owner-occupied 
units . The 1 9 8 0  census of hous ing enumerated 
12 9 , 6 6 2  houses owned in Memphi s "  ( Vaughn 19 8 9 : 
1 0 5 ) . 
Many blacks left Memphis for midwestern cities to obtain 
high-paying manufacturing j obs and to escape " racial 
segregation in the south which created economic inequal ities 
for b lack folks on the j ob ,  buying their first homes and 
getting a decent education" ( Interviewees Number Four , Five 
Fourteen , Sixteen , and Thirty-four ) . Many blacks viewed the 
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mid-west as a better social environment than the south for 
relationships between blacks and whites . 
"Home ownership among blacks increased by a 
dramatic 64 percent between 1 9 7 0  and 1 9 8 0 . 
However , black home ownership sti l l  lagged behind 
that of whites . More than 47 . 3  percent of 
Memphis ' s  blacks owned their homes in 1 9 8 0 . Four 
factors appear to account for the rise in black 
homeowners : the Fair Housing Act of 1 9 6 8 ; r i s ing 
income ; more opportunities for blacks in the j ob 
market ; and their abil ity to expand beyond the 
traditional boundaries of the black central-city 
neighborhoods " (Vaughn 1 9 8 9 : 1 0 5 ) . 
Many blacks believed that high paying union j obs would not 
only provide economic security for their fam i l ies but a lso 
would a l low them to become home owners . 
A few Hollywood res idents argued that the Fair Housing 
Act and being a member of a union did not " guarantee 
economic stability for many black folks " ( Interviewee Number 
Eleven , Twelve , Sixteen , Nineteen , Twenty-four ) , because the 
"white paternal i stic system in Memphis had ways of stripping 
uppity negroes and middle class blacks from their class 
stabi l ity" ( Interviewees Number Twenty-nine , Nine , Twenty , 
Twenty-nine , Nine ) . 
History of the Hol lywood Dump 
The Hol lywood dump is located in an urban area . This 
landf i l l  has been an ongoing social problem for many years . 
The site is a former municipal landfi l l  operated 
by the City of Memphis . During operation from the 
mid 1 9 3 0 s  to the mid 1 9 6 0s , the S ite primari ly 
received municipal refuse ; however , industrial 
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waste was a lso disposed in the dump . Studies of 
the site identified contamination in soi l , 
s ediments , f ish , and groundwater . Contaminants of 
concern at the s ite include Chlordane , Aldrin , 
Heptachlor , total BHC , Heptachlor Epoxide , 4 , 4 ,  
DDT , Dieldrin , Endrin , Chromium , Arsenic , Nicke l , 
Lead , Copper , and Z inc ( USEPA 19 9 3 : 1 } . 
Local res idents reacted to the toxins in the Hollywood Dump 
because they pol luted underground wells , f ish , soi l , and 
sediments . Local residents are affected by these 
contaminants because their community geographical location 
encloses them in a "toxic box . " 
The Hol lywood Site is divided by Hollywood Street 
into two separate areas of refuse disposal :  the 
East and West Sectors . Combined , the two Sectors 
encompass an area of approximately 70 acres and 
have an average refuse layer of 2 6 . 5  feet . A two 
foot vegetated soil cover was placed over the S ite 
in the early 1 9 8 0 s  to prevent surface contaminant 
migration ( USEPA 1 9 9 3 : 1 } . 
The toxic contaminants affected every aspect of the 
landf i l l . Many Hol lywood residents felt l ike they were 
" crushed between unfit waterways and poisonous dirt "  
( Interviewee Numbers Six , Twenty , and Thirty-five ) . The 
background information of North Memphis provides a launching 
pad for describing how Hol lywood res idents became aware o f  
toxic chemicals a t  the Hol lywood Dump . Background 
information i l lustrates both how policies were discussed to 
clean up the dump as wel l  as how community action ( reform} 
helped ensure the dump got cleaned up . 
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Community Awareness 
A few other local res idents claimed "dumping of 
poisonous trash started as early as 1 9 6 5 11 ( Interviewees 
Number Ten , Seventeen , and Twenty-two) .  The Hol lywood dump 
was c losed in 1 9 67 / 68 , and several local res idents said they 
had "heard rumors that the Wolf River , Loosahatchie River 
( See Appendix A Figures 1 & 3 ) , Todd Creek and cypress Creek 
were pol luted with toxic substances " ( Interviewees Number 
Fourteen , Twelve , One , and Seventeen ) .  A few residents 
repl ied that the "dumping of hazardous garbage in the local 
dump started as early as 1 9 7 0 " ( Interviewees Number Three , 
Two , Seven , Thirteen, and One ) . The Hol lywood residents 
became knowledgeable about the dumping of toxic chemicals in 
the Hol lywood Dump as early as 1 9 7 7 . 
The chronology of events in the natural h istory of the 
Hol lywood Dump can be summari z ed in three categories : 
public policy decis ions , environmental problems and 
community resi stance . 
Public Policy Decisions . The City of Memphis listed 
the Hollywood Dump as officially closed in 1 9 6 7 . In 
February 19 7 2 , the Tennessee Public Health Department 
ordered Vels icol to stop dumping in the Hol lywood Dump . In 
January of 1 9 8 0 ,  the Environmental Defense Fund ( EDF ) 
d i sapproved of ra ising hogs at the dump which may contain 
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toxic chemicals ( See Appendix A ,  Figures 4 & 5 ) . There were 
speculations by a grassroots activist and others over the 
dumping of toxic waste in the dump which was not regulated 
by consent decree13 • In the meantime , local politicians 
c lashed over who ( state , local , federal government or local 
industries ) should be held accountable for dumping chemicals 
in the Hol lywood Dump . Local pol iticians accused the EPA of 
not reporting the findings of hazardous chemicals at the 
dump . The Memphi s  Shelby County Health Department was 
instructed by the City of Memphis to assign nurses to 
interview Hollywood res idents about possible i l lnesses . 
Aerial photographs were taken of the Hol lywood Dump to 
examine the extent of toxic damage on the dump . These 
photographs would show the kinds of garbage at the landfi l l  
( e . g . 5 5-ga l lon drums ) . Toxic 5 5 -gallon barrels were found 
in Todd Creek . There was a class action suit filed against 
corporations accused of dumping toxic chemicals in the dump . 
A local activist thought the aerial photographs were proof 
that toxic 5 5 -gal lon drums were illegal ly disposed at the 
dump . 
There were criticisms over the hea lth surveys done in 
the Hollywood community . These criticisms centered around 
13A consent decree is a " legal ly binding agreement 
between EPA and Potentia l ly Responsible Parties ( PRPs )  
specifying the cost-sharing arrangement involved with 
c leaning up the ( Hollywood Dump ) " John A .  H ird . 19 9 4 . 
Superfund ; the Political Economy of Environmental Risk , 
p . l7 .  
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the politics of which agency (Memphis Shelby County Health 
Department , EPA , or Centers for Disease Control )  had 
j urisdiction over administering the health survey and 
evaluating its results . A few scientists argued that the EPA 
health survey is too " narrow in scope" ( Press Scimitar 7 - 2 4 -
8 0 )  . A health survey by the Centers for Disease Control and 
Memphis Shelby County Health Department indicate that 
i l lnesses of local residents are not attributed to chemicals 
at the Hol lywood Dump . A grassroots activist and several 
concerned Hol lywood res idents wanted a more thorough health 
assessment done on those res idents who l ived c lose to the 
dump . State officials discussed the s ignificance of a 
comprehens ive study of the dump . 
A grassroots activist and several Hol lywood residents 
wanted the city of Memphis to take a more active role in 
developing a remediation c leanup of the Hollywood Dump . 
Johns Hopkins University was hired by the city of Memphis to 
deve lop a "plan " providing the most feas ible way to clean-up 
the dump ( Press Scimitar 3 -2 6-8 1 ) . The Technical Action 
Group14 ( TAG ) stated that the focus of the study on the 
1 4Technical Action Group came about because Superfund 
Amendments and Reauthorization Act ( SARA) wanted toxic 
communities to have their own "hired guns . "  SARA " required 
EPA to provide Technical Assistance Grants so communities 
could hire scientists and others to present a different view 
of the site ' s  hazards " John A .  Hird . 1 9 9 4 . Superfund : The 
Political Economy of Environmental Risk , p .  2 0 0 . TAG 
suppose to be a way to level the pol itical and technical 
p laying f ield between " community experts "  and 
government/ corporate hired guns in the decision-making 
process of cleaning up a contaminated landfi l l  l ike the 
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Hol lywood Dump was to assess water qual ity and the 
boundaries of hazardous waste pollution in the community . 
The EPA studies found low levels of pesticides at the dump . 
A grassroots activist and some Hol lywood res idents 
complained about not having a community representative in 
every aspect of the decision-making process of c leaning up 
the Hollywood Dump . They argued that they knew what "was 
best for their community" ( Interviewee Number Twenty-two ) . 
In the mean time , Shelby County Mayor B i l l  Morris withdrew 
his decision to a llow a Hollywood res ident to be on a 
special team to assess the impact of the dump on local 
res idents . This exercise of the second dimension of power 
by a community e l ite " organi z ed out " community 
representatives in the decision-making process of the clean 
up of the Hol lywood Dump . 
The politics surrounding environmental laws , 
amendments ,  superfund s ites , enforcement , and c lean-up 
involved pub l ic participation . The new Federal Resource 
Conservation Recovery Act15 (RCRA) imposed strict 
regulations on corporations generating hazardous waste . 
Johns Hopkins Univers ity presented methods that should be 
Hol lywood Dump . 
15Resource Conservation Recovery Act ( RCRA) sets r igid 
federal standards of "dispos ing hazardous waste into the 
air ,  water , and land (prior to RCRA , only air and water were 
protected under the clean air and water statutes )  and 
imposes a "manifest" tracking system for a l l  haz ardous 
wastes" John A .  Hird . 1 9 9 4 . Superfund : The Politica l  
Economy o f  Environmenta l  Risk , p . 6 .  
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used to study the potential health problems of residents 
l iving near the dump . Research conducted by a chemist 
concluded that a fence should be bui lt around Cypress Creek 
in North Memphis due to hazardous chemica ls found in the 
area . 
After the publicity surrounding the Hol lywood Dump 
increased , several local and state pol iticians began to show 
their politica l  interests by making sure the dump was 
cleaned up . The Hollywood Dump qualified for the Superfund 
l i st . United States Representative Al Gore Jr . vis ited the 
Hol lywood Dump to observe the environmental conditions of 
the dump . Thi s  time the local residents did not greet Gore 
with the same enthusiasm as before . The f irst t ime he 
vis ited the Hollywood Dump , local residents rushed out to 
meet him but this time only a handful of Hollywood res idents 
acknowledged his presence . Gore observed some progress in 
the clean-up of the dump , but he said more should be done . 
Also , he thought the c lean-up process should be sped up . 
City , county , state , and federal officials concluded after a 
year-long study of pollution at the Hollywood Dump that 
there was no environmenta l ly damaging evidence threatening 
local residents ' health . The comprehensive study of the 
dump conducted by the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency indicated that the contaminants in the dump did not 
pose environmental threats to the ground water or drink ing 
water . Eventhough the comprehensive study reported no 
s o  
health hazards related to the Hol lywood Dump , Vel s i col 
agreed to clean up the dump because they admitted to dumping 
haz ardous chemica l s  in the contamainated landf i l l . 
Velsicol Chemical Company presented a proposed clean-up 
plan for the Hollywood Dump . The dump would not be cleaned 
up unt i l  the C ity of Memphis and guilty pol luting industries 
agreed on a c lean-up p lan . Federal officia l s  mai l ed 
fourteen notices to those companies responsible f or cleaning 
up the dump . Companies respons ible for dumping haz ardous 
chemica l s  in the dump were required to prove their innocence 
outs ide of court . A grassroots activist and local residents 
wanted the c leanup plan to include the potentially 
responsible parties gui lty in dumping toxic chemicals in the 
Hol lywood Dump . A third party was used to des ign a clean­
up study for the dump . A study conducted by E . C .  Jordan 
Company suggested the Task Force remove contaminated 
sediment and cover the dump with clean soi l . 
It would be very expensive to clean up the dump . The 
state would contribute $ 2 5 0 , 0 0 0  for the cleanup of the dump 
if companies and local governments respons ible for hazardous 
waste at the dump contributed , too . The city of Memphis 
volunteered to donate $ 3 0 0 , 0 0 0  for the cleanup of the dump . 
The c leanup process of the dump was delayed until Velsicol 
Chemical Corporation and the city of Memphi s  proposed 
cleanup plan were approved . EPA officials in Washington , 
D . C .  oversaw the clean-up plans at the dump . They 
5 1  
recommended more rigid regulations and guidelines for the 
c l eanup of the dump . 
Stringent guidel ines imposed by EPA officials in 
Washington , D . C .  delayed the clean-up process of the dump . 
The EPA , the federal government , and the Center for Disease 
Control conducted a scientific study on the effects of the 
contaminated dump on Hol lywood residents . Hol lywood Dump 
was one of Tennessee ' s  f irst toxic waste s ites put on the 
nationa l priority list1 6  for c lean-up under the federal 
superfund program . 
The f irst dimension of power was exercised via public 
pol icy by a l lowing the Hol lywood Dump controversy to be 
discussed openly in public meetings . The Hol lywood 
res idents were powerless . They "received l ittle if any 
efficient government support after the meeting was 
over" ( Interviewee Number Twelve ) . "They had a voice in the 
public meetings , but it was interpreted by government and 
corporate off icials as an un- interpretive Morse 
code" ( Interviewee Number Ten ) . 
The second dimension of power was exercised in public 
pol icy decis ions by not allowing Hol lywood res idents to 
1 6The Hol lywood Dump qual i f ied for the National 
Priority List ( NPL) , because the number of chemica ls found 
in it scored high on the Hazard Ranking System . The clean­
up process of the dump has started and federal funding was 
awarded for c leaning up this site . Based on NPL criteria , 
" the potentially responsible party ( PRPs )  pays for the 
c leanup , in which case EPA and the state government oversee 
the process" John A. Hird . 1 9 9 4 . Superfund : The 
Political Economy of Environmental Risk , p . l6 .  
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ful ly participate in the decision-making process of cleaning 
up the Hol lywood Dump . 
How can anybody solve a community problem in one , two or 
three public meetings ( Interviewee Number Thirteen ) ? 
I n  these meetings we are given a time l imit on our 
testimonies of the dump ( Interviewee Number Eight ) . 
We need direct cons istent communication with pol itical 
leaders to keep us informed about changes in pol icies to 
c l ean up the dump ( Interviewee Number Seventeen ) .  
We want more emphasis on safety measures for our chi ldren 
who p lay near the dump ( Interviewee Number Two ) . 
There is no fence around the dump to block off children from 
leaving a school c lose by and venturing off to the dump to 
play ( Interviewee Number Five ) . 
The public meetings were held when we had other pressing 
priorities to ful f i l l  ( Interviewee Number S ixteen ) . 
At the public meeting , many ideas , pos s ible solutions , and 
proposals to correct the environmental and public health 
problems of the dump were voiced . Local politicians 
answered the questions raised by grassroots activists , 
Hol lywood residents , a representative of the Environmental 
Defense Fund , and others . Hol lywood res idents , and other 
supporters in favor of getting the dump cleaned up , were 
organi z ed out of the decision-making process of c leaning up 
the dump . The meetings were not arranged where the citizens 
were active participants in the decision-making process 
because they were perceived by community e l ites as lacking 
technical information about toxic chemicals in the dump . 
Hol lywood res idents came across as " irritated , displeased 
and i l l -informed res idents about the chemicals buried in the 
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dump" ( Interviewee Number Twenty-two ) .  "The city of Memphi s , 
and pol luting industries representatives , used the meetings 
as a ' bitch session ' or a p latform for powerless residents 
to release their frustration" ( Interviewee Number S ixteen )  . 
It seems l ike the Hol lywood residents were accomp l i shing 
something at thi s  publ ic meeting , but they real ly were 
" disempowered" by the community el ites who ran a "hidden 
agenda " to solve the Hol lywood Dump controversy as they 
chose . 
The third dimension of power was exercised in public 
pol icy decis ions by " local politicians , corporate 
representatives , and government officials acting out a false 
sense of pol itical support for community empowerment for 
Hollywood residents " ( Interviewee Number One ) . Public 
meetings are a ral ly for Hollywood res idents but an 
organi z ed ideological front for community leaders 
( Interviewee Number Five ) . In these meetings the local 
power structure is enforced by a chairman who not only 
directs the flow of the meeting but controls possible 
outs ide agitators from the Hollywood residents ' audi ence 
( Interviewee Number Four) . The Hollywood residents either 
play the politica l  game of their oppos ition or mob i l i z e  and 
strategi z e  in the meeting to earn pol itical legitimacy from 
the local leaders ( Interviewee Number Twenty-six) . The 
l eaders of the Hol lywood res idents must chal lenge the 
community e lites political ideology on the community probl em 
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in order to strengthen their organized res i stance . • •  This 
wil l  j ustify any alternative strategy that may be used to 
solve the community problem ( Interviewee Number Twenty­
eight ) • 
Environmenta l  Problems . Senator Gore visited the dump 
to satisfy the complaints passed to him from his 
constituents . To pass a plan to have the dump c leaned-up , 
Gore wanted to determine whether toxic chemicals were buried 
at the dump . He was confronted with " scientific evidence" 
from the research team ass igned by Centers for Disease 
Control in Atlanta , Georgia stating there was " no conclus ive 
evidence" ( Commercial Appea l 2 - 15 -8 0 )  of toxic chemicals at 
the dump . This research team took soil and water samples 
from various areas around the dump and had them analyzed 
loca l ly or sent the samples to special labs to have them 
analyz ed for possible high levels of toxicity . The soil and 
water samples results indicated some h igh and low l evels of 
several chemical s : pyrene , fluoranthene , chlordane , 
benzof luoranthene , 111-trichloroethane , acetone , ( Commercial 
Appeal 5 - 9 -8 0 )  and many others ( See Appendix B ,  Table 2 ) . 
Pol itical d isputes occurred over which agency had 
j urisd iction in administering the health surveys to the 
Hol lywood community . This dispute extended as far as the 
United States Environmenta l  Protection Agency in Atlanta . 
They received word from Washington , D . C .  and were appointed 
the lead agency in not only administering hea lth surveys , 
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but they were a lso solely responsible for analyz ing soil and 
water samples from the Hollywood community . 
A series of environmental comp laints were given to the 
city of Memphis and other government agencies on toxic 
chemical s  in the area of the Hol lywood community in North 
Memphis . These community elites did not addres s  these 
complaints in a manner that would benef it those mostly 
impacted by the complaints . These complaints read l ike a 
grocery l i st : cyanide spi l l  in the Loosahatchi e  River in 
1 9 7 7 , hogs raised at the contaminated dump , house to house 
health surveys done on the Hollywood res idents , and the 
results indicated the health problems were a result of their 
l i festyles . The Hollywood community was bui lt on top of an 
old dump which was in use in the 1 9 3 0s and 4 0s .  Two elderly 
res idents reported that 5 5 -gallon drums f i l l ed with toxic 
chemicals were dumped in the Hol lywood Dump . Many residents 
complained about a l lergies and other health problems ( e . g .  
headaches , sore throats , burning eyes , irritated skin , etc . ) 
and they claimed that these a l l  were connected to the toxic 
chemicals buried at the dump . The fish in the Oxbow lake 
contained high levels of "pesticides" ( Press Scimitar 1 9 8 0 )  • 
The f i sh from the Wolf River contained high l evels of 
" chlordane" ( Commercial Appeal 1 0 - 2 1-8 0 )  in the tissue of 
the f i sh .  A wel l  in the community had above l eve l s  of 
toxics based on " state and federal drinking water 
standards" ( Press Scimitar 1 0 - 3 - 8 0 ) .  A chemist found "high 
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level s  of pesticides in the Cypress sump17 " ( Press Scimitar 
1 2 -5 - 8 0 ) .  This same chemist made a connection between the 
hexachlorobenz ene ( HCB ) found in the dump and the 
contaminated f i sh from the Wol f  River . 
In 1 9 8 1 ,  two environmentalists found " as many as s ixty" 
( Press Scimitar 5 - 11-8 1 )  5 5 -gallon drums on the banks of the 
Loosahatchie River . In the same year , an engineer from the 
Tennessee Department of Public Health stated that the clean-
up of the Hollywood Dump reduced toxic " runoff by ninety 
percent" ( Press Scimitar 3 -19-8 1 )  • Also , the Hol lywood Dump 
was l i sted as one of the worst toxic chemical dump s ites in 
the United States ( Press Scimitar 1 2 -2 0 - 8 2 ) .  In 1 9 8 2 , test 
wells were instal led at the dump in order to test ground 
water beneath the dump for toxic chemical s . 
The dump was cons idered one of the worst toxic dump s ites in 
Tennessee . In 1 9 8 3 , the Hol lywood Dump was tested for 
dioxin . In the same year , the city of Memphis was accused 
of dumping industrial sewage in the Loosahatchie River which 
resulted in the death of approximately " 6 0 0 , 0 0 0  
f ishes " ( Commercia1 Appeal 5-2 0-8 3 ) . Additiona l ly ,  Vels icol 
Chemical Company admitted to dumping contaminated chemicals 
in the dump . The United States Air Force j oined the c lub by 
being held responsible for dumping "explos ive munitions" 
( Commercial Appeal 9-16-8 4 ) in the dump . 
17A sump is a pit where water drains or is trapped . It 
is a lso referred to as a wel l . 
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Community Res istance . Community resistance over toxic 
chemicals in the Hollywood Dump surfaced as early as 1 9 7 7 . 
There were a few residents from the community who cha l lenged 
local politicians ' decisions to use the l andfi l l  as a c ity-
wide dump for everybody ' s  toxic waste . This included toxic 
waste for the entire city of Memphis . They resisted by not 
pol itical ly supporting any community leader who was in favor 
of keeping the landfi l l  open instead of clos ing it due to 
the toxic wastes buried in it . In 198 0 a local family 
publ icly comp l ained about toxic chemicals in the dump . 
Other fami l ies in the neighborhood supported this complaint . 
Steele Street residents voiced their complaints about the 
toxic chemical s  at the dump . Some of the res idents reported 
physical symptoms ( headaches , nose bleeds , burning eyes , 
rashes on their arms ) attributed to the dump . Some 
residents argued that some of the chemicals at the dump were 
s imilar to those chemica ls found at Love Canal18 and Times 
Beach1 9 • There were severa l  non-res idents , or outsiders , of 
1 8The chemicals found in Love Canal were "Benzene , 
Toluene , Benzoic acid , Lindane , Trichlorethylene , 
Dibromoethane ,  Benz aldehydes , Methylene chloride , 
tetrachloride , chloroform" Adel ine Gordon Levine . 
Love Canal : Science , Politics and People , p . 4 1 .  
Lois Gibbs . 1 9 8 2 . Love Canal :  My Story . 
Carbon 
1 9 8 2 . 
See Also 
1 9Dioxin was the chemical that forced a community to be 
relocated in a Times Beach , Missouri controversy . The 
dioxin was found in the o i l  which was used to treat roads 
(Reko 1 9 8 4 ) ; and to control the dust ( New York Times 19 9 1 )  
in horse stables and arenas in Missouri . This dioxin coated 
o i l  resulted in the death of horses and many peopl e  became 
serious ly s ick from being exposed to it . See Also Schmidt 
19 9 0  and New York Times 1 9 9 1 .  
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the Hol lywood community who neglected , " over-looked" 
( Interviewee Number Two ) and " disregarded" ( Interviewee 
Number Three ) the Hol lywood Dump controversy as a 
" f luke " ( Interviewee Number Five ) . 
In 198 0 ,  resistance organi z ed by a few res idents 
demanded that the Metropol itan Environmental Task Force 
investigate the proposed hea lth problems of local residents . 
In this same year , a grassroots activist pressured the city 
of Memphis to build a fence around the Hollywood Dump to 
keep chi ldren from playing on the toxic soi l . Local 
residents a l so protested against the proposed building of a 
chemical company on Warford Street . Warford is a street 
connecting the east sector of the Hollywood Dump ( See 
Appendix A, Figure 1 ) . The local residents knew that if 
this company was a l lowed to " set up there . . .  it would 
contribute to releas ing toxic chemicals in the rivers and 
the Hol lywood Dump " ( Interviewee Number Thirteen ) . 
In 19 8 0 , a chemist legitimated the hazards of chlordate 
and heptachlor chemicals found in the dump . He a lso 
recommended that these toxic chemicals be dug up and shipped 
to toxic landf ills in other states20 • In support of the 
evidence l inked to the potential dangers of the toxic 
20S ince Tennessee does not have a l egal hazardous waste 
landf i l l ,  the haz ardous waste must be shipped out of the 
state . Hazardous waste generated in Memphi s  should be 
transported to legitimate hazardous waste landf i l l s  in 
" Emel l e ,  Alabama ; Livingston , Louisiana ; Sulphur , Louisiana 
and Sumter , Carolina" ( n . d . ) .  
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chemicals in the dump , several residents and a grassroots 
activist cha ined themse lves to the fence at the entrance of 
the dump . They were protesting to persuade the c ity of 
Memphis to clean up the toxic chemical s  at the dump and to 
provide safety measures for residents who l ive c l ose to the 
dump . 
In mid 1 9 8 1 ,  several forms of resistance took p lace 
that impacted the clean-up of the dump . These forms of 
resistance also showed the city of Memphis that local 
residents were serious about having the dump c l eaned up . 
First , several representatives of the Metropol itan Area 
Environmenta l  Task Force21 resigned , because they were not 
treated as ful l  participants in the decision-making process 
of cleaning up the Hollywood Dump . Second , several local 
residents raised questions about the " EPA investigations" 
( Press Scimitar 5 - 2 0-8 1 )  at the dump . There were some 
res idents who argued that the EPA treated the Hol lywood Dump 
investigation as a "cover-up where only city officials had 
access to what was actual ly going on at the 
dump" ( Interviewee Number One ) . Third , several local 
res idents testif ied at public hearings about the health 
2 1  Memphis Metropol itan Area Environmental Task Force , 
norma l ly referred to by interviewees as the Metropol itan 
Area Environment Task Force or Task Force (MMAETF or MAETF ) ­
" The Task Force was an outgrowth of a congress ional hearing 
of Apri l  19 9 0  investigating how federal ,  state and county 
agencies handled claims of chemical contamination from 
res idents of Frayser and Hol lywood communities " ( Novarro 
19 8 1 ) . 
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risks associated with the Hol lywood Dump . An interviewee 
recal led when " a  friend of a friend gave a testimony at a 
public hearing and questioned the • sudden death ' of a 
Hol lywood res ident" ( Interviewee Number Three ) . Fourth , 
some residents d iscussed poss ible water poisoning and the 
cost of doing a public health study of residents who l ived 
near the dump . 
Fifth , local residents and grassroots activists 
demanded a clean-up for chi ldren ' s  safety at a p layground 
near the dump and for those chi ldren who used the dump as a 
p layground . The National Clean Air Coa lition , a local 
environmental group , reported that Vels icol and Procter and 
Gamble polluted the air with " cancer-caus ing chemicals" 
( Press Scimitar 3 -10-82 ) .  A local activist ' s  attorney f iled 
a federal court lawsuit to dismiss complete control of the 
dump by the EPA . Many Hollywood res idents , and a local 
activist , did not trust city officials due to their track 
record of broken promises to clean up the dump at a 
designated time . Several local res idents voiced their 
concerns over dri l l ing wel ls at the dump . They bel ieved 
dri l l ing might cause explosion . They were aso concerned 
about the cost of cleaning up the dump . 
Overal l , the community awareness can be summarized by 
how Hol lywood residents and non-Hol lywood residents 
described the local dump in their own way : [ It ] " 
stigmati z ed our neighborhood as the city ' s  g arbage pit" 
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( Interviewee Number Fifteen ) , as a " stinky l itter box" 
( Interviewee Number Twenty-two ) ,  as disgraceful to the 
existence of black racial power in this city" ( Interviewee 
Number Thirteen ) , "public health danger" ( Interviewee Number 
Thirty ) , "uncleanl iness "  ( Interviewee Number Eight ) , 
"highway of garbage contamination" ( Interviewee Number 
Four ) , a " symbol ic BFI garbage truck" ( Interviewee Forty ) , 
and " an odorous skunk castle " ( Interviewee Number Twe lve ) . 
The h i storical ideology of the Hol lywood Dump can best be 
explained by the residents ' " internal i z ed consciousnes s " - of 
being aware that the dump represented a " dominated group" 
( themselves ) which has been socia l iz ed to act out a 
" cultural myth . " They are also aware that the local 
industries and government officials might reverse the dump ' s  
stereotypes and turn them into a " social good" for the 
conununity . 
The non-residents labeled the Hol lywood Dump as : 
an "overgrazed garbage desert" ( Interviewee Number Forty­
one ) , "unfertile , inexpens ive statue of destruction" 
( Interviewee Number Forty-two) , "a permanent garbage-j unk 
pile" ( Interviewee Number Forty-three ) ,  " a  low-l ife cage of 
useless middle-class values" ( Interviewee Number Forty­
four) , " a  distasteful pool of vomit" ( Interviewee Number 
Forty-five ) , "the meeting grounds of defeatist and 
conqueror" ( Interviewee Number Forty-six) , " storage capacity 
for cowjhorse manure" ( Interviewee Number Forty-seven ) ,  " an 
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invis ible , yet visible , environmental risky package from the 
c ity and local industries" ( Interviewee Number Forty-eight ) , 
and "the home of the forgotten , unretrievable , and 
unrecyclable consumption products " ( Interviewee Number 
F i fty ) . 
Non-Hol lywood res idents are aware that " structural 
d i sempowerment " is a key component in describing the 
symbolic " culture of silence" of a disenfranchised 
community . The Hol lywood and non-Hol lywood res idents ' 
descriptions of the Hol lywood Dump are an indication they 
were aware of the environmenta l  degradation the dump caused 
the Hollywood community . 
Policy Determination 
The Hol lywood res idents wanted a policy in the 
decision-making process of cleaning up the dump which could 
include : a )  the city of Memphis and pol luting industries ' 
publ icly admitting they were gui lty in contaminating the 
Hol lywood Dump , and b) a l lowing a local res ident to serve as 
a representative in every capacity of the p lanning , 
execution and evaluation of the c lean-up of the dump . On 
the other hand , the city of Memphis , and pol luting 
industries , used a "delayed bureaucratic cover-up policy" 
( Interviewee Number Thirty-three) while acting " senile" 
( Interviewee Number Eleven ) when it came to answering 
questions about the dump . Once it became public , 
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l egitimate , and pol itically sound that toxic chemicals were 
dumped at the Hol lywood Dump , a l l  policy activities were 
focused around the clean-up of the dump . 
Discussion About C leanup of Dump 
The discuss ion of the dump c lean-up resulted in an 
evaluation of the severity of toxic chemicals and the 
selection of cleanup methods for the dump . 
In 1 9 9 0 , the EPA completed an extensive evaluation 
of viable alternatives for cleaning up the 
contaminated soi l , sediment , f ish and groundwater 
at the s ite . This process included a report known 
as a Feasibi l ity Study ( FS )  which was prepared by 
two of the Potentially Responsible Parties ( PRRs ) , 
Velsicol Chemical Corporation (Vels icol ) and 
Buckman Laboratories , under a Commiss ioner ' s  Order 
from the State of Tennessee . The FS used 
information generated during the 1 9 8 6 - 1 9 9 0  
Supplemental Remedial Investigation (RI ) to 
develop feasible cleanup alternatives .  Fol lowing 
a public comment period on the alternatives , the 
EPA signed a Record of Decision (ROD ) in September 
of 19 9 0  which presented the selected remedy for 
the S ite whi ch concurred with by the State of 
Tennessee to clean the dump up (USEPA 1 9 9 3 : 2 ) . 
The PRRs decided on a clean-up method a fter responses from 
local residents . 
Thi s  demonstrates the exercise of the f irst dimens ion 
of power . The community e l ites decided to have a public 
meeting to discuss the clean-up of the dump . In this 
meeting , they proposed their protocol for c leaning up the 
dump and asked the audience for feedback . Many of the 
residents responded to the clean-up as follows : It is about 
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time ( Interviewee Number Thirty) , we have been short changed 
said a res ident who was quoted at a pub l ic hearing , ( Press 
Scimitar 12 -8-8 1 ) , the C ity of Memphis officials have an 
open meeting to tel l  us how they are going to correct their 
screw-up ( Interviewee Number Eighteen) , our comp laints , 
cries , and grievances have been neglected for years 
( Interviewee Number Nine ) , this public meeting appears as if 
the local residents have a • j ust voice ' in the deci sions to 
c lean-up the dump , but we don ' t  . . .  and we are here to see 
who are representing the c ity government , ( Interviewee 
Number Twenty ) , and , this public meeting l ike a l l  the rest 
of them is a scientific p layground where hired experts 
bel ittle the testimony of local res idents . . •  Also the hired 
experts never talk in language that the residents can 
understand . It is s imilar to a doctor us ing medical 
terminology to exp lain an i l lness to his patients , and they 
don ' t  understand what he is saying ( Interviewee Number Ten) . 
Hol lywood residents struggled for a role in the 
decision-making process of having the dump cleaned up , but 
they were never given a fair chance to solve soc i a l  problems 
from the top down approach . 
Reform 
The Hol lywood Dump pol icy which was implemented 
included c lean-up methods ,  design methods , clean-up starting 
date , safety plans , and public participation . Hol lywood 
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res idents wanted a community representative to have an 
active role in every stage of the pol i cy whi le community 
e l ites presented and carried out a clean-up pol icy 
representing their pol itical interests . 
Clean-up Methods Chosen for Hollywood Dump 
Some local residents wanted an " emergency 
cleanup " ( Interviewee Number Three ) of the dump . However , 
the fol lowing methods were chosen for the dump : 
instal lation of a 2 4  inch low permeabi l ity s o i l  
cover over the landfi l l  area , monitoring o f  the 
shallow groundwater to determine i f  contamination 
levels stay below remediation standards , 
instal lation of a 3 6  inch hydraulic cover over 
contaminated sediments , and removal of 
contaminated fish from Oxbow Lake and the 
abandoned dredge pond . The remedy is estimated to 
cost approximately 8 m i l l ion dol lars to implement 
( USEPA 1 9 9 3 : 
2 )  • 
Design for Clean-up of Hollywood Dump 
The city of Memphis and Velsicol Chemical Corporation 
took the lead in creating a c leanup design for the Hol lywood 
Dump . "Velsicol and the city of Memphis s igned a Consent 
Decree ( CD )  in March of 1 9 9 1  to perform the work at the 
s ite . The CD was lodged with a U . S .  District Court in 
November of 1 9 9 1 ,  at which time the Remedi a l  Design (RD)  was 
initiated" ( USEPA 1 9 9 3 : 2 ) . 
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The city of Memphis and Velsicol Chemical Corporation 
concluded that the RD provided detailed information about 
the clean-up of the dump . 
The RD identified and develops a l l  of the S ite 
Design Obj ectives : the c lean-up criteria , 
descriptions of the remediation work , fac i l ity 
layouts , c leanup verification , monitoring systems , 
permits , easement , rights of way , health and 
safety requirements ,  estimated work schedules , and 
approximate costs . The RD also included 
additional sampling of the sediments in the 
surface water ponds determining the exact areas in 
the ponds that required remediation ( USEPA 1 9 9 3 : 
2 )  • 
Date of Clean-up of Hollywood Dump 
The c leanup process of the dump looked perfect on 
paper , and it seemed l ike a l l  areas of the clean-up process 
were covered . 
The cleanup activities at the site wil l  begin in 
the fal l  of 1 9 9 3  and are expected to take 
approximately three years to complete . North 
Hol lywood is located next to the Wolf River and is 
frequently flooded during periods of high f low . 
Because of weather dependent conditions , the 
c lean-up work at the s ite has been divided into 
three separate actions : the consol idation of 
contamination areas along the Wolf River and the 
surface water ponds into the center of the 
landf i l l  to prevent their erosion during f looding , 
the covering of the East and West Sectors of the 
l andf i l l , and the covering of the contaminated 
sediments in the surface water ponds . Due to S ite 
and weather-related conditions , there wi l l  be 
periods during the cleanup when minimal activities 
wi l l  occur at the S ite (USEPA 19 9 3 : 2 ) . 
Safety Plan of the Clean-up Process of Hollywood Dump 
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According to a Hol lywood resident , safety22 i s  a 
priority in c leaning up a toxic dump to protect the health 
and welfare of those potentially exposed to toxic chemicals . 
During cleanup activities , excavation and trucking 
equipment and personnel will be entering and 
leaving the S ite . As required for a l l  Superfund 
remedial work , a Health and Safety P lan has been 
prepared which includes measures for protecting 
the personnel involved and the surrounding 
community . The plan includes monitoring for early 
identif ication of potential ly dangerous s ituations 
that might be encountered , and how such s ituations 
should be addressed . During the c lean-up 
activities , and after their completion , the s ite 
wi l l  be per iodical ly monitored and evaluated to 
ensure the protection of human health and of the 
environment ( USEPA 19 9 3 : 2 - 3 ) . 
Public Participation and the Hollywood Dump 
The city of Memphis and Vels icol Chemical Company 
argued that the public had adequate means to " voice "23 their 
comments and suggestions about c leaning up the Hol lywood 
Dump . 
An important part of the Superfund process i s  
community involvement . EPA welcomes comments and 
questions from the public regarding the North 
22The absence of environmental risks and dangers should 
have been a " priority" before the potenti a l ly responsible 
parties started dumping toxic chemicals in the dump 
( Interviewee Number Twenty-one) .  This respondent argued 
that anytime a community is in 
c lose proximity to a landf i l l , the local residents ' 
" environmental rights " should be honored and the c ity 
government must provide " environmental protection , "  but it 
did not . 
23A " counter argument" to public participation is that 
the city of Memphis and polluting industries " fa i led to 
l i sten to the voices" ( Interviewee Number Fourteen ) of 
distressed res idents in 1 9 7 7 . The local power structure 
assumed these voices would be transformed into a " s i lent 
society" without a pol itical base . 
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Hollywood Dump Site . EPA wil l  continue to inform 
and involve the community throughout the Remedial 
process using fact sheets and notices ( USEPA 1 9 9 3 : 
3 )  • 
Some of the Hollywood residents argued they had not been 
informed completely of the remediation activities of the 
Hol lywood Dump . 
In the Hollywood Dump reform stage , the local e l ites 
presented their p lan of action on how the dump would be 
c leaned up . They exc luded any input from local residents . 
The local residents wanted an emergency c l ean up of the 
dump , but in 1 9 9 3  the city decided to " clean-up" the dump in 
a much less expensive way . The local residents further 
wanted a "comprehensive longterm health analysis of 
res idents who l ived close to the dump , but the city only did 
a short term health study of a few res idents" ( Interviewee 
Number 2 ) . Questioning the val idity of sampl ing procedures , 
several residents argued that the "city did health surveys 
on a few res idents if any at a l l "  ( Interviewee Number 
Fourteen) . The city of Memphis was more interested in the 
safety p lan of the clean-up process than it was of the 
"health and safety of the res idents who have been breathing 
the toxic fumes from the contaminated dump" ( Interviewee 
Number Thirteen ) . All the publ ic participation meetings on 
the Hollywood Dump are used as a "political 
bluff " ( Interviewee Number Four ) or a " false decision-making 
arena " ( Interviewee Number One ) , and in the final ana lysis 
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the " c ity of Memphis wi l l  reinforce its bureaucratic red 
tape" ( Interviewee Number Eight ) to " control the outcome of 
the c leanup des ign of the dump " ( Interviewee Number Twenty­
two ) . 
The natural history of the Hol lywood Dump i s  a 
combination of hidden agendas and disempower ing strategies 
used by community elites and local politicians to keep 
Hol lywood residents locked up in their " s i lent screaming . "  
This method of disempowerment is effected mainly by 
control l ing the ideology of pol iticians who represent 
Hollywood residents . A few residents responded that " the 
black or white politicians that say they represent our 
political interests are co-opted by the loc a l  ' political 
growth machine ' to only say so much or do as l ittle as 
possible" { Interviewee Number Seventeen ) . When the Hol lywood 
res idents started " compla ining in the 1 9 7 0 s  about s i ckness 
associated with the dump , their political representative 
remained silent in hope of col lecting more solid facts to 
j ustify accus ing local companies for dumping toxic chemicals 
in the Hol lywood Dump " { Interviewee Number Twenty-three ) .  
This pol itical reprsentative would argue that some " foul 
p lay" had taken p lace with the chemical samp l ing evidence 
from taken from the Hol lywood Dump . He remained s i lent 
because he wanted overwhelming evidence to use to prove that 
a l l  parties accused of dumping chemica l s  in the dump were 
gui lty . A local preacher remarked : "your f irst response to 
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a community probl em is to examine the seriousness of the 
res idents ' complaints and then plan a strategy to solve this 
problem . " A local activist concluded : sometimes " I  work 
inside the pol itical system to solve community probl ems , and 
other times I use my informal resources and social support 
to dissolve community problems . "  The chronology of events 
of the Hol lywood Dump controversy sets the foundation for 
describing and interpreting this social problem from the 
" top down" and " bottom up political perspectives " .  
7 1  
CHAPTER THREE 
VIEWING THE PROBLEM FROM THE TOP DOWN 
This chapter describes the top down view of the 
Hol lywood Dump . The first part of the chapter presents a 
natura l  history of the Hollywood Dump which includes 
background materi a l  and po litical activities influencing 
community awareness , pol icy determination , and reform stages 
of the natural history of the Hol lywood Dump . 
The Natural History of the Hol lywood Dump 
The emergence of the Hollywood Dump as a social problem 
was legitimi zed by the city , county , state and federal 
agencies , and Vels icol Chemical Company in January of 1 9 8 0 .  
The origin24 of the dump as a " community probl em" surfaced 
in the Fal l  of 1 9 7 7  when a group of res idents comp l ained 
about a "pecul iar odor" coming from the dump ( Interviewee 
Number Fi ve25 } • 
24The origin of the dump follows the logic of Ful ler 
and Myers { 19 4 1 )  where the community problem peaks , faces 
intergroup conf l icts , levels off and dissipates . 
2 5The Hollywood Dump issue peaked in 19 8 4 , and level ed 
off in the fall of 19 8 4 . There were severa l  intergroup 
conf l icts among city , county and federal agencies , and 
Vels icol Chemical Company from 1 9 8 0  to 19 9 0 . This issue 
diss ipated from December of 1 9 8 4  to about the summer of 
19 9 0 . It resurfaced gradual ly in the latter half of 19 9 0  
specifically address ing questions concerning the dump ' s  
c lean-up process competition . 
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Background 
Local el ites and government officials covertly excluded 
the Hol lywood residents from the decision-making process of 
c leaning up the dump . The local residents were not included 
in the maj or decisions in the c lean up of the dump . The 
local elites did not treat or respect the Hollywood 
res idents as equal partners in the decision-making process 
of the dump . The local res idents were not active 
participants in the planning stages of cleaning up the dump . 
It took three to four years before the local e l ites and 
government officials " l istened seriously" ( Interviewee 
Number Thirty-seven2 6 ) to Hol lywood residents ' grievances 
about toxic chemicals in the dump . 
A local pol itician thought local residents needed 
to be " active participants an decision-makers " in 
reference to "present and future hazardous waste 
issues " that might disrupt a homogenous community . 
He thought a few residents should be used as 
" toxic/hazardous board members to accept or rej ect 
chemical companies moving in and out of the 
Industrial Park on Warford Street" • . .  He said the 
" coporate community" should respect the 
" backyards" of Hol lywood res idents instead of 
using it as a " toxic membrane" to f ilter its 
economic leftovers . 
2 6 There was a black politician who thought the 
Hol lywood Dump issue was a "political fiasco . " He was in 
favor of Hol lywood residents asking the federal government 
to relocate them until the dump was cleaned up ( this wish was 
not granted by the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency ) . 
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Some residents thought there was too much 
" bureaucratic" ( Interviewee Number Twenty27 and Mansur 1 9 8 4 ) 
" crap " ( Interviewee Number Thirty-f ive ) in trying to 
rational i z e  the " lack of government accountabi l ity 
" ( Interviewee Number Nine28 ) in cleaning up the Hollywood 
Dump . 
A former teacher who taught a civic class at a 
Memphis City School ,  recal led one of her students 
giving a stunning oral presentation on the 
Hollywood Dump . The issue grabbed her attention 
because the student stated that the "Hollywood 
Dump is where everybody ' s  nasty and toxic garbage 
is stored , so how did garbage from the house 
become poisonous?" The teacher had to exp lain to 
the student and to the rest of the class that 
27She was born in St . Louis Missouri and moved to 
Memphi s  in 1 9 7 4 . She l ived in South Memphis for one year 
and moved to North Memphis in 1 97 5 . She l ives ten miles 
from the Hol lywood dump . She is married , has one child , and 
is a retired school teacher . Her recol l ection of the 
Hol lywood Dump incident is best remembered from two of her 
students informed her about the nature of the problems that 
impacted the Hol lywood community . 
28 She is a student as Memphis state Univers ity 
maj oring in Pol itical Science . Her family l ives three and a 
half miles from the Hollywood Dump . She i s  thirty-six years 
old and is a former secretary of a bus iness office in a 
department store . Her family cons ists of a mother who is 
seventy years old and her son who is eighteen years old . 
She said that the "Hollywood community within North Memphis 
is a group of powerless poor people who lack political 
involvement in city pol itics and who did not understand the 
decision-making process of getting a landf i l l  cleaned up . "  
She a lso rep lied that "Hollywood res idents did not use their 
"voting muscles" to hold black and white elected officials 
accountable for dragging their feet and lying about 
environmental and health i ssues" surrounding the dump . She 
concluded that "urban areas such as the Hollywood community 
are a "tax exemption" for city p lanners . "  . . .  " The city 
bui lds our communities on top of dumps , they charge us rent , 
we pay high mortgages for cheap framed houses , and they get 
paid again for cleaning up toxic chemicals they dumped on 
our front porches . "  
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garbage being disposed in the dump contained 
"toxic compounds . "  After the student ' s  oral 
presentation on the dump , she followed the 
"newspaper version" of the story . 
Several res idents argued that the four years it took the 
local government and industries to clean up the dump s imply 
indicates that "community l eaders perceive Hol lywood 
res idents as lower-class people who lack the abil ity to 
assess environmental degradation" ( Interviewees Number 
Thirty2 9 , Twenty-nine and Twenty-seven) .  Thi s  i l lustrates 
how the local power structure rationa l i z es that African-
Americans l iving , working , and playing in environmental ly 
destructive physical conditions are not consc ious enough to 
distinguish between a clean/healthy environment and a toxic 
contaminated environment . 
29She was born in Helena , Arkansas and moved to Memphis 
in 1 9 6 6 . She moved to the Hol lywood community in 1 9 7 2 . She 
reca l l s  the "hell rais ing" over the cleanup of the dump from 
1 9 7 7  to 1 9 8 0 .  She thought the " c ity power structure" should 
have taken a more " active role" a pass ive role . She was 
very involved in the Civil Rights Movement in the 6 0 s  in 
Memphis and is now very mel low in her old age . She argued 
that "more black churches should have played an important 
part in confronting the EPA and other federal employees to 
get an emergency c leanup of the dump . "  She a lso said that 
" the city government and companies guilty for dumping in the 
Hollywood dump should have relocated only those res idents 
that l ived at least a mile from the landf i l l . "  She thinks 
it wi l l  take years before we will know how much damage the 
toxic chemicals did to the environment . 
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Community Awareness 
The Hol lywood residents ' course of action was the 
result of local res idents complaining about health 
problems30 they attributed to the local dump , for example : 
p lants dying ; dogs ' hair fal l ing off their bodie s ; severe 
migraine headaches , skin peel ing off their hands ; dogs ' 
puppies dying ; irregular nose bleeds ; bumps appearing and 
d isappearing on the face , hands and back ; l itter from 
kittens ' were dying ; high blood pressure ; rashes appearing 
on the body ; breathing problems ; vegetables not growing in 
gardens , hearing loss , unusual bl isters on the arms , unusual 
taste in the mouth , blurred vision , swel ling of cheeks , eyes 
and hands . This l i st reads l ike a symptom checkl ist for 
exposure to toxic chemica ls or a healthcheck l i st for toxic 
exposure at your local doctor ' s  off ice . Many of these 
health probl ems the Hol lywood res idents complained about 
were related to l ifestyle and diet by health officials . A 
30A local resident wants some answers about her 
daughter ' s  i l lnesses which she attributes to the toxic 
chemicals at the dump . She is furious because the EPA only 
provides excuses such as they have to wait unt i l  the samples 
from the dump are analyzed until we can provide conclusive 
evidence that the chemicals are the causes of the i l lnesses 
in the Hol lywood community ( Commercial Appeal 5 -2 -8 0 ) . An 
interviewee at this public meeting recal ls that the EPA 
officials provided too many contradictory statements in 
regard to the toxic chemicals found at the dump ( Interviewee 
Number One ) . "Residents at the [ public meeting ] challenged 
many statements by the federal officials , questioning the 
loss of materials taken for sampling and indicating doubt 
about EPA ' s  concern for persons l iving in the 
area" ( Commercial Appeal 5-2-8 0 ) . 
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few of these things may be accidental ,  but a l l  of them are 
no " co incidence , "  replied a grassroots activist . Also , these 
symptoms are typically associated with res idents l iving near 
a toxic waste faci l ity . 
The State examined the Hol lywood Dump for the possible 
presence of toxic chemicals in 1 9 8 1  and promised the 
" res idents of Hollywood that a more than a full 
comprehens ive study was inappropriate" for this s ite ( Press 
Scimitar 3 -7-8 1 ) . Some Shelby County Health personnel and 
safety officials d id not want a health study done on the 
local res idents . These government officials31 wanted the 
health study to be based on the Johns Hopkins University 
research team report . This report would c l a im that the 
health study would be appropriate for Hol lywood community 
residents . 
The government officials used external experts to 
legitmate their ideologies of the Hollywood Dump issue . 
This discrete manipulation of power by government officials 
toward the Hol lywood res idents i s  an exampl e  of the third 
d imens ion of power . The government officials are making 
decis ions for the " dominated group . "  These officials 
presented their " dominating ideologies " of the dump . These 
government officials were aware the reflective testimonies 
31 " These people are aware of what is being designed . I 
don ' t  know what they ' re requesting . I don ' t  understand the 
nature of it . The way it has been proposed is the way it 
should be done " ( Press Scimitar 3 -7-8 1 ) . 
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of environmental and health problems of two Hol lywood 
residents , " Princess Ray32 and Emma Smith , 33 . "  These 
testimonies were chal lenged by the external experts reports 
on the dump which concluded that the dump no severe 
environmental threat to local residents l iving c lose to the 
dump . 
Policy Determination Stage 
It seems diff icult for pol iticians , representatives of 
pol luting industries , and government officials to admit 
they have the "power34 " to clean the dump up or to point a 
to specific agency that should do it . All three groups , 
when interviewed , acted as though they are insens itive to 
32 " In a smal l  brick house on West Belmont , Princess Ray 
sat on a velvet gold couch , braiding her daughter ' s  hair and 
remembering the days of Hollywood . She thought of Apri l  2 ,  
1 9 8 0 ,  the day she told a Washington congressional 
subcommittee about the 7 0 -acre Hol lywood Dump , where 
industri a l  North Memphis once depos ited hazardous wastes , 
near her home . She told them of health problems of her 
chi ldren , mother and neighbors , and of puppies mysteriously 
dying . Either the Neighborhood was unusual ly unhea lthy or 
' Memphi s  is a sicker town than any one of us want to 
believe " ( Commercial Appeal 8 - 2 5-8 4 ) . 
33 " Emma Smith , 8 1 ,  whose yard nearly abuts the dump , 
moved to the neighborhood in the 19 3 0s . She quickly 
d iscovered that res idents often searched the dump for food 
or anything else worth saving . ' I  wondered what a l l  those 
folks were doing out there when I found out , I was out there 
with them . It looked l ike a picnic ' .  Today , she boils her 
water" ( Commercial Appeal 8-2 5-84 ) .  
34 In this stage , power refers to those individuals who 
are accountable for providing environmental protection for 
the Hol lywood residents . 
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the l ife chances of Hollywood residents or as though they 
are not sure who has primary power to solve this community 
problem . 
Political conf licts exist within each group , but these 
conf l icts are too long and tedious to discuss in thi s  
research proj ect . The focus of these confl icts i s  who and 
what department will be delegated primary authority to clean 
up the dump . Also , there is an economic35 component which 
provides an underlying explanation as to why these groups 
are f ighting between and among themselves . Now that the 
Hol lywood Dump controversy has been publicized ,  a l l  of these 
groups want to take credit for p laying a vital role in 
having the dump cleaned up . 
The different groups involved in the policy 
determination of the dump include : pol iticians ( local 
politicians who represent the Hol lywood constituents , city 
of Memphis , County Government ) ;  government officials (Memphis 
and Shelby County Hea lth Department , EPA and CDC) ; and 
representatives of pol luting industries ( Metropolitan Area 
Environmental Task Force , Technical Action Group and Third 
Parties ) .  The Third Parties include Johns Hopkins 
University , E . C .  Jordan , Univers ity of Tennessee Center for 
35  "The Johns Hopkins proposal [ for Health study ] , 
prepared under a $ 1 5 0 , 00 0  grant and released in December , 
estimated a cost of $ 3  mi l l ion for medical testing of 1 , 6 0 0  
people near the dump and 3 , 2 0 0  others l iving i n  areas 
without e levated levels of toxic chemical s "  ( Commercial 
Appeal 1 2 - 2 - 8 2 ) .  The total costs of the c leanup i s  
estimated a t  3 mill ion dol lars . 
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Health Sciences , and a Maine Contractor36 • The fourth and 
f inal group consists of Hol lywood res idents who are the 
" innocent victims exposed to toxic chemical s "  ( Interviewee 
Number Eight ) of the Hollywood dump . 
Politicians respond to pol icy determination in the following 
manner : 
An EPA official , who asked not to be identified , 
said Baker ' s  staff " j umped the gun" in making the 
announcement before EPA officials had f irmly 
decided whether to fund the study . The official 
said Baker ' s  staff might have been trying to use 
the announcement of funding for the study to show 
his concern about chemical exposure problems and 
poss ibly offset recent publ icity that Baker , 
a lthough present , decl ined to vote on the 
" Superfund" bill which would provide funds for 
cleaning up hazardous chemical dumps ( Press 
Scimitar 9 -3 - 8 0 ) . 
Here i s  a pol itical conf l ict which arose between an EPA 
official and Senator Baker . Both parties tried to downplay 
their political affil iation with the Hol lywood Dump issue 
whi le express ing their political support to fund the clean-
up of the Hollywood Dump . 
Mayor Wyeth Chandler blasted U . S .  Rep . Harold Ford 
for a l legedly trying to gain politically from the 
poss ible environmenta l  problems at the O ld North 
Hol lywood dump s ite . Chandler told city counci l  
members that we are more concerned about the 
public safety than people who have made this a 
political activist ' tool ( Press Scimitar 5 - 6 -8 0 ) . 
36 This contractor was "hired by TAG" to check their 
data collection and to ass ist TAG in making sound decisions 
on c leaning up the dump ( Commercial Appeal 1 2 - 9 - 8 3 ) .  
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Here again , this time between a county mayor and U . S .  Rep . 
( Congressman) ,  is a political conflict over the Hol lywood 
Dump . Both pol iticians tried to appear as if they 
represent the interests of Hol lywood residents , but they did 
not . An interviewee remarked that this political conf l i ct 
between the politicians " is a political forsage" 
( Interviewee Number Ten) . 
u . s .  Rep . Al Gore visited the Hollywood l andfi l l  twice 
to check on the clean-up process .  A local resident said 
that Gore visited the landf i l l  to " gain brownie poi nts in 
the res idents ' corner" ( Interviewee Number Thirty ) . The 
Hol lywood residents argued that Gore did as much a s  other 
politicians to " speed up the clean-up process" of the local 
dump ( Interiewee Number Five ) . 
Rep . Ford a ligned himself with the Environmental 
Defense Fund due to its reputation of supporting communities 
p l ague by a superfund s ite . It is the indirect power 
exerted by the Environmental Defense Fund which forces this 
politician to gravitate toward the Environmental Defense 
Fund ' s  environmental agenda for the Hollywood community . In 
the past , the city of Memphis environmenta l  agenda did not 
take the Hol lywood residents ' responses into consideration 
when they were making crucial decis ions on the dump . 
The city of Memphis echoed their response-------
Rep . Harold Ford , D-Memphis , cal led for the 
congressional investigation after the request was 
8 1  
made by the 5 0 , 0 0 0  member Washington-based 
Environmental Defense Fund . The Memphi s  
congressman j oined Ruffin Harris , coordinator o f  
the EDF , in asking the subcommittee t o  immediately 
investigate Memphis and Shelby County Health 
Department as wel l  as the EPA in handl ing the 
environmental problem ( Press Scimitar 2 - 5 - 8 0 ) .  
The " gui lty duo" ( Interviewee Number Fourteen) ,  the city of 
Memphis and Vel s icol Chemical Corporation , col laborated in 
1 9 8 4  to "des ign an acceptable" ( Interviewee Number Forty-
seven) c lean-up p l an for the Hol lywood Dump . 
In the summer of 1984 , the City of Memphis and 
Vels icol designed a clean-up plan for the dump • . .  
"the dump ' s  7 0 -acre surface wi ll be disposed of at 
the s ite , a lthough drums stored there wil l  be 
excavated and inspected , and poss ibly d i sposed of 
elsewhere . An abandoned dredge pond , which 
accounts for a maj ority of the costs and concerns 
related to the clean-up , wil l  be drained this 
summer ,  along with a nearby oxbow lake ( Commercial 
Appeal 6 - 1 3 -8 4 ) .  
Some city of Memphis officials got upset because the 
USEPA in Atlanta demanded that the city of Memphis ' s  plan to 
c lean up the dump be re-evaluated . This decis ion created a 
political conflict between Memphi s  officials and the USEPA . 
The Hol lywood dump clean-up l ikely wi l l  be delayed 
for years because the U . S .  Environmental 
Protection Agency has decided to restudy the 
clean-up p lan , . . .  "The change wi l l  further delay 
corrective action for an indef inite period of 
time , probably years , while an ' approved approach ' 
is formulated by EPA , hopeful ly by the spring of 
19 8 5 "  said Maynard Sti lesn , city of public works 
37 A local Hol lywood spokesperson argued that part of 
the problem of getting the dump c leaned up is " sorting out 
the political problems " ( Interviewee Number Twenty-two ) 
between the various agencies involved in the decis ion-making 
process of the Hollywood Dump controversy . The interviewee 
s a id this was not their problem . " Sti les said the state 
off icials were "very upset" that the EPA had made a 
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d irector . EPA regional officials in Atlanta had 
verba l ly approved a clean-up p lan , but when EPA 
headquarters in Washington was asked to approve 
it , officials decided it should be evaluated under 
a more stringent set of regulations , according to 
officials ( Commercial Appeal 1 9 8 4 ) 
The delay in cleaning up the dump has shown the " true 
colors " ( Interviewee Number S ixteen38 } of a l l  potential ly 
respons ible parties . The politica l confl icts among the city 
of Memphi s ,  the EPA , and the State of Tennessee have 
persisted for three to four years ( 19 8 1 - 1 9 8 4 } .  
The study has been pending approval in the federal 
agencies , CDC , and the u . s .  Environmental 
Protection Agency s ince 19 8 1 .  Over the years , 
several s ignals that the proj ect had been g iven 
the go-ahead were given . " I  think a l l  the 
confl icts between the state and the EPA have been 
resolved" , Mike Apple , assistant director for 
solid waste management , said . "The state is going 
to take the lead on the proj ect" ( Press Scimitar 
1 9 8 0 )  . 
"unilateral change" in its 
approach to the long-delayed cleanup of the 7 0 -acre s ite . 
"We conducted 3 1 / 2  years of study and formul ated a plan and 
implemented it , and EPA ( approva l )  a l l  a long the way . • .  And 
then to be told after implementation of the p l an i s  approved 
that it ' s  not accepted would have the effect of upsetting 
you" ( Commercial Appeal 7 - 18 - 8 4 } .  
38 Al l the people involved in thi s  "Hol lywood Dump 
hazardous mess" are anxious to show their true pol itical 
pos ition after several delays in starting the c leanup 
process . "  It seems l ike every day in the newspaper there is 
an article about politica l disagreements over the c leanup of 
the dump . The longer the City of Memphi s  waits to c lean up 
the dump , the more inefficient the clean-up process wi l l  be . 
I f  government officia ls want to agitate each other , they can 
do it by laz iness in del ivering fresh-clean soi l to the 
landf i l l ,  by delaying water and soil samples from the 
laboratory , or by failure to remove a l l  the toxic drums 
buried a l l  over the dump . In the long-run the Hol lywood 
res idents get screwed . 
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The county government argued that a health survey for the 
Hol lywood residents was not "needed unt i l  more soi l and 
water samples were col lected and analyzed at the dump" 
( Interviewee Number Thirteen ) . 
The county government rep lied that the , 
[ h ] ealth Department ' s  investigation was " going 
down a bl ind a l ley for four years " unt i l  the 
department received information from the 
unidentified source , re-emphas i z ing that the 
information negated the need for a house-to-house 
survey of the area by VISTA volunteers ( Press 
Scimitar 2 -5-8 0 ) . 
There was a short "political fuse " ( Interviewee Number Four ) 
between a county commiss ioner and an EPA offici a l . The city 
of Memphis , Velsicol Corp . and the EPA were accused by 
several Hol lywood residents of "watering down the results 
from the analyses taken of soil and water samples " 
( Interviewees Number S ixteen , Eight and Twenty-f ive ) . 
In 19 8 0 , the local newspapers interviewed several 
res idents in North Memphis about " potential health problems " 
( Interviewed Number Twenty-nine ) l inked to the i l l egal toxic 
chemicals dumped in the Hol lywood Dump . 
County Commissioner Vasco Smith accused the 
Environmenta l Protection Agency of being "more 
interested in white-washing" reports of health 
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problems in Frayser ( and Hol lywood39 ) than f inding 
answers to the dilemma ( Commercial Appeal 1 9 8 0 ) . 
County officials wi l l  hold a briefing today to 
help pinpoint the state of toxic chemical dumping 
in ( North Memphis ) . • .  The County Board of 
Commissioners voted to j oin the county 
administration in supporting the investigation of 
the cause of mysterious i l lnesses affecting the 
neighborhood40  ( Commercial Appeal 2 -5 - 8 0 )  • 
The loca l ,  state and federal government officials have 
had their say in policy determination as wel l .  
According to Memphis Shelby County Health Department : 
The "health department spokesman" ( Interviewee Number 
Forty-seven4 1 ) replied that they were working on a 
39 A Hol lywood res ident agreed with the commissioner 
( Interviewee Number Seven) and also included the Hol lywood 
community in the "whitewashing of reports . "  You cannot talk 
about Frayser without including Hol lywood , because they are 
connected by the dump . . . .  "Not one phys ician under 
governmental auspices has examined anyone in Frayser ( and 
Hol lywood ] said Smith , a full-time dentist and part-time 
commissioner . ' How in the hel l  do you f ind a cause for an 
a ilment when you haven ' t  done the documentation ' " ( Press 
Scimitar 6 - 9 -8 0 ) . 
40 A local resident provided a counter argument to the 
county government ' s  response by saying that there are 
witnesses who saw 55-gal lon drums , and other kinds of 
garbage , being dumped in the local landf il l . Thi s  i s  
another way the local government tried t o  d i smiss important 
" evidence" ( Interviewee Number Twelve ) from a val id source . 
4 1 A white government official at the Department of 
Public Health concluded that the chemica l s  found at the dump 
were a " public health threat . "  He mentioned that earl ier 
studies were done on the dump which showed "pol lutants" in 
the soi l , but they were not a "threat" to res idents in the 
area . He l ives in Memphis and is a member of an 
environmental organization . He said that the dump needs to 
be "monitored semi-annual ly for poss ibly additional c lean-up 
work at the dump site . " I argued that no " environmental 
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comprehens ive plan to address the health problems of the 
local res idents . The local residents thought thi s  idea 
about developing a comprehensive p lan to address the health 
problems was " bureaucratic42 crap" ( Interviewee Number 
Twenty-six) to pacify the residents . 
" The Shelby County Health Department found 
low levels of pesticides in soil samples 
taken on school grounds in preliminary 
testing . Complete results are expected in 
two weeks " { Press Scimitar 1 2 - 1 0 -8 0 ) . 
A local resident said that the Health Department overlooked 
the " seriousness of the pesticides " .  Health Department 
officials said there were low concentrations of pesticides 
in the soi l , but " children in the neighborhood had played 
around the soil for years " which means we need fast analyses 
of the soil samples ( Interviewee Number Ten) . 
A state government official ( Interviewee Number Forty­
eight43 ) argued that the EPA and CDC did a profess ional j ob 
testing is 1 0 0 %  foul proof , and people do 
make mistakes . "  In other words , he " supports the follow-up 
environmental tests " to cover his own tracks . 
42 A government spokesman agreed while providing his 
vers ion of the policy determination of the Hollywood Dump . 
" [ T ] here is no quick s impl istic approach to solving the 
problem . I know it sounds l ike bureaucratic j argon , but 
there ' s  no easy way to come up with an effective plan of 
getting rid of hazardous waste sites and , at the same t ime , 
having to prevent anyone from doing anything of even greater 
danger . . •  we ' re looking for the best comprehensive p lan that 
wil l  have a long range effect at getting rid of the problem" 
( Press Scimitar 1-14 - 8 0 ) .  
4 3  A white state governmental official referred to the 
dump as " potentially harmful and dangerous , "  but the EPA has 
access to the appropriate technology to remedy any potential 
dangers at the Hollywood Dump . He l ives in Nashvil l e ,  
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in keeping the Hol lywood Dump controversy from " escalating 
to similar heights " as Love Cana l . He argued that "many 
stories" exist about an environmental probl em l ike the dump 
and usual ly the EPA and CDC are " experienced" in providing 
information on whether toxic chemicals are an environmental 
public health threat to Hollywood residents and to this 
" community ' s  drinking water" ( Interviewee Number Forty-
eight ) . 
According to an EPA officia l : 
I think the best thing that could happen is that 
Hol lywood would get main-streamed back into the 
Superfund process . . .  Other s ites in Superfund 
( discovered after Hollywood) have been c leaned up 
( Commercial Appeal 1 2 - 9 -8 3 ) . 
According to a CDC official : 
The Environmental Protection Agency and the 
Centers for Disease Control ( CDC) in Atlanta , 
known for its work in infectious diseases , are the 
primary investigative agencies trying to f ind out 
the effects of chemical waste dumps . Whi l e  they 
are beginning to delve into the problem ,  officials 
fear that many persons have unknowingly been 
exposed to various carcinogens--cancer-causing 
agents or substances--through contaminated 
drinking water ( Press Scimitar 3 - 3 -8 ) . 
Tennessee . He repl ied that the EPA and CDC in Atl anta wil l  
d o  the "right things " to 
reduce a repeat of Love Cana l . He said that " EPA" and other 
health agencies" learned their lessons from the " Love Canal "  
environmental disaster . He also thought that some 
"complaints " from the Hol lywood area were " blown out of 
proportion . "  
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Third Party responses included : 
A representative from Johns Hopkins University ,  who 
said that , 
The study ' s  des ign will cal l  for four main l ines 
of investigation in conditions of exposure to 
chemicals : adverse effects of chemicals on health , 
the l inkage between particular chemicals and 
particular a i lments or conditions , and the overall 
r isk of exposure to certain chemicals ( Commercial 
Appeal 3 -2 6-8 1 ) . 
The whole area of environmental toxicology , 
particularly with the toxic waste dumps , is a new 
area ( of investigation) for everybody . The 
methods have not been developed as to how we are 
to go about attacking a problem l ike thi s . " The 
answers are not in a book that we can look up" ,  
rep l ied a representative from the Univers ity of 
Tennessee Center for the Health Sciences ( Press 
Scimitar 3 -3 -8 0 } . 
Many " conf l icting stories " ( Commercial Appeal 8 - 2 1 -8 3 )  
exist about the " dangers of the chemical s  at the dump to 
local residents ( Interviewee Number Twenty-two ) ,  the " spread 
of hazardous chemicals to fishes in the Wol f  River" 
( Interviewee Number Twenty-six) , and the potenti a l  
contamination of hogs and vegetables that were raised and 
grown on the dump" ( Interviewee Number Twenty-three)  . The 
task force member argued that more Hol lywood residents were 
needed on the task force , because these individuals are more 
familiar with the environmental problems attributed to the 
Hollywood Dump . A federal government worker agreed , but 
countered that the federal government did a " good 
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feasib i lity study on the dump whi l e  designing a top of the 
l ine clean-up protocol" ( Interviewee Number Forty-s ix44 ) .  
A Metropol itan Area Task Force representative said : 
I n  1 9 8 0 ,  a community activist wanted more 
Hollywood res idents represented on the task force . 
The task force is composed of thirty-two members 
and only " about four residents from the affected 
areas are on the task force " ( Press Scimitar 8 - 5 -
8 0 ) . I n  1 9 8 1 ,  the task force had seven peop l e  
resign because they were not " a llowed to 
participate in federal and state environmenta l  
investigations in the Memphis area " ( Press Scimitar 
3 - 3 0 - 8 1 ) . Local res idents and a community 
activist did not want the task force to be 
comprised of " 9 0  percent East Memphis and the 
Rotary Club running the task force" ( Press 
Scimitar 8-5-8 0 ) . 
According to The Technical Action Group ( TAG) , three things 
might affect the dump now or ten years down the l ine : 
1 -Hol lywood could become j ust another Superfund 
s ite with the EPA making a l l  the decisions . 
2 -The task force could be kept in p lace and 
continue to do the bulk of the work . 
3 -It could wind up in federal court . We j ust 
might end up in front of a j udge . Legal ly ,  it ' s  a 
very complicated situation ( Commercial Appeal 1 2 -
9 -8 3 ) . 
The potentially respons ible parties a lso affect pol icy 
determination . Many of the potentially responsible parties 
44  A white federal government worker who is 
knowledgeable of the Hol lywood Dump incident rep lied that 
the dump is located in an " industrial area and it is zoned 
as an industrial area" . He l ives in Nashvi l le and had j ob 
responsib i l ities to visit the dump and assess the amount of 
" environmental damage" from the "toxic chemica l s "  that were 
dumped in the dump . He argued that the " federal government 
responded to this probl em based on a thorough investigation 
of evidence provided to them by a ' EPA f ield worker . ' " He 
concluded that the " federal government agreed to do a 
comprehens ive health study of Hollywood residents to assess 
the impact of contaminated chemicals on them . " 
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accused of dumping chemicals in the Hollywood Dump were 
exempted from the l ist as gui lty parties in the Hollywood 
Dump controversy . 
Several company officials have complained they 
were named wrongly sometimes s imply because 
someone said they might be a l ikely party or 
because their company was close to the s ite 
( Commercial Appeal 1 2 - 4 -8 4 ) . 
The Hollywood residents and community activists argue 
that what should be done at the Hol lywood Dump is the 
fol lowing : a comprehens ive clean-up plan , a comprehensive 
health study done on residents who l ive close to the dump , 
and an actual date the c lean-up wi l l  start . 
A chemist who tested samples from the dump rep l ied , 
. . . .  tests of sampl es from the old Hollywood Dump 
should be a cause for serious concern and prompt 
action by state and local authorities . . . •  I ' m 
saying that here , in [ the ) Hol lywood [ Dump ] , we 
have between 5 0 0  and 7 0 0  pounds of stuff already 
on the EPA ' s  l ist . And , it i s  s itting there fat , 
dumb , and happy . People in the community want to 
know what that means . 
The synthesis of a l l  these groups ' input into the 
pol icy determination stage of the deci s ion-making process of 
the Hol lywood Dump controversy was l ike " trying to control a 
herd of cattl e " ( Interviewee Number Twenty-three ) where each 
one has its their own "political divis ive 
agenda" ( Interviewee Number One) . 
· "Reverend Hubon Sandridge Jr . said he a lways has been 
skeptical that a clean-up would take place , and he bel i eves 
delays are • racially motivated , '  because if this had been a 
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white neighborhood no dumping would have taken place in the 
f irst place" ( Commercial Appeal 7 - 2 0 -8 4 ) . 
The views among Hol lywood res idents were that those who 
were active in getting the dump c leaned-up argued that 
Hollywood participants are "passive" ( Interviewee Number 
Three ) , " apol itica l "  ( Interviewee Number Five) , and "too 
busy struggl ing in their everyday existence which 
overshadows health issues of the dump" ( Interviewee Number 
Fourteen ) . Moreover , they feel that the city of Memphi s  
wi ll respond t o  this problem l ike i t  has in the past to 
problems of housing shortage , crime , economic development , 
redlining , pol ice protection and rodent control "  
( Interviewee Number Twenty-six) . 
Reform Stage 
A community confl ict is usua l ly solved by community 
elites creating a policy to address confl ict . Thi s  policy 
is supported by the local government and corporations which 
network among themselves to l egitimate policies that impact 
the cleanup of the Hol lywood Dump . The community e l ites 
used their networks to disempower Hollywood residents . The 
community el ites were protecting their pol itical and 
economic interests in the Hol lywood dump controversy . 
9 1  
The Pol it ical Disempowerment of Hollywood Residents 
Networking involves making physical and verbal contact 
with as many people as poss ible who occupy decision-making 
positions in the community . Col l aboration with a community 
network involves a col lective group of people and 
organ i z ations that form a political family . Thi s  political 
family symbolizes community power which encompasses a wealth 
of resources . These networks are formed when 
representatives of community elites meet at " soci a l  c lubs , 
pol itical campaigns , and civic functions " ( Interviewee Number 
Three ) . It i s  through these social functions that community 
e l ites are able to enlarge their networks or become members 
of " specific planning boards , boards of d irectors , or 
overseers of task forces . Community e l ites view the ir 
networks as a family, community , or part of the o l d  boy 
network" ( Interviewee Number Five ) . 
Through interlocking and networking , community elites 
are able to stay current on pre-decisions and post-decisions 
on socia l / environmental problems . This interlocking and 
networking among community e l ites is a form of 
" empowerment , "  because they are able to protect the ir 
pol itical interests of specific social/ environmental 
problems . Community e l ites also have expanded networks in 
other states as wel l  as abroad . 
The pol itical disempowerment of Hol lywood residents is 
exercised through elite agenda s etting . In every aspect of 
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the decision-making process of the Hollywood Dump i s sue , 
community elites made the f inal decisions on the fol lowing : 
when a public meeting would be held , the l egal ity of forcing 
the potentially responsible parties to pay their share of 
the c lean-up costs , conducting a health study on residents 
who l ive in c lose proximity to the dump , including who the 
Hol lywood res idents representatives wi l l  be on the 
Metropol itan Environmental Task Force , and making themse lves 
accessible to the Hol lywood res idents for questions about 
the local dump . 
Agenda Setting 
Policy implementation is based on community leaders 
having a handle on the social welfare of people in their 
community . These leaders are also very fami l iar with the 
resources African-Americans have to solve social problems in 
their community . Pol icy-making and policy-implementation 
are based on blacks ' understanding the pol itical game of 
past blacks who were able to make and impl ement pol icies 
impacting the social l ives of blacks ( Patterson 1 9 7 4 ) . The 
Hol lywood Dump issue indicates that blacks ' absence in the 
decision-making process of cleaning up the dump resulted in 
a delay in the remediation process of the dump . 
Pol icy implementation , according to African-Americans , 
i s  out of their hands , because they are " excluded" before 
they are allowed to be " included" in the decision-making 
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process of garbage disposal .  It is the impl ementation of 
policy by community e l ites that turned the south into a 
haven of toxic waste . Since it is a Superfund s ite , the 
community el ites control the outcome of the Hollywood Dump . 
A local resident asserted that " s ince the dump i s  p laced on 
the Superfund priority list for clean-up , the maj or 
decis ions are in the hands of EPA official s " . Another 
res ident argued that EPA officials represent " the interests 
of community el ites instead of Hollywood residents . "  
Exclusi on4 5 of Hol lywood Residents 
The mobilization of local el ites around the dump 
resulted in "Hol lywood community representatives being 
omitted from any plans to clean-up the dump . " The Hol lywood 
res idents were excluded from the planning stages 
" upfront " ( Interviewee Number One ) , which laid out a l l  
parties involved a s  well a s  the research agenda o f  cleaning 
up the Hol lywood Dump . 
Local e l ites excluded Hol lywood residents from the 
planning and research stages of the Hollywood Dump by 
" having public meetings on the dump but control ing the flow 
of the meetings while dismissing the importance of personal 
4 5 " The final report by Center for Disease Control is a 
politically control led document that excludes Hol lywood 
res idents from the data gathering , interpretation , and 
evaluation which still puts them at a disadvantaged 
political position simi lar to where they started 
( Interviewee Number Thirty-three ) . 
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testimonies from local res i dents " ( Interviewee Number Two) 
( first dimension of power ) ; by " including Hollywood 
residents on the environmental task force but not allowing 
them access to the origina l documents that explain the nuts 
and bolts of health and environmental studies that would be 
done on the dump " ( Interviewee Eleven) ( second d imension of 
power ) ; and by " creating a pol itical image among the groups 
involved that they were acting in the best interest of 
Hol lywood residents when they were not" ( Interviewee Number 
One ) ( third dimension of power) . 
Evidence of the exclus ion of Hollywood residents is as 
follows : The mobiliz ing force of community e l ites delayed 
the comprehens ive health study of Hol lywood res idents ; EPA 
workers were s low in taking water and soil samples from the 
dump ; tissue samples from the contaminated fish were put on 
hold ; public meetings about the dump were not pub l icized ; 
and the environmental task force had several members resign . 
Several residents complained that " local deci sion­
makers overlooked or by-passed their permiss ion in releas ing 
the reports ( geologica l , health , and environmental )  on the 
nature of toxics in the local dump . A local activist 
repl ied that " overa l l , community e l ites are ' playing dirty 
political games ' by publ icly announcing that Hol lywood 
res idents have a ' voice ' in decis ions to c lean up the dump . "  
Another grassroots activist concluded that "the purpose of 
the Metropol itan Area Environmental Task Force was for 
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Hollywood res idents to become active participants and have a 
l egitimate voice in decisions made on cleaning up the 
Hol lywood Dump . "  
The construction of a dominant ideology by community 
e l ites is based on the Hol lywood residents • l ack of 
"political participationn in community i s sues and their 
present exclusion from the decision-making process of 
c l eaning up the Hol lywood Dump . 
Construction of Dominant Ideology 
When was the dominant ideology constructed? A local 
resident rep lied that , " local e lites mob i l i z ed after a 
concentrated group of Hol lywood residents mob i l i z ed as 
spokespersons for the Hol lywood communities " . According to 
a local Hol lywood res ident , local el ites j oined their forces 
together after they found out that a few Hol lywood residents 
would not accept " non as an answer for having the Dump 
c leaned up . The local political el ites strategized their 
pol itical position on the cleanup of the dump at city 
counci l  meetings and at public hearings on the cleanup of 
the dump . They ta lked vaguely at the meetings to confuse 
the Hol lywood res idents . If they were confronted in person 
or by telephone they would refer the cal l er to the study of 
the dump on f i le at the public l ibrary . s everal Hol lywood 
res idents expressed views that the Hol lywood Dump affected 
not only their community l ifestyles but their environment 
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too . In return , local e lites ignored the cries of the 
" subalterns" by not honoring or investigating any complaints 
and grievances they had about the toxic chemicals in the 
dump . 
Community e l ites perpetuated the myth that Hollywood 
res idents were not concerned about pol lution . The community 
el ites ' myth or supposed documentation of apathy of the 
Ho l lywood residents was a driving force behind the 
construct ion of their dominant ideology of the Hollywood 
dump controversy . This i s  in l ine with the national studies 
on environmenta l  concern { Glenn 1 9 7 4 -7 5 ,  Rosenbaum 1 9 7 7 , 
S imon 19 7 1 ) . The elites argued that Hollywood res idents 
viewed the toxic garbage in the dump as having an impact on 
the area ' s  " looks " ( Hershey 1 9 7 7 - 7 8 ) , and on the community , 
while not having the abil ity to l i nk environmental 
"pollution" and health (Hershey 1 9 7 7 -7 8 ) .  This is not only 
a paternal istic perspective but the construction of a 
dominant ideology by community decis ion-makers . 
A local resident said that the "po l itical e l ites 
were cocky because of their political influence to 
control the dangers of the chemicals found in the 
dump . This can be supported by the lag t ime 
between when the chemicals were i l legal ly dumped 
in the local landfi l l  and when they reached local , 
state , and national attention { Interviewee Number 
Three ) . 
This is not only control l ing how this community conf lict is 
solved but a lso how much disempowered the local res idents 
9 7  
were in defining their own political ideology about the 
contaminated landf i l l . 
The differences in how the community e l ites and the 
powerless Hol lywood res idents perceived the Hol lywood Dump 
controversy may be attributed to " information control "  
( Gaventa 1 9 8 0 ) , " subcultural distinctiveness " ( Hershey 1 9 7 7 -
7 8 )  i n  consciousness , or "perceived seriousness o f  
environmenta l issues "  ( Dunlap et a l . 1 9 9 2 )  i n  comparison to 
other social problems ( crime , housing shortage , safety and 
pol ice brutal ity ) . The community el ites have legitimated 
their shaping of Hollywood res idents ' consciousnes s  through 
media control and the " assimi lation of information" 
( Interviewee Number Fifty4 6 in the community . The local 
newspapers present the Hol lywood Dump controversy from the 
top down perspective . Severa l  local Hol lywood residents 
offered an oppos itional view of the dump rather than one 
blamingg the community elites . "The local newspaper 
reporters would come out and interview us about the dump and 
they would re-word our comments to support the pol itical 
4 6 He is a white employee at the Department of Health . 
He said that the toxic chemicals at the Hol lywood Dump posed 
no danger to res idents who l ive around the dump . He repl ied 
that based on soil and water samples , the results of these 
samp les were pos itive . "There were only three toxic 
chemicals in the dump that raised our eyebrows . These 
chemicals were heavy metals , and further studies wi l l  be 
done to see how much soi l and water damage they did" . He 
said that new soi l will be brought to the dump to replace 
the contaminated soil . He a lso said that the wel l s  in the 
area would be checked thoroughly for poss ible toxic 
contamination . 
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pol itics ( Interivewee Number Five ) of the local growth 
machine . This clearly reflects how one-s ided thi s  
environmental issue has been controlled by the powers t o  be . 
NIMBY47 Ideology48 Developed and Disseminated4 9  
4 7  The demand for more rigid environmental regulations 
has led to structural changes that provide extra cushioning 
for middle class white communities whi le increasing the 
probabi l ity of unaccountabi l ity of the EPA in adequately 
cleaning up contaminated landf i l l s  in African-American 
communities . "NIMBY ( not in my backyard) actions have also 
intensified the pressure on poor communities and communities 
of color from the dumping groups for pol luting industries 
and other local ly unwanted land uses ( LULUs ) . "  ( Bul lard 
1 9 9 3 : 1 0 ) . In other words , the developing and disseminating 
of the NIMBY ideology has not resulted in the decrease in 
siting and cleaning up of contaminated landfi l l s  in African­
American communities . 
4 8  In the 1 9 8 0 s , grassroots groups became high ly 
critical of mainstream groups , because mainstream groups 
were more interested in applying pressure to their e lected 
officials in Washington , D . C .  to get " certain legis lation 
passed" which basically supported strict state environmental 
regulations while federal environmental regulations were 
watered down . Several active grassroots groups " became 
sharply critical of how the professional i z ation process 
( e . g . , the use of professional lobbyists ) undermined the 
organiz ing and mob i l i z ing efforts so central to the 
community-based groups" Robert Gott l ieb . 1 9 9 3 . Forcing the 
Spring: The Transformation of the American Environmental 
Moyement , pp . 2 0 2 - 2 0 3 . See Also Bul lard 1 9 9 3 , 1 9 9 4 . This i s  
a good example o f  a top down ideology taking precedent over 
a grassroots ideology of federal laws . 
4 9  The NIMBY ideology i s  disseminated best by 
mainstream environmental ists being incorporated , or co­
opted , by the pol itical systems by acting as "the policy 
system ' s  managers and caretakers ( Gottlieb 1 9 9 3 : 2 0 4 ) while 
disseminating the system ' s  ideology of environmenta lism 
instead of advancing the goals and obj ectives of grassroots 
environmental i sm .  
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The NIMBY movement is a movement of political and 
economical ly stable working c lass and middle-class white 
communities who lobby and pressure state , loca l ,  and federal 
politicians to keep toxic facilities out of their backyards . 
Participants in the NIMBY movement are able to get their 
environmental issuesj concerns on the agendas50 of community 
e lites . Many of them are part of some of the same pol itical 
networks as the ones they are supposed to be fighting 
against . The pol itical clashes the NIMBY environmentalists 
and community elites have are minor in comparison to those 
faced by the participants of the anti-PIBBY ( Place in Blacks 
Backyard) movement . The PIBBY movement is a movement within 
the NIMBY movement where people of color environmental 
grassroots activists argued that the NIMBY movement only 
benef itted white communities with toxic faci l ities in their 
backyards . 
The NIMBY ideology is developed by the interlocking of 
NIMBY environmental ists and community el ites . The NIMBY 
ideology is disseminated by NIMBY environmental i sts having 
access to the media , printing press ,  inf luential non-prof it 
organizat ions , and various other channels of information 
dissemination . PIBBY environmental ists / activists are 
l imited in the same kinds of informationa l channels of 
50 Many of the NIMBY participants ' environmental 
proj ects and community wide events are " f inanced " by the 
same polluting industries responsible for impos ing 
environmenta l  risks in poor and communities of color 
( Gottl ieb 1 9 9 3 ; Bul lard 1 9 9 3  , 19 9 4 , 1 9 9 5 ) . 
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communication which forces them to use several forms of 
organ i z ed resistance and informational transfer tactics .  
The NIMBY ideology is a lso disseminated by using the 
"Not in anybody ' s  backyard" phi losophy . Thi s  phi losophy 
comes across as if there is " equal distribution of 
environmental risks " but there is not . Many "disempowered" 
black communities are recipients of environmental risks due 
to their low vot ing/non-vot ing track record and " lack of 
social power" ( Bullard 1 9 9 3 ) . 
Pitted against one another are environmental 
groups , consultants , manufacturers ,  government 
agencies , pol iticians , and homeowners . The waste 
to energy companies fear the move to recycl ing 
wi l l  shut them out of the market . Scrap dealers 
worry that the recyclers wi l l  walk away with their 
bus iness .  The battery , container , and plastics 
producers suspect that regulation wil l  l imit their 
growth . And extreme environmental ists don ' t  l ike 
the idea that somebody else might have a partial 
claim on the truth ( Cook 1 9 8 8 : 17 2 ) . 
The political pressure that NIMBYism has put on the 
political structure has resulted in "unwanted toxic garbage" 
( Interviewee Number Fifteen51 ) being dumped in somebody ' s  
backyard . Many NIMBY participants are active in NIMBYism to 
51 A white local pol itician was in favor of 
transporting " buried toxic chemicals at the Hol lywood Dump 
to a legitimate registered hazardous waste landf i ll . "  He 
said that the c lean-up process would be a " s low process , "  
and the Hol lywood residents could be " assured" that the 
city ,  county , and state governments would do everything 
within their power to restore the Hol lywood residents ' 
"perceptions of a safe environment . "  He l ives in East 
Memphi s  and has a wife and two chi ldren . He was born in 
Memphi s . His wife is very active pol itical ly in Shelbly­
County and frequently attends meetings at a local 
environmental group in east Memphis . 
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keep toxic garbage and polluting industries out of their 
backyard ( Bullard 1 9 9 3 )  instead of incorporating a hol i stic 
ideology which supports no siting o f  hazardous fac i lities in 
anybody ' s  backyard . In a maj or ity of the cases , the legal 
and i l legal dumping of hazardous garbage end up in poor 
powerless black communities . 
The connection between NIMBYism and environmenta l  
racism i s  that NIMBYism does not incorporate the 
environmental problems of communities of color into their 
agenda . The pol itical thrust behind the NIMBY ideology 
movement is to keep toxic fac i l ities out of their backyards . 
However , these faci lities end up in the " frontyards " 
( Interviewee Number Thirty-three ) of communities of color . 
Environmenta l  Racism 
White community elites in Memphis have a lways 
control led the formal pol itics of black community e l ites and 
their networks . Memphis was not total ly control led by 
l iteracy tests , pol l  taxes and other barriers that b locked 
the African-American vote . African-Americans in Memphi s  
were able t o  take advantage of their privi l eges to 
assimi l ate into the pol itical power structure . This form of 
cooptive control of African-Americans by whites can be seen 
in the early 1 9 0 0 s  when Blacks f irst voted in the Democratic 
primaries . 
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The past political ideology and " growth machine" of 
Memphi s  is sti l l  in effect today , and it is best seen in the 
politics of the Hollywood Dump . The decision-making process 
of the Hol lywood Dump is controlled by " bureaucratic red 
tape , " "pol itical divis iveness , "  control l ing who becomes 
participants on committees that address issues of the dump , " 
and " deciding on the Third Parties who wil l  provide their 
' paid expertise ' on hea lth studies , water samp les , soil 
samples " , and "clogging up the legal process on deci s ions of 
c leaning up the dump . " 
Another activist argued that " the lack of political 
activism of Hollywood res idents resulted in their community 
being the dumping ground for the city ' s  toxic waste . "  A 
third activist c laimed that " community e l ites and c ity 
planners take into cons ideration the racial composition of 
the community before they s ite toxic facil ities , c lean up 
toxic fac i l ities or provide any public services for that 
community . "  Fina l ly ,  a fourth activist echoed that " the 
Hol lywood community is heavily surrounded by industries that 
promised to provide j obs for local res idents . I n  most cases 
this idea that the local industies would provide j obs for 
Hol lywood residents is a myth , because many of these 
companies hire personnel from the outside to reduce 
community confl ict . Outs iders are perceived as politically 
non-threatening , s ince they lack political and economic 
stakes in the community where they are employed . 
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An e lderly couple who l ive in close proximity to the 
dump concluded that : " city officials , local pol iticians and 
corporations think that they can dump ' fi lth ' in our 
backyard , and it can go unnoticed . "  A local resident , who 
i s  a former resident of the Hol lywood community , concluded 
that : 
our community is l ike a garbage barge . It is 
referred to by outsiders as • trash ' , rat- infested , 
crime-prone , and hopeless . The suburbs refuse to 
be dumped on whi le highways are re-routed in our 
neighborhood to allow eighteen wheelers , pick-up 
trucks , f lat bed trucks , and old cars to dump 
every waste known to man to be dumped overboard 
into the bottomless pit of toxic s in . That is why 
the attitudes of our chi l dren are negative 
sometimes ,  because they know that external forces 
are responsible for many of the soci a l  conditions 
in our neighborhoods which are not even wanted or 
caused by us . The entire city leaders look upon 
us as the ' dumping grounds ' to store toxic drums , 
chemical p lants , and old warehouses stacked with 
environmenta l  explos ives . This undesirable toxic 
facil ity should provide a catalyst for 
socia l / political change ( Interviewee Number 
Fourteen ) .  
Environmental racism is a vari ant of institutional racism . 
Environmenta l  sociologists , academic scholars , grassroots 
environmental activists , Hol lywood residents , and people of 
color in contaminated communities l ike Hol lywood , define 
environmental racism as "hot spots ( See Appendix A Figure 
2 ) , s acrif ice zones , explos ive communities , impacted 
communities , toxic doughnuts and toxic corridor" ( Bullard 
1 9 9 0 ,  1 9 9 3 , 19 9 4 ; Alston 19 9 0 ;  Goldman 1 9 9 2 ; Arranda le 1 9 9 3 ; 
B a iley et a l . 1 9 9 2 ; Bryant and Mohai 1 9 9 2 ; Capek 1 9 9 1 ;  
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Cerrell Associates 1 9 8 4  and U . S .  General Accounting Off ice 
1 9 8 3 ) . 
Institutiona l  Racism� 
Institutional racism is not only exercised through 
environmenta l  racism but also through the three dimensions 
of power shown in the decision-making process of the 
Hol lywood Dump . The "uncontrolled toxic waste s ites in 
Memphi s "  are known to the Memphis publ ic , but city , state , 
and federal officials fai l  to enforce environmenta l  
protection for Hollywood residents . 
Spec i fica l ly , cities with large Africa-American 
populations--l ike Memphis--have the largest number 
of toxic sites ( See Appendix B Table 7 .  According 
to the UCC ' s  study , Memphis has the highest number 
of these s ites of any maj or city in the United 
States with 1 7 3  uncontrol led toxic waste sites , 
Memphis has 3 12 , 0 7 4  African-Americans--roughly one 
third of the c ity ' s  population--living in close 
proximity to this ever present danger . These 
s ites pose an imminent health hazard for the 
cit i z ens of the community on a dai ly bas is and are 
a classic example of environmental racism on the 
grandest scale ( Stern 19 9 3 : 12 53 ) .  
52 Institutional racism is " an establ ished system of 
practices or precepts which promotes ' natural selection ' for 
a specific group of individuals . The natura l  selection is 
based on race and not f itness or skil l " ( Interviewee Twenty­
f ive ) . 
53 See a lso Bul lard 1 9 9 0 ,  1 9 9 3 ; Bul l ard and Wright 
1 9 8 6 ;  Capek 1 9 8 3 ; Bryant and Mohai 1 99 2 ; United Church of 
Christ 1 9 8 7 ) . 
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The perpetuation of "uncontrol led waste s ites " i s  connected 
to Memphis ' s  " growth machine" which goes back to 1 9 3 0  or 
earlier . Informal and formal "pol itics of e l ites " define 
how environmental laws are enforced in communities of color . 
Memphis ' s  blacks voted in Democratic primaries 
early as 1 9 0 0 . As a matter of fact , Edward H .  
" Boss" Crump encouraged blacks to vote . The Black 
vote was an important element in his winning 
e lections . In Memphis , the successful candidates 
traditional ly had black support . Crump made his 
bid for the black vote through black pol itical 
brokers who organized and control led the black 
e lectorate of the city ( Sandra Vaughn in Bul lard 
1 9 8 9 : 1 1 6 ; Price 1 9 5 7 : 3 1  and Tucker 1 9 8 0 : 17 ) . 
In this classic case,  the black vote was in favor of the 
community e l ite and not in the primary interest of the black 
community . The "Boss" crump political machine co-opted black 
leaders and "bought" ( Interviewee Number Thirty-three) the 
black vote . 
The lack of "political participation , city-wide 
networking , and [ autonomous ]  voting" ( Interviewee Number 
Twenty-eight ) of Hollywood residents provided a path of 
least resistance for pol luting industries to dump i l legal 
toxic waste in the "Hol lywood Dump . " 
Path of Least Resistance 
The south is referred to as the dumping grounds for 
toxic/hazardous waste ( Bullard 1 9 9 0 ,  1 9 9 3 ; Bryant and Mohai 
1 9 9 2 ) . There i s  evidence that the chemical and hazardous 
waste industries often "cons ider the racial and social 
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economic make-up of a community in deciding whether to 
locate a faci l ity there" ( Gi lbert 1 9 9 1 : 9 ) . It is not j ust 
a " coincidence" that the Hol lywood community is surrounded 
by a l andf i l l , chemical companies , and contaminated 
waterways . 
That ' s  why so many of them ( chemical and hazardous 
waste industries ] have ended up in the south . 
During the growth boom of the 1 9 7 0 s , bus inesses 
were lured to the south by the abundance of cheap 
l abor , cheap land , and lenient environmental 
regulations (a lenience which explains why the 
southern states score worst on a lmost every index 
of environmental qual ity . Tennessee , for example , 
generates more hazardous waste per cap ita than any 
other state in the Union ) (Gilbert 1 9 9 1 :  9 ) . 
The perception and practice of black communities as a p ath 
of least resistance to dump toxic chemicals in a garbage 
landf i l l  supports the PIBBY ' s  ideology . 
Place in Blacks Back Yard (PIBBY) 
The Hol lywood community , l ike many black communities in 
the United States is affected by a "double whammy54 . "  Not 
only are they l iving in a poor community , but they also l ive 
with the environmental risks of a contaminated landfil l . 
54 " Persons of color l iving in contaminated areas are 
often victims of a double whammy in that they are exposed to 
elevated risks , whi le at the same time they often have 
problems getting access to health and medical facil ities " 
Robert D .  Bullard 1 99 3 . Confronting Environmental Rac ism: 
Voices from the Grassroots , p . 10 .  See a lso Bullard and 
Wright 1 9 8 6 ,  1 9 8 7  and 19 9 2 . Landfi l ls in black communities 
are being cleaned up but at s low rates , and very l ittle 
economic compensation is provided to restructure the 
phys ical and social fabrics of these communities . 
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Also , a disproportionate number of pol luting industries are 
commercially z oned55 in the Hollywood community . 
Hol lywood residents , l ike other residents in toxic 
communities " struggl ing against environmental raci sm , " are 
questioning the bureaucratic blockages of the loca l , state , 
and federal government in excluding African-Americans from 
participating in the decision-making process of c leaning up 
toxic faci l ities in their backyards . 
[ Hollywood residents ] looked directly at the 
relationships among class , race , pol itica l power , 
and the exposure to environmental hazards . They 
thus rej ected conventional NIMBYism (Not In My 
Backyard campaigns ) .  They refused to say " not in 
my backyard" without questioning or caring about 
whose backyard the problem ended up in . I n  
addition t o  asking "why i n  my backyard? "  they 
ins isted that such hazards should not be located 
in anyone ' s  backyard ( Bullard 1 9 9 3 : 5 4 ) . 
A couple of Hol lywood res idents argued that the dumping of 
i l legal toxic garbage in their backyard was a "pol itical 
ploy" ( Interviewee Number Three ) of the local "political 
machine " ( Interviewee Number Five) to distribute the " social 
55  Middle-class white communities escape the doubl e  
whammy syndrome , and many whites fail t o  ful ly comprehend 
the hol i stic racial biases of institutional pol icies that 
keep black communities environmenta l ly disastrous , 
economical ly bankrupt , and pol itical ly disenfranchised . 
White communities escape being victims of having 
contaminated landfills in their backyard " by virtue of where 
they are located and who l ives there . Few dirty industries 
are proposed for wealthy areas such as [ Germantown and 
cordova ] .  Zoning is the chief device for regu lating land 
use . However , exclusionary zoning practices have provided 
benef its for whites at the expense of people of color" 
Robert D .  Bul lard . 19 9 3 . Confronting Environmenta l  Racism :  
Voices from the Grassroots , p . 10 .  S ee also Bul lard 1 9 9 0 , 
1 9 9 4  and 1 9 9 5 . 
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good" that a " s i lent society" wil l  not and , " cannot , fight 
City Hal l . "  
The top down perspective of the Hollywood Dump 
controversy provides a " structural picture" of thi s  social 
problem which reflects the "political policy-making 
gatekeeping" ( Interviewee Number Twenty-seven) of 
pol iticians , government officia l s , polluting industries and 
Third Parties . The next chapter provides a bottom-up 
perspective of the Hol lywood Dump controversy . Hol lywood 
residents are perceived by community elites and mainstream 
pol icy-makers as un-structuctural , apol itica l ,  and lacking 
the collective res istance to solve a community problem . The 
fol lowing chapter contests this oversimplif ied , 
unidimens ional view . 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
VIEWING THE PROBLEM FROM THE BOTTOM UP 
The Natural History of the Hollywood Dump 
The emergence of the Hollywood Dump as a community 
problem can be observed also from the vantage point of the 
res idents ' background information of the problem , how they 
became aware of thi s  community problem as a social problem , 
the role of residents in affecting policies to address thi s  
problem , and those actions that Hol lywood res idents used to 
enforce the policies made to clean-up the dump . 
Background 
In 1 9 7 7  several Hollywood res idents and community 
activists began to raise questions about the i l l egal dumping 
of toxic chemicals in the dump that polluted the community . 
These chemicals produced " foul odors- l ike a rotten egg 
sme l l "  ( Interviewee Number Three )  at " dusk , after 1 a . m . , 
and after a heavy rainstorm" ( Interviewee Number Five ) . 
Next , there were " outbreaks of i l lnesses among severa l  
Hol lywood residents , for example : "persistent headaches , 
nosebleeds , skin rashes , and even a couple of mysterious 
deaths " ( Interviewee Number One ) . Then , there were a few 
residents who became " i l l  from eating f i sh from the Wol f  
River" ( Interviewee Number Eleven ) . Some residents who 
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l ived c l ose to the Hol lywood Dump observed "plants dying in 
their yards , crops [ fruits and vegetables ) not growing in 
their personal gardens , and neighborhood dogs loosing bodi ly 
hair and acting s i ckly or strange . "  Fina l l y ,  through the 
" activism" of grassroots activists , they were able to l ink 
these health and environmental problems to the toxic 
chemicals at the dump . 
Local Hol lywood residents argued that politicians , 
government official s ,  and corporate representatives had 
amnesia when it comes to discuss ing how the toxic chemicals 
ended up in the Hol lywood Dump . They used "Ronald Reagan ' s  
trickle down theory of pass ing the buck or blame to someone 
else . Better yet , they never disclosed a l l  the p i eces to 
the toxic Hollywood Dump puz z le "  ( Interviewee Number Three ) . 
Many of the res idents did not have any written official 
information on the dump , but they had " notes written down in 
their bibles , diaries , a lmanacs , or scratch pads " 
( Interviewee Number Five ) . This kind of information are 
examples of indigenous f ield notes . 
A respondent said that the " background information we 
have on the dump is remembered best when we recal l  . . .  
s everal neighbors getting i l l  a l l  at once , which we bel i eved 
was caused by the toxic chemicals in the Hol lywood 
Dump" ( Interviewee Number One ) . Another respondent s a id that 
the background of the dump is best described as follows : 
1 1 1  
Urban planners , ecologists and developers are blind 
when it comes to addressing the needs and interests of 
black folks . I think these people bel i eve that b lack 
folks love over-crowding housing conditions , poor 
sanitation , toxic facilities , and chemical companies in 
their backyard . These negative perceptions of black 
folks are embedded in their memory bank , urban research 
scheme , p lanning decisions , conversations , 
environmenta l  policies , and zoning practices . These 
dark , gloomy perceptions determine the phys ical spacing 
and z oning of residential neighborhoods and corporate 
corridors . In our community we l ive s ide by s ide . For 
example , we can walk out our front door and within 1 0 0  
to 2 0 0 feet we are at the doorsteps o f  a company that 
releases toxic fumes or is responsible for dumping 
hazardous chemicals at the Hollywood Dump . On the 
other hand , we can walk out our back door and within 
1 0 0  feet be somewhere close to the local dump . How can 
these community leaders make these false assumptions or 
accusations about us which means to us that these 
stereotypical meanings are ingrained in their value 
system? ( Interviewee Number Four ) . 
These respondents are conclude that they have l earned 
through experience that city planners and other 
government/ corporate officials make decis ions about the 
Hol lywood community based on assumptions , false pretense and 
no "real contact " ( Interviewee Number Two ) or " cultural 
understanding" ( Interviewee Number 1 3 ) of the Hol lywood 
res idents . 
Community Awareness Stage 
Once the res idents became aware that the Hol lywood Dump 
was contaminated , many of them ref lected back to their 
earlier years of playing on the dump site , eating fruit from 
the dump site , eating fish from the Wolf River that was 
contaminated by the dump , and the c loseness of the s chool to 
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the dump . All of this ref lection served as a catalyst that 
triggered some community response .  The awareness of the 
Hollywood Dump as a community problem links the Hol lywood 
residents community to broader problems that legitimize the 
Hollywood Dump issue as a " struggle against environmental 
racism . " The connection among race , class , pol itics and 
environmental degradation provides the p latform that 
describes and exp la ins the bottom-up view of this social 
probl em : 
our housing conditions not only ref lect the impact 
of environmental degradation but the lack of 
financial stabil ity of local residents . Many of 
us are working class individuals or senior 
citiz ens on a fixed income . • . .  Both groups share 
strict economic budgets and l ittle,  if any , 
access ib i lity to hea lth care . There is a c l inic 
or two in the neighborhood , but the services they 
provide are l imited . Many of us suffer in 
s i lence , because we feel that we wil l  get wel l  by 
' God ' s  Grace ' over man-made medicine . Our extra 
money is used to buy ' extras ' for our chi ldren and 
grandchildren . These extras include a pair of 
fancy shoes , tickets to a concert , or a night out 
at the movies • . . .  We feel l ike we are encaged in 
an "urban desert" with only " toxic water" to 
drink . • . . •  Some of our children attend 
col l eges / un iversities in other cities in hope of 
pul l ing themselves and their famil ies out of this 
neighborhood ( Interviewee Number Eighteen ) . 
Policy Determination Stage 
The Hol lywood residents have not been a l lowed to be 
" full partners " ( Interviewee Number Thirty-three ) in the 
decision-making process of the Hol lywood Dump . The 
Hol lywood residents were not " fu l l  partners "  due to fear of 
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" discovering why the i llegal toxic chemical s "  ( Interviewee 
Number Twelve ) were dumped in the local dump . " Government 
official s "  ( Interviewee Number Forty-nine 
33 ) and "polluting industries ' representatives hid behind 
excuses and scientifica l ly f l awed data to keep the residents 
at a distance and to keep them from asking probing 
questions " ( Interviewee Number Seven) . 
The exclus ion of Hol lywood res idents from the policy 
determination stage provide " grounds for a pol itical cover-
up " ( Interviewee Number Thirty-four) . The Hollywood 
residents and grassroots activists from the Hollywood 
community had a right to assist in deciding on the f inancial 
costs of c leaning up the dump . The grassroots activists 
from the Hol lywood community developed an active decision-
making role with the Metropol itan Area Environmenta l  Task 
Force and the Technical Action Group . The role the Hol lywood 
grassroots activists developed with these two groups a l lowed 
them to decl ine the selection of Third Parties in providing 
" expert opinions " about health/ environmenta l  issues of the 
Hollywood Dump . The local grassroots activists from the 
Hol lywood community tried to keep the community e l ites from 
33 A white official at the Centers for Disease Control 
{ CDC ) in Atlanta , Georgia said that the reason CDC took 
control of the Hollywood Dump clean-up proj ect was to make 
sure it was done properly to satisfy the grievances filed by 
a few Hol lywood residents . He said that at f irst it seemed 
l ike the agency was dragging their feet , but thi s  was due to 
priorities given to other "toxic clean-up" s ites in the 
United States at the time . He was born in Atlanta , Georgia . 
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dominating the entire decision-making process of c l eaning up 
the dump which included : a llowing only privileged 
community e lites to design , assess and eva luate the 
comprehens ive health study done on Hol lywood res idents ; 
a l lowing only privi leged individuals to have a say on 
choos ing the control34 and experimental groups for the 
comprehensive health study ; a l lowing only privileged 
individuals to act as a liaison between their community and 
a l l  other parties involved in making sure the dump get 
c leaned up ; a l lowing only privi leged invidi duals to bui ld a 
community outreach relationship with the polluting 
industries ; and al lowing only privileged individuals to 
establ i sh a professional working relationship with EPA 
officials in Atlanta , Georgi a  and Washington , D . C .  to 
address , discuss and educate Hol lywood res idents on the 
environmental laws of cleaning up a superfund s ite . The 
loca l activists had these roles with the community el ites 
but the Hol lywood res idents did not have a relationship with 
community e l ites . 
34 Some Hol lywood residents argued that the control 
group chosen for the comprehens ive health study for the 
Hollywood community was " exposed to environmental r isks in 
their neighborhood" ( Interviewee Number Four) which 
discredited thi s  neighborhood as a fea s ible " control 
group " ( Commerci a l  Appeal 8 - 2 5 -8 4 ) .  A control group must be 
free of those potential risks that are key environmental 
r i sks in the experimental group . 
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Reform Stage 
Several local residents and grassroots activists wanted 
federal government officials , local politicians , and 
responsible corporations to take a course of action such as 
the fol lowing : 
To put a fence around the Hollywood Dump in order 
to keep children from playing on this contami nated 
area , to gain access and representation on the 
health task force , to put a private c it i z en from 
the Hollywood community on the Technical Action 
Group (TAG) committee , to close the p laygrounds at 
the Chicago Park Elementary School , to take 
samples from the p layground , Wolf River , 
underground wells , oxbow lake , abandoned dredge 
pond , and analyz e them thoroughly , to poss ibly 
relocate local residents while EPA officials 
studied the local dump , for the EPA to share the 
f indings from the studies with the community , to 
have regular public meetings on the progress of 
the studies being done at the dump , to test the 
tissue of the fish from the contaminated river , to 
do a comprehensive health study of people in the 
Hol lywood community , to set up a longitudinal p lan 
to track potential health dangers that may be 
attributed to the landf i l l , to insi st that 
corporations responsible for dumping toxic 
chemical s  in the dump pay attention to 
environmental ,  psychological and health dangers , 
to put the dump on the superfund l i st to be 
c leaned up ( Interviewees Numbers Three , Five , Two , 
Twenty-one , Seven , Fourteen , Twelve , Thirteen , 
Four , One , Ten , Eight , Sixteen , Seventeen , 
Nineteen , Twenty-two , Twenty-three , Twenty-four , 
Twenty-five and Twenty-s ix) . 
Severa l Hol lywood residents and grassroots activists 
comprised the " core group " that chal lenged community elites , 
politicians , and polluting industries to cleanup the dump . 
Even though these res idents became players in the decis ion-
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making process of cleaning up the dump , they had to fight 
pol itically to empower themselves . 
The Political Empowerment of Hollywood Residents 
The local res idents demanded that the Metropol itan Area 
Environmental Task Force be l egitimate and a " li ai son 
between the community and EPA" ( Press Scimitar 8 - 5 -8 0 )  as a 
collective representative of the health / environmenta l  
concerns o f  local residents concerning the toxic chemicals 
in the dump . A community activist demanded that a " private 
citizen representative" be put on TAG ( Press Scimitar 1 0 - 3 -
8 1 ) . Hollywood res idents needed to be informed and 
knowledgeable about how technicians test and evaluate toxic 
chemicals in contaminated landf i l l s . A county 
administrator35  supported one Hol lywood representative being 
on TAG but no more . 
"Victims have a right to know what ' s  going on . • .  who 
for years have comp lained of unusual health probl ems they 
bel ieve are caused by toxic chemicals near them ( Press 
Scimitar 1 0 - 3 -8 1 ) . A grassroots activist tries to get a 
local school ( Chicago Park Elementary Schoo l )  playground 
closed due to being " contaminated with high l evel s  of toxic 
35This administrator argued that this one 
representative " f i l ls a public participation function" and 
the EPA has the responsibil ity "to keep the public 
adequately advised" about the health / environmenta l  problems 
at the dump ( Press Scimitar 1 0 -3 - 8 1 ) . 
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chemica l s "  ( Commercial Appeal 1-11-82 ) .  I n  1 9 8 2 , a 
grassroots activist demanded that a fence be bui lt around 
the Cypress Sump due to "elevated levels of hazardous 
chemical s  found there" ( Commercial Appeal 3 - 1 1 - 8 2 ) .  In 
1 9 8 1 ,  Hol lywood residents and community activists criticized 
the cost of the comprehens ive study on the impact of 
hazardous chemical s  at the dump . 
Formation of Critical Consciousness 
The formation of a critical consciousnes s  by indigenous 
Hol lywood res idents is within their " s i lent screaming" 36 and 
only those experiencing their worldly sensitivities are able 
to bond with them in "holy s isterhood/ brotherhood" 
( Interviewee Number Five ) . The formation of a critical 
consciousness among Hollywood res idents took place during 
their political empowerment strategies as described in the 
previous section . After much "talk" about the " seriousness" 
of the toxic/ha zardous chemicals in the local dump , 
grassroots activists were able to generate a critical 
36 " Si lent screaming refers to the process of powerless 
people talking to community leaders , but these l eaders 
refuse to hear their complaints , concerns , grievances , and 
cries . It i s  when loca l black folk confront bus inesses , 
government , and corporate officials , and they put up 
barriers to soften the risks of the community problems 
presented . Silent screaming occurs when local residents 
report their community problems to government enforcement 
agencies ( e . g .  EPA and Health Departments ) ,  and they turn 
their backs , so the echo of the screams bounce off their 
backs which is a form of not connecting comp l a ints with the 
responsible party " ( Interviewee Number 2 2 ) . 
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consciousness in a few Hollywood residents concerning the 
tremendous impact the toxic chemicals would have not only on 
the health of the Hollywood residents , but a l so of the 
environmental effects on the neighborhood . A few residents 
began "thinking serious ly about the long-term dangers of the 
chemical s "  ( Interviewee Number Seventeen ) on the local 
res idents and their environs . 
For chemica l s  with long histories of caus ing 
health problems , such as lead or cadmium , we know 
what the parameters are . We know when an exposure 
l evel is going to cause problems . With some of 
the chemicals we ' re deal ing with here , we don ' t  
have the markers • . •  We don ' t  know what a tolerance 
level is , for example , or a danger l evel 
( Commercial Appeal 3 - 2 6 -8 1 ) . 
Definition of Common Risk37 
Earlier Hol lywood res idents did not fear the dump , 
because it had " permanent roots in the community . "  A 
longtime res ident of the community who l ives close to the 
dump , concluded that the Hollywood Dump has been in this 
community j ust as long as residents have been l iving there . 
The definition of a " common risk" by Hol lywood 
res idents is associated with the common grievances they had 
about the Hol lywood Dump . 
37Common risk is connected with those " issues of 
disproportionate risk" ( Gottlieb 1 9 9 3 : 2 6 6 )  that def ines 
" environmental racism in communities of color "  ( Bul lard 
1 9 9 0 ,  1 9 9 3 , 1 9 9 4 ; Bryant and Mohai 19 9 2 ; Bul lard and Wright 
1 9 8 7 ) . 
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What ' s  rea l ly involved • • .  is that for 4 0  years or 
so water has been seeping through the s ite 
presumably toward the Memphis Sands ( the city ' s  
drinking water source ) . Unless you remove 
( wastes ) from the s ite there ' s  no way to prevent 
continued seepage . . •  toward our drinking water 
supply ( Commercial Appeal 6 - 2 0-84 ) . 
Grievances were the sparks that motivated grassroots 
activists to address a social/ environmental problem . Many 
grassroots activists were approached with grievances by 
local res idents in their community who encouraged them to 
act or to mob i l i z e  peopl e  to address the mentioned 
grievances . The grievances might be about redlining , 
gentrification , residential segregation , or i l legal dumping 
of toxic chemicals in a local landfill . The fol lowing is a 
description of grievances concerning the Hol lywood Dump . 
Two e lderly men who l ive across the street from the 
local landf i l l  witnessed two men dumping 5 5  gal l on barrels 
from a truck . The dumping of these drums had occurred for a 
few years . About five years later , these two elderly men 
heard a rumor that toxic chemicals were being dumped in the 
l andf i l l . They a lso read in the paper that many local 
res idents were complaining about the foul odor coming from 
the landf i l l . These elderly men a lso witnessed many of 
their neighbors complaining about burning eyes , itchy 
throats , headaches ,  diz z iness and nausea . 
The elderly men were sti l l  skeptical of the rumor 
surrounding the landf i l l  until two fami l ies in the 
ne ighborhood consistently reported to the media that their 
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two chi ldren became i l l  as a result of the Hollywood Dump . 
Community interest increased as residents talked to their 
neighbors about the potential public health dangers of the 
Hollywood Dump . It took an outcry concerning the health and 
welfare of chi ldren and fami lies before the community 
responded . More local res idents became interested and 
involved in this community issue , because the local 
government and hea lth officials fai led to legitimiz e  the 
grievances concerning the potential dangers of the local 
landf i l l . The two elderly men , and severa l  other local 
res idents , supported the local protest group that emerged 
around this social/ environmenta l  problem . 
A second factor that led to the grievances gaining 
communal support was that the local government , EPA , 
corporate representatives and health officials denied that 
any environmental or health risks were associated �ith the 
Hol lywood Dump . In other communities in the United States 
facing s imi lar environmental threats as thi s  one , the 
res idents organized and mobilized to achieve environmental 
j ustice . 
Community leaders , government repres entatives , and 
corporate spokespersons l ied to these communities concerning 
the seriousness of taxies at a toxic fac i l ity ( e . g .  cana l , 
landf i l l , contaminated river etc . ) .  The community elites 
and others refused to discuss this social i s sue and dragged 
their feet when asked to come out to the community , get soil 
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and water samples , and analyz e them . They also would not 
release any information on the dai ly activities at the 
landf i l l  or on what kinds of waste were being deposited in 
the Hol lywood Dump . Hollywood residents reported that not 
only were the community e lites rude to them about inquiring 
about the local dump but a lso treated them as if they were 
ignorant of the Freedom of Information Act . 
A third , and critica l factor , that enhanced the 
grievances of the landfi l l  was race . Many of the Hol lywood 
res idents thought they were victims of environmental 
racism/ inj ustice . 11 Environmental racism/ inj ustice 
considers ways in which environmental problems impact racial 
and ethnic minorities and poor differentia l ly ,  the causes of 
this discrimination , and solutions" ( Laska 1 9 9 3 : 8 ) . These 
residents concluded that their community was 11targeted as a 
dumping ground for toxic/hazardous waste , because they were 
perceived as racially and pol itically powerless . "  These 
res idents concluded that 11dispos ing garbage 11 at the dump was 
enough , but when toxic chemicals were being dumped at the 
Hollywood Dump it posed a 11 serious publ ic health and 
environmental danger . "  
The common risks associated with the Hollywood Dump 
should have been grounds for an earl ier c leanup date than 
was proposed by EPA and the city of Memphis . After U . S .  
EPA and the State of Tennessee agreed that the f irst phase 
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of the clean-up of the dump would start the summer of 19 8 4 , 
the Hol lywood residents were not overly excited . 
The feelings about Hollywood in the community are 
deep-seated , l ike the tons of hazardous waste 
buried beneath the dump and much l ike the 
controversies that have hung over it ( Commercial 
Appeal 6-2 0-84 ) .  
The Hol lywood res idents had worried for about three and a 
hal f  to four years which , indicates that the " flame of 
community mobi l i zation" was only a slow beginning to 
community activism . 
Many Hol lywood res idents provided the following 
responses about the environmenta l  risks associated with the 
local dump : "The toxic chemicals from the dump , and those 
fumes released in the air by local industries , create a hazy 
vei l  in the early morning hours " ( Interviewee Number 
N ineteen38 ) .  An interviewee commented about the dump as 
follow : 
I have a grandmother who l ives a mile from the 
dump and she told him stories about the activities 
that went on at the landfi l l . For example , hog 
breeding , the planting of vegetabl es and fruits at 
the landf i l l , and chi ldren who used it as a 
p layground . The dump is perceived by me and 
others as a • vacant business establ ishment ' .  At 
one t ime , it served a pos itive purpose for the 
community , but now it is a ' disaster area ' " · 
38 He is a 3 5  year old man who works at a trucking 
company in town . He has l ived in three different 
communities in Memphis but is presently l iving in the 
Hollywood community . He has been divorced for two years and 
he l ives three miles from the local dump . 
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The " contaminated river in the neighborhood i s  the 
breeding ground for rodents . . •  This is a public health 
problem" { Interviewee Number Twenty-three39 ) • An 
interviewee describes his bus iness relationship at the dump . 
( I ]  used to sell [ my )  crops at the dump for decent 
wages to put food on [ my )  table . He rep l i ed that 
he never knew of any dangers associated with the 
landf il l .  He recal led that part of the dump was 
used to bargain fresh crops among many groups of 
farmers . If these crops were bad , there were many 
Memphians buying them and smal l  store owners too . 
The " lack of enforcement of environmental l aws by EPA leads 
to potenti a l ly responsible parties who dumped toxic 
chemicals in the Hol lywood Dump" ( Interviewee Number Twenty­
five40 ) .  An interviewee argued that the city of Memphis did 
39 He is a retired farmer and has l ived in the 
Hollywood community for 15 years . He is 6 2  years o ld and 
has been married twice . He and his wife are in bad health , 
and they are at home a maj ority of the time s itting on the 
front porch , "taking it easy . " His wife has been married 
twice a l so . They attend church occasional ly ,  and they have 
ten grandchi ldren between the two marriages . 
4 0 He is a middle age s ingle man . He swears he reads 
a l l  the newspaper stories about the dump . He argued that 
the local newspapers only printed a study that supported the 
" local pol itical establishment" and " down-pl ays the 
seriousnes s "  of the toxic chemicals in the Hol lywood Dump . 
He argued that the people have l ived around the dump for 
years , and they are tired of talking to strangers about the 
dump . He said that the city of Memphis claims they sent 
people out to do house-to-house health surveys ,  but he said 
they did not show up . Even if they did , they sti l l  took 
their t ime in doing a comprehens ive assessment of the toxic 
chemicals buried in the dump . He l ives two and a half miles 
from the dump . 
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not send people out to do house-to-house health surveys in 
the Hol lywood community . 
He argued that the people have l ived around the 
dump for years , and they are tired of talk ing to 
strangers about the dump . He said that the city 
of Memphi s  claims they sent people out to do 
house-to-house health surveys ,  but he said they 
did not show up . Even if they did , they sti l l  
took the ir time in doing a comprehens ive 
assessment of the toxic chemicals buried in the 
dump . 
The " fa i lure of ignoring bas ic sanitation standards resulted 
in poor health problems of loca l res idents in years to come" 
( Interviewee Number Twenty-Six4 1 ) .  This interviewee 
described how she was naive about the dangers of the 
landf il l .  
[ I ]  was ignorant about the ' real dangers ' of a 
landfi l l . She said that there were people in the 
community complaining about ' nose bleeds , itchy 
throats , consistent coughs , headaches , watery eyes 
etc • . . •  She recalls the neighborhood as having a 
pecul iar or strange odor after heavy thunder 
storms . She repl ied that Memphis is known for 
having rainfal ls that can last up to a week . She 
is s ingle and lives a mi le from the dump . She was 
born on Hol lywood Street . 
This improperly des igned , accident-prone garbage tank 
released toxic substances that changed the ph-l evel in the 
Wolf River , stripped the paint off our houses and k i ll ed 
fruits and vegetables in our personal gardens " ( Interviewee 
4 1 She recalls the commotion over the dump in the mid 
7 0 s ,  and said that the city paid no attention to the 
compla ints of the res idents . She said that the hea lth 
officials would not act unless they had real information . 
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Number Twenty-seven42 ) .  An interviewee recal led how city 
officials treated them l ike they were not knowledgeable 
about the dangers of the chemical s  found buried at the dump . 
The city officials came across l ike they were the 
' experts ' ,  and the local residents were the • non­
experts . He replied ,  we were the ones affected by 
the toxic chemicals at the dump , not city 
officials . Many of us thought that getting the 
dump cleaned up was an uph i l l  battle . 
"We know by personal observations , and not by pseudo-
government reports , that the pol lution connected with the 
contaminated dump generated health problems . . . .  bronchitis , 
migraine headaches ,  nosebleeds , emphysema , lung problems and 
a drastic change in one ' s  personal ity" ( Interviewee Number 
Twenty-nine43 ) • This interviewee remarked that the dump has 
left a permanent scare on their neigborhood . 
The dump has ' scarred ' our neighborhood for years 
to come . She believes that ' her chi ldren will 
have to actively erase the negative impact the 
dump put on their neighborhood . She refers to her 
4 2 He is 2 9  years old and recal led the public meetings 
on the dump as useless . He attended a couple of meetings 
and concluded that city officials treated the Hol lywood 
res idents l ike they were dumb . He l ives two and a hal f  
miles from the dump and he is s ingle . He has a co-worker 
that l ives a half mile from the dump . 
4 3 She is 5 0  years old and l ives s ix miles from the 
local dump . She said that" eventhough I l ive s ix mi l es from 
the dump , I sti l l  feel the same way about the dump as those 
who l ive right 
next door to it . She has never been married and she works 
at a restaurant in downtown Memph i s . 
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neighborhood as an extension of downtown Memphi s . 
This includes : ' industries bui lt on cheap l and , 
cheap houses , crime and the control of the 
neighborhood by pol iticians , businessmen and 
crooks ' .  She raises the question--who do you 
think owns and operates the Hollywood Dump? 
" Not only does the dump in our backyard create 
environmenta l ly bodily risks , but the sewers are c logged 
continuously , and raw sewage is released into the Wol f  River 
where the local res idents fish and swim for recreational 
purposes . The underground wel ls are ful l  of poisonous 
contaminants" ( Interviewee Seventeen44 ) .  Thi s  interviewee 
argued that there is positive relationship between the toxic 
chemicals found at the dump and health probl ems reported by 
Hollywood res idents . 
She recal l s  of hogs being raised on the dump by a 
local black farmer . He sold these hogs to several 
local bus inesses throughout Memphis . She 
concluded that there is a relationship between 
public health problems of local residents and the 
Hollywood Dump . She argues that the tests that 
were done on a few residents did not produce 
positive results because the residents had 
encountered additional health problems due to 
aging and l ifestyles . She had many newspaper 
articles on the Hollywood Dump . 
The " contaminated chemica ls in the dump seep herbicides and 
insecticides into the underground wel l s "  ( Interviewee Number 
4 4  She i s  a retired city employee . She was born in 
Little Rock , Arkansas . She moved to Memphis in 1 9 7 1  with a 
few extended kin ( Grandmother , great aunt j uncle and a great 
grandfather ) .  They moved to North Memphis and her great 
grandfather died a year later in 1 9 7 2  of natural death . In 
1 9 7 3 , they bought a house about a mile and a quarter away 
from the Hol lywood Dump . 
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S ixteen45 ) .  An interviewee referred to the dump as and 
economic incentive or city p lanners and as a f inancial 
burden for Hol lywood residents . 
The Hollywood Dump is a ' symbol of econonic 
stagnation ' .  Urban depression , poverty , and 
unemployment can be l inked to communities that are 
p lagued with a garbage dump . Economics i s  
important i n  the decisions t o  s ite a garbage dump , 
but racial powerlessness i s  an underlying variable 
too . He bel ieves that the dump provided tax 
subs idies for the loca l leaders who p lanned an 
developed North Memphis . 
Another interviewee reponeded in a similar manner : 
I have kept up with Hol lywood Dump controversy , 
and there are tons of toxic substances associated 
with the dump (DDT , heavy metals , mercury and 
lead) . These chemica ls screw up the brain 
4 5  He was born in Birmingham , Alabama and his fami ly 
moved to Memphis in 1 9 5 1 . He thought Birmingham was a 
" battle f ield" of segregated human beings . Memphis has it 
owns problems but not as bad as Birmingham . He recal led 
when the " racial barriers " fell in Memphis in the mid to 
late 1 9 6 0 s , and many department stores , theaters , 
restaurants , and bar counters opened their doors to black 
customers . " It seems l ike we have • jumped that hurdle ' ,  and 
now garbage dumps are sited disproport ionately in b lack 
communities . "  He l ives ten blocks from the local dump , and 
he is a retired j anitor of a private company . 
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kidneys ( Interviewee Thirty-Three46 ) • See 
Appendix B Tables 4 and 5 ) . 
The " local res idents who l ive the closest to the dump 
breathe in enough environmentally damaging toxics that is 
equivalent to smoking five to six packages of c igarettes a 
day or f ive cigars day . • • .  Not only are the lungs 
deteriorating yearly but other bodi ly organs as wel l "  
( Interviewee Number Twenty-Eight47 ) .  Several Hol lywood 
residents are quiet about the dump because they felt that 
the city of Memphi s  will not do anything about the dump 
whi le some politicians are vocal about the dump when it is 
benef icial for them . 
4 6 A black pol itician said that the Hollywood Dump was 
a very "complicated issue to comprehend . "  He said that 
there are " too many people involved in thi s  i s sue which 
makes it difficult to find a core cooperative group . He 
said that the Hollywood res idents were cooperative , but 
governmental officials were " exercis ing closed l ip s "  on this 
issue . He rep l ied that normal ly people are told to go and 
talk to " such and such" and that person sends you to 
somebody else which is a "run around . "  He argues that the 
Hollywood Dump has a "history that reaches back to 1977 and 
poss ibly earlier . " He concluded that many local politicians 
" deal with the Hol lywood Dump issue while they were in 
public off ice , otherwise it was a mute issue . " He l ives in 
the county . 
47 She is 4 5  years old and has been pess imistic about 
issues surrounding the Hol lywood Dump . She rep l i ed ,  " I  felt 
that local res idents were at a ' po l itical disadvantage ' from 
the inception of this problem" . She lives five miles from 
the dump , but she has a grandmother that l ives a m i le and a 
half from the dump . She has l ived in the area for about ten 
years . Her connection to the dump is through her 
grandmother . 
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She arged that black pol iticians kept quiet about 
the Hol lywood Dump , and white pol iticians only 
talked about the dump when they were interviewed 
by newspaper reporters . She said it was l ike a 
' hidden mystery ' ,  and only a few people knew those 
industries that were dumping toxic garbage in the 
dump . 
The " trucks that transport the toxic chemical s  to the 
local dump release carbon monoxide" ( Interviewee Number 
Eighteen48 } • Carbon monoxide is a health risk , because it 
causes diz z iness , headaches and a reduction in mental 
a lertness . Too much exposure to carbon monoxide damages 
thinking ability and menta l  perception { See Appendix B ,  
Table 6 }  • 
The "pollution associated with the Hollywood Dump are 
sulfur oxides that wi l l  create continuous coughing . 
( Interviewee Twenty-four4 9 } • According to one interviewee , 
4 8 She was born in Tupelo , Miss issipp i . " I  moved to 
Memphis when I was a little kid . I cannot remember the 
exact year . I refer to Memphis as home , because I felt more 
welcome here than in Mississippi . I sti l l  have f l a shbacks 
about my family ' s  rough times in ' backwards ' raci st 
Mississippi . My family i s  oriented toward the church , and 
we ask God to f ight our battles for us . • .  She l ives two and 
a half miles from the dump , and she was active in getting 
the garbage picked up on Peres Street . Her husband died 
f ive years ago and she is s ingle but her grandchi ldren comes 
to stay with her two weekends out of a month . 
4 9  He is a working class man who i s  married and has 
three chi ldren . He attended some of the public and private 
meetings on the Hol lywood Dump , but his mother was more 
active with this problem than he was . He said that he 
worked weird hours and swing shifts which kept him from 
doing anything much with his fami ly . His wife organi z ed and 
operated the household , and he provided the bread to put on 
the table . His income was enough to provide a fairly decent 
l iving for his fami ly . He believed that the " lack of 
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pol lution "produces an evil spirit in a person . Thi s  
interviewee a l so concluded that : 
The Hollywood Dump is the work of the devil and 
a l l  its followers . Many local black folks have 
given up on the city of Memphis doing anything 
productive about the dump . There are some peop le 
who view the dmp as a ' community landmark ' while 
others refuse to acknowlege its presence . She 
remembered media coverage of the dump , and she 
said that the city had to receive outside 
political presssure before they accepted the dump 
as an environmental threat to the residents who 
l ived close to this ' ha z ardous hel l  hole ' . 
"Risks associated with the neighborhood dump are 
nitrogen oxides which cause lung problems and pneumonia 
( Interviewee Number Thirty-f ive50 ) ( See Appendix B ,  Table 6 ) . 
The " environmental problems of the dump are 
involvement in the Hollywood Dump issue was due to many 
black folks having other serious problems to cope 
with • . .  B lack folks in this neighborhood d id not see the 
Hol lywood Dump issue as an immediate danger • . .  They exert 
their energies toward putting food on the table . "  
50 He was born in Tunica , Mississippi and moved to 
Memphis in 1 9 6 1 . His father was a farmer in Mississippi and 
in Memphis , and he himself was a farmer for about s even 
years . He quit being a farmer and was drafted into the army 
for f ive years before returning home . Instead of doing farm 
work , he took a j ob in a metal factory where he worked unt i l  
now . He works part-time at this metal factory . He l ives 
about four miles from the dump . He has church members and 
former co-workers who l ive very close to the dump . He 
argued that " there was a communication problem between 
Hol lywood residents and government/ corporate personnel . "  He 
remembered when " reporters and other so-cal led important 
people came out to talk to people in North Memphi s  about the 
dump , and these people felt uneasy about our l anguage , 
s lang . . .  " On the other hand , "we felt l ike we could talk to 
them with no problems . "  Fina l ly ,  he said that "we trusted 
them , but that was a mistake because they capital i z ed on 
this ' hypered ' problem and we ended up loos ing . • .  " 
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hydrocarbons which create a cloudy sky ( Interviewee Number 
Thirty-Six51 ) • The environmental / health risks associated 
with the dump created some communication problems and a lack 
of involvement among the Hol lywood res idents . An 
interviewee responded as follow :  
there was a communication probl em between 
Hollywood residents and government/ corporate 
personnel .  He remembered when reporters and other 
so-called important peop le came out to ta lk to 
people in North Memphis about the dump , and these 
people felt uneasy about our language , s lang • • .  on 
the other hand , we felt we could talk to them with 
no problems . Fina l ly ,  he said that we trusted 
them , but that was a mistake because they 
capita l i z ed on this ' hypered ' problem and we ended 
up loos ing . . .  
Another respondent concluded that : 
( I ]  bel i eved that the ' lack of involvement in the 
Hol lywood Dump issue was due to many b lack folks 
having serious problems to cope with . . .  Black f o lks 
in this neighborhood did not see the Hol lywood 
Dump issue as an immediate danger • . .  They exert 
their energies toward putting food on the table . 
51 A black pol itician who l ives in South Memphis said 
that the toxic chemical s  dumped in the Hollywood Dump "were 
not an act of God but planned strategica l ly . " He mentioned 
that the layout of the Hollywood community raised " po l itical 
questions " since half of the community is " zoned for 
industrial use , and the other hal f  is z oned for residential 
l iving . " He perceived the Hollywood community as an 
" economically and politically speech less community . "  He 
concluded that the Hol lywood Dump contributed to the other 
4 5 0  toxic s ites in Memphis and the Mid-South . "  • . .  However , 
the Hollywood Dump stands out as a "manhole o f  hazardous hot 
spots . "  . • .  What is needed is " fo l low-up environmental and 
health studies for the next twenty years . "  
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The " groundwater wel l s  in the area are contaminated 
with pesticides ( endrin) and chlordane52 which cause 
vomiting and heart problems . Their environmenta l  effects 
are damaging to the reproductive system of fish and mammal s  
( Interviewee Number Twenty-two53 ) • 
The local activists explained why the Hol lywood Dump 
posed a probl em to the Hol lywood community . One activist 
concluded that "the local dump had been in the community for 
so long that it was perceived as an environmental threat . "  
Twenty local residents referred to their black 
community as a "toxic burial ground . "  
The risks associated with the dump are a l so important 
in understanding the physical layout of the dump and the 
history of midnight dumping at the dump . One respondent 
said : 
52 "Although they [ PCBs and Chlordane ) were banned in 
the 1 9 7 0 s , these chemicals remain in the environment for 
long periods of time and often arrive in waterways attached 
to sediment particles " (Riverchat 1995 : 2 ) . 
53 She is a forty-nine year o ld woman who has l ived in 
the Hol lywood community for thirty-f ive years . She is 
separated from her husband but they vis it each other 
frequently . Her grandchi ldren come to visit her weekly and 
the mother of the grandchi ldren l ives in South Memphis . 
According to her , the Hol lywood Dump story is about a group 
of ordinary res idents who supported a " neighborhood leader 
to restore a clean Wolf-River , fresh breathing air and the 
unlawful dumping of garbage on back streets in our 
community . We wanted the mid-night and day-time dumping to 
stop , and we sol icited some organizations to help us do 
this . "  She mentioned that there was a l arge segment of the 
community who did not care what happened at the dump at a ll .  
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The layout of the Hollywood community raised 
' pol itical questions ' s ince half of the community 
is z oned for industrial use , and the other half is 
zoned for residential l iving . He perceived the 
Hol lywood community as an economical ly and 
pol itical ly speechless community . He concluded 
that the Hollywood Dump contributed to the other 
4 5 0  toxic s ites in Memphis and the Mid-
South . . . .  However , the Hollywood Dump stands out as 
a ' manhole of hazardous hot spots • . . . •  What is 
needed i s  follow-up environmental and health 
studies for the next twenty years . 
Another respondent said : 
The Hol lywood Dump story is about a group of 
ordinary residents who supported a neighborhood 
leader to restore a clean Wol f  River , fresh 
breathing air and the unlawful dumping of garbage 
of garbage on back streets in our community . We 
wanted the mid-night and day-time dumping to stop , 
and we solicited some organi zations to help us do 
this . She mentioned that there was a l arge 
segment of the community who did not care what 
happened at the dump at a l l .  
The common risks associated with the Hollywood Dump 
were discredited by community e l ites as a " cultural myth . "  
The city of Memphis , and state and federal officials reduced 
the health impact of these risks to " l ife styles54 "  of 
Hol lywood res idents . The community el ites constructed an 
54 In other words , they attributed the health problems 
of Hollywood res idents to the way they l ived , residential 
conditions , the food they eat , and the lack of exercise . 
They fai led to see that the l ife chances of Hol lywood 
res idents were determined by the planning of the 
neighborhood , zoning of polluting industries in the 
neighborhood , and the exclus ion of Hollywood residents on 
decision-making boards to impact decis ions made about the 
air they breathe . 
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" ideological myth" 55 ( Interviewee Number Thirty-three ) 
concerning the Hol lywood res idents that portrayed the 
res idents as " victims " of their own communal circumstances 
instead of a community " innocently" 56 impacted by i l l egal 
toxic dumping of chemicals by the city of Memphi s  and 
pol luting industries . The community e l ites were the ones 
who defined the enviromentaljhealth problems associated with 
the dump . They did not want the Hol lywood residents to 
define these problems themselves or have influence over 
their definition of this situation . The Hol lywood 
grassroots activists chal lenged the hegemonic inf luence of 
community e l ites on the Hol lywood Dump controversy by 
construting an alterate ideology . 
55 The city of Memphis , state , and federal off icials 
defined the toxicity of the chemicals as not caus ing 
environmental and health problems for Hol lywood res idents 
( Commercial Appeal 9-2 4 -8 2 ; Commercial Appeal 11-18-8 1 ) . 
For example , why does water contamination have to reach a 
certain standard-- for instance 4 0  parts per b i l l ion (ppb ) -­
in one contaminated community to be considered an 
environmental /health risk as compared to another 
contaminated community which has a lower standard ( e . g .  3 0  
ppb ) ? The U . S . EPA f indings on the toxicity of toxic 
chemica l s  at the Hol lywood Dump indicated that these 
chemicals posed no serious health dangers for the Hol lywood 
residents . 
56 The Hollywood residents were innocent by-standers in 
the i l l egal pollution ooz ing from the Hol lywood Dump . Also , 
the community e lites failed to discuss the lack o f  
access ib i l ity t o  health care services and doctors who 
refused to treat Hol lywood res idents on f ixed incomes and 
receiving Medicare or Medicaid . " The community e l ites do 
not want to be held accountable for planning and zoning the 
Hol lywood community in the middle of a ' toxic/ha z ardous 
meltdown ' "  ( Interviewee Number Thirty) . 
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Construction of Alternate Ideology 
The ideology of the Hollywood res idents advocating them 
seeking community protection from the environmenta l  
degradation caused by the toxic chemicals in the Hollywood 
Dump . A grassroots activist argued that the contaminated 
dump impacted the fol lowing things in their community : 
"we l l  water , fish in the Wol f  River , drink ing water , fishing 
hole , p layground , homegrown fruits and vegetables , fresh 
air , and our property values . "  
Another grassroots activist remarked that he " spoke at 
several organizations " in Memphis to " publicize and inform 
outs iders " that the Hollywood Dump posed an environmental 
and pubic health threat to Hol lywood res idents . He said 
that very few people at these organizations took him 
" seri ously . "  
An interviewee provided a personal story concerning the 
dump which indicated his lack of knowledge of the potential 
harm of the Hol lywood landf i l l : 
. . .  when [ my ]  father started the family grocery 
store back in 19 3 9 ,  nobody thought much about the 
dump two blocks away (TVA Annual Report 1 9 8 0 : 5 5 ) . 
This interviewee was an activist for the c leanup of the 
Hol lywood Dump and assisted in organiz ing the Hol lywood 
residents to " f ight " to get the dump c l eaned up . However , 
as a child he was not aware of the dump ' s  possible harm . 
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S everal residents and grassroots activists began to 
construct an ideology of the dump which differed from that 
of community e l ites . They were able to incorporate thi s  
ideology into a n  environmenta l  j ustice framework . Many 
res idents , and this activist in the Hollywood community , 
concluded that they used to " eat rotten apples off the top 
of [ the dump ] and played around it and on it as a kid" ( TVA 
Annual Report 1 9 8 0 : 5 5 ) . He was able to see the dump go 
through a transformation from being a part of the community 
to an environmental and health risk for residents in the 
Hol lywood community . 
A grassroots activist provided the following grievance : 
The struggle against environmental racism is an 
uphill battle , because a l l  the politics of the 
Hol lywood Dump are control led by community e l ites 
who use overt and covert pol itical strategies and 
tactics to keep African-Americans away from the 
decis ion-making process of c leaning up the 
contaminated Hol lywood Dump ( Interviewee Number 
S ix )  . 
one respondent said : 
I am a l ifetime resident of thi s  community , 
and I observed the phys ical and latitudinal 
effects of the dump . The local soil has 
slowly been contaminated by industrial waste . 
Compounding the danger of ground water 
pollution and vaporization is the reluctance 
of the North Hol lywood residents to combat 
the problem that poses such immediate threat 
to their health" (TVA Annual Report 1 9 8 0 : 55 ) . 
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Undesirable/Unwanted S ituation : A maj ority o f  the 
residents in the Hollywood community compl ained about the 
local dump being an "undesirable" fac i l ity while others 
cal led it a " negative landmark ! "  Some referred to it as an 
" environmental-set up" which means that the contaminated 
landf i l l  was planned by community e l ites . Gras sroots 
activists argued that a landf i l l  creates " health problems , 
reduces property values , and destroys the image o f  
res idential community . "  A local preacher concluded that the 
landfi l l  changes the community from one of "pride and 
homel ike" to one that is " disrespected and unl ivable . "  A 
student in the area repl ied that " s iting an unwanted dump in 
your backyard tells a whole lot about concerns , strengths 
and tolerance of the neighborhood . "  
A coupl e  of community leaders used the " newspaper and 
televis ion to broadcast the environmental seriousness of the 
Hol lywood Dump . "  They wanted to construct an alternate 
ideology of the dump that ref lected the " residents ' image " 
of their toxic-tainted neighborhood . 
African-Americans had to construct an a lternate 
ideology which showed that the contaminated garbage dumped 
in the landf i l l  was threatening to their health , chi ldren ' s  
health , and environmenta l conditions . Their chi ldren had 
played on this dump , and this experience raised publ ic 
health concerns for many local residents . 
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Since people l ived in this polluted community and were 
impacted da i ly from the contaminated landfi l l  and local 
pol luting industries , the formation of a critical 
consciousness would require more human effort . A l ink had 
to be made between the risk of the contaminated l andfi l l  and 
their perceived pol itical efficacy . 
I f  ( Hollywood Residents ] feel helpless to stop the 
pol lution and unable to escape from it , then they 
may have reason to rational i z e  it , to deny that it 
exists , to deny their concern about it { Hershey 
1 9 7 7 -7 8 : 4 4 3 ) . 
Also , a connection had to be made between being trapped in a 
" toxic box" and powerlessness . S imultaneously , part of thi s  
connection was made i n  the news coverage of the dump . The 
credit for thi s  connection must be given to several 
Hol lywood res idents and grassroots activists . 
Local activists worked to alter this ideology of 
Hol lywood res idents by not having meetings to 
convince the residents that the dump was eroding 
the environmental and health fabric of the 
community . 
A local resident emphasi z ed that the dumping of 
hazardous chemicals in the dump was not an 
accident or the disobeying of company rules by 
truck drivers . It was planned , and local 
bus inessmen and city officials looked the other 
way . Trucks were coming in and out of the 
neighborhood in broad dayl ight-dumping off pi les 
of f i lthy garbage ( Interviewee Number S ix57 ) .  
57 She was born in Memphi s  and has l ived in the 
Hol lywood community for over forty years . She is a regular 
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The construction of an a lternate ideology could not be 
legitimiz ed unless it had a pol itical agenda attached to it . 
This pol itical agenda had to be effective enough to get the 
dump c leaned up . 
Construction of Oppos itional Agenda 
The roots of mobilization were the " s ilence" of 
Hollywood res idents who felt " betrayed by the city of 
Memphis , and who were ' skeptica l ' of promises made by 
corporations and distrustful of long range p lans to 
thoroughly clean up the local dump" ( Commercial Appeal 6 -2 0 -
84 ) • 
The p lan of those local residents who fought to have 
the dump c leaned up was to become " a  cit i z en group who were 
ful l  participants " in the decis ion-making process of the 
dump . They wanted to act as a " l iaison" between the EPA , 
city of Memphis , local politicians , corporate 
representatives , and the Hol lywood residents . 
church member at a neighborhood church and she is known in 
her church as the "nosy old lady . " She bel i eves that the 
" sins " committed by individuals are the work of the devil .  
This is the connection between dumping of toxic chemicals in 
the dump and those responsible for doing thi s  deviant and 
hateful act . She is a widow , and her j oy in life comes from 
engaging fruitfully in church activities , reporting 
unacceptable and unusual activities that she sees occurring 
by the appropriate authorities , and spending precious t ime 
with her three grandchi ldren who visit her occas ionally . 
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A local activist in the Hollywood community rep lied 
that something must be done about the contaminated dump . He 
" fought" for a "pol icy" that included ( a )  representative ( s )  
from the Hol lywood community to be on a l l  the boards , task 
force , and planning committees making decisions concerning 
the local dump . He insisted that the policy refl ect and 
represent the "values , goals and safety" o:f the Hollywood 
community . 
We wanted to get our community concerns , 
complaints and grievances on the agenda 
through as many channels of communicati on as 
possible . our networks were strong in the 
community but not outside of our community . 
We wanted to inform Memphis-Mid South about 
the concerns that Hol lywood res idents had 
about the environmental / health impact that 
the dump had on the community ( Interviewee 
Number Five ) . 
It is very difficult to compete with the conservative 
newspapers because they are more interested in publiciz ing 
their pol itical pos ition on the Hollywood Dump . The news 
reporters who covered the Hol lywood Dump story provided a 
" tunnel view" ( Interviewee # 1 )  of the community problem . 
" Our complaints" ( Interviewee # 5 )  were often mistaken as 
" irrelevant data to contribute to the information gathered 
about the dump" ( Interviewee #3 ) . 
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1-We tried to submit counter stories in the local 
newspapers ( Commercial Appeal , Press Scimitar and 
Tri-State Defender) that ref lected the views and 
ideology of the Hollywood res idents . 
2 -We wanted to provide people with information by 
talking about the dump as wel l  as educating people 
about the dangers the dump had on the community . 
3 -African-Americans do not think that "pol lution j ust 
appears overnight" ( Interviewee Number Twenty) or 
" out of the c l ear blue sky" ( Interviewee Number 
2 7 }  . 
"We tried to make sure several res idents in the community 
spoke out about the dump at public meetings instead of the 
same spokespersons " ( Interviewee Number Ten ) . 
Mobilization of Resources 
There were several Hol lywood res idents who felt that 
they " had no chance in hel l  to chal lenge the loca l 
pol iticians" ( Interviewee # 9 )  while a few felt that it was 
"worth the political dog fight" ( Interviewee #7 ) . The 
" longevity of thi s  environmental community probl em d ivided 
and decreased the mobi l i z ation of interna l  resources for 
Hol lywood res idents " ( Interviewee # 3 ) . There were s everal 
Hol lywood res idents who disagreed on how to divided their 
energy between the mobilization of interna l  and external 
resources .  
Mobiliz ing Internal Resources 
The Hollywood res idents did not have a lot of 
resources , but they used what they had to get the c ity of 
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Memphis to c lean up the dump . One local resident used the 
church to " legitimize the effects " ( Interviewee Number Six)  
of the dump on the Hol lywood residents . It was through word 
of mouth that Hollywood res idents were able to spread the 
word about the contaminated dump . The grassroots activists 
used the church , civic organizations , and some pol itical 
contacts with other organi z ations in Memphi s  who might 
support them in their struggle to get the dump c leaned up . 
A local leader even " f iled a civil action suit " against the 
city of Memphis to get the dump cleaned up . 
Mobil i z ing External Resources 
Loca l res idents were discontent , because they thought 
the city of Memphis and the EPA could have " enforced 
environmental laws" at the dump and "withheld permits " to 
those companies who dumped at the Hollywood Dump . One of 
the leaders in the community sought outside help from a 
chemist to l egitimize the " seriousness o f  the high 
concentrations of hexachlorobenzene (HCB ) . "  Another 
community leader sought help from the Environmental Defense 
Fund ( EDF)  in Washington , D . C .  to legitimiz e  the local dump 
as being a potential environmental danger to local 
residents . A local resident , ( Interviewee Number Three ) , 
wrote a letter of concern about the potential environmental 
and health dangers of the dump to USEPA personnel in 
Atlanta , Georgia . Thi s  local resident was legitimized the 
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" seriousness " of the toxic/hazardous chemicals in the 
Hol lywood Dump . Sfhe included in the letter a petition with 
approximately 1 5 0  s ignatures Hol lywood community residents . 
Grassroots l eaders and some local residents "wrote 
l etters" to local pol iticians , EPA officia l s , etc . seeking 
help to close the Hollywood Dump . They a l so made " phone 
cal l s "  to individuals and local pol iticians who they felt 
would assi st them in getting the dump cleaned up . 
Forms o f  Res istance 
Res istance occurs when indigenous people are trampled 
on , not heard by community e l ites , and political barriers 
are put up by local leaders to keep the "voiceless 
subalterns " ( Guha 1 9 8 2 -8 5 )  in their place . A public 
administrator resisted the Hol lywood residents ' request to 
fence the toxic dump in . 
The Hollywood res idents are demanding that a fence 
and s igns , that read : No Trespassing , be put up , 
but this does not guarantee that chi ldren wil l  not 
enter the landf i l l  and play as usual ( Interviewee 
Number Thirty-eight58 ) • This administrator is 
58 A white pol itician who thought that a few black 
politicians used the Hol lywood Dump incident as a pol itical 
p l atform . He argued that the city of Memphis and federal 
agencies did a " fantastic" j ob in stopping the Hol lywood 
Dump incident from becoming another "Love Cana l . "  He felt 
that the city " a cted and reacted promptly" to studying the 
dump for possibly long term environmental problems that 
might produce harm to Hol lywood residents . He concluded 
that the city of Memphis put a fence around the dump to keep 
chi ldren from wandering in it to play . Also , "No 
Trespassing" s igns were put around the fence to " deter" 
outs iders who might want to "wonder leisurely" ins ide the 
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articulating his resistance against supporting any 
means of environmental protection . 
Day-to-Day Res istance 
It was difficult to find day-to-day forms of 
resistance59 to add to my data gathering and data 
interpretation . I asked interviewees to ass ist me , but they 
did not come up with anything worth noting , so I d i d  not 
record anything . After contemplating the l ack o f  response s  
I got from my interviewees o n  day-to-day forms o f  
resistance , I pieced together and made inferences from the 
subtle information they gave me on thi s  topic . 
I would call day-to-day res istance , day-to-day 
survival of the environmental /health impact of 
Hol lywood Dump on the Hollywood residents . I n  
their dai ly survival ,  many of the residents passed 
on information about the health risks associated 
with the dump . They discussed the flaws in the 
information on the toxic chemicals that were given 
by the community elites within the power 
structure . The city of Memphis , state and federal 
officials were not wi l ling to share and exchange 
a l l  their facts and information about the 
Hol lywood Dump with grassroots activists and the 
Hollywood residents . This self ish attitude should 
have created an avenue for day-to-day res i stance 
by Hol lywood res idents . 
Hol lywood Dump . 
59 Day-to-day resistance for the Hollywood residents 
was a routine level of surviva l of viewing the dump as a 
health/ environmental problem but continuing to go on with 
their l ives . These activities were putting food on the 
table , attending church , and engaging in social functions . 
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Roots of mobil i z ation : Grassroots activists argued 
that the " roots of social change" and mobilizat ion are in 
the " da i ly struggles of African-Americans . "  Many Hollywood 
community res idents are working-class people , and "activism" 
is how they " survive" in a community p lagued with many 
environmental stressors . The way they define activism 
differs from academics ' definitions of activism . 
Mobi l i z ation to them (Hollywood res idents ) may be " passive 
and subtle"  instead of " exploding with brute force . "  Many 
of them have experienced more " threatening dangers " than a 
contaminated landf i l l . This is not to reduce the potential 
harm of a landfi l l  but to incorporate the exposure of 
potential dangers of a landfi l l  into the hol i stic framework 
of the social/ environmenta l  problems Hollywood residents 
face . 
Organized Resistance 
The catalyst for organi z ed res istance was centered 
around the safety of the c lean-up operation at the Hollywood 
Dump . 
The protesters contended that safety precauti ons 
included in the c lean-up plan were not sufficient , 
and that officia l s  should evacuate persons l iving 
near the dump whi l e  chemicals are shoveled in the 
5 5  gallon drums to be taken to a licensed d isposal 
s ite outside of the state ( Commercial Appeal 2 -4 -
8 1 )  . 
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There were several residents who felt they were not 
receiving political dialogue to solve the social problems 
surrounding the dump which was the accountabi lity o f  
cityj county , state and federal officia l s . 
The Hol lywood residents put their pol icy into action in 
the following manner : 
A local grassroots group was formed . A couple 
f i led a c lass action suit against the c ity of 
Memphis and corporations accused of dumping toxic 
chemicals in the loca l dump . Local protesters 
were arrested for chaining themse lves to the front 
entrance of the fence surrounding the dump . One 
family sought to convince city officials that the 
dump was contaminated by seeking outside help to 
get the perceived toxic storm drain examined . 
Grassroots activists sought outs ide assistance and 
advice to legitimiz e  the Hol lywood dump as an 
environmental probl em . Grassroots leaders , and 
some residents , lobbied with local politicians and 
government officials to have soil sampl ing tests 
done on the dump . Through these p lans of action 
the Hollywood residents were able to get the 
l andf i l l  c leaned up . Many res idents argued that 
there is much more that needs to be done at the 
Hol lywood dump site ( Interviewees Numbers Three , 
one , Five Two and Eleven) . 
There were others who "protested at the dump s ite" and 
were arrested for these "unorderly activities" ( Civil 
disobedience tactics from earlier Civil Rights Movement ) . 
There were some local res idents who attended c ity 
counc i l  meetings and "verbal ly confronted those 
representatives" who , they felt , were responsible for the 
toxic dumping at the local dump . There were those who " took 
s igns to the city counci l  meeting and disrupted the meeting , 
because they wanted the Hol lywood Dump issue discussed 
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immediately . There were others who "occupied a local 
politician ' s  off ice and refused to leave until someone 
provided a plan or agenda on how and when the Hol lywood Dump 
would be cleaned up . "  There were a l so others who " blocked 
the road leading to the dump to keep trucks from entering 
the dump to drop off toxic garbage . "  
Mobilization is the emergence of "group action" 
( Smelser 1 9 6 3 )  or occurs when a group of people establ ishes 
a common base that has leadership strategies and a political 
agenda . Under pressure , community elites f inal ly responded 
to the demands by Hol lywood residents to clean-up the dump . 
The Hollywood residents knew that local e l ites would respond 
to their demands if they organi z ed as a cohes ive group . 
After severa l loca l residents were able to mobi l i z e , 
organ i z e , and legitimiz e  the Hollywood dump as an 
environmental danger to local residents , the community 
el ites used their contacts and influence to re-direct the 
decision-making process of the clean-up of the dump . 
Another resident argued "that local e l ites feared the 
spokes people of this community because they demanded 
' community participation • in the c leanup of the dump . " 
There was not much strong " organized resistance " which 
complicates and impedes resolution of of this community 
problem . 
There were some res idents who conc luded that the 
mobi l i zation around the Hol lywood Dump controversy was not a 
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" l ightening bolt , " but with the l ittle force it had , the 
dump was cleaned up . 
The dump has been cleaned up , new soil has been put on 
top o f  the old soil and the landfi l l  has be covered with a 




In this concluding chapter , I wil l  explain why broad-
based collective resistance failed to arise and provide 
lessons for other communities to use as food for thought . 
All the incidents described in the past several pages were 
a l l  on " collective resistance" .  Demographically , the 
Hol lywood res idents had to use the resources that were at 
their f ingertips . Based on their physical location in 
Memphis , they were disengaged from the mainstream political 
decis ion-making bodies . Their col lective res istance was not 
broad-based but community oriented which resulted in them 
being pol itica l ly peripheral i z ed in the decision-making 
process of getting the dump c leaned up . The col lective 
res istance of the Hol lywood res idents was not formal ly 
organi z ed l ike broad-based social movements .  Sustained 
community resistance failed because of the impact of 
institutiona l ideology imposed on the Hol lywood residents . 
Why Collective Resistance Fai led60 ? 
A few Hol lywood res idents have wondered why res istance 
fai led to materialize over the Hol lywood Dump controversy . 
6° Col lective resistance failed ,  because Hol lywood 
res idents were not "strong political participants in the 
decision-making process " of the Hol lywood Dump issue 
( Interviewee Number Forty-eight ) .  
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They were l eft wondering how to get a "voice " i n  the 
decision-making process of getting a dump cleaned up . Also , 
the active local residents in the community were interested 
in ways of getting others to participate in communal 
sol idarity which would survive long after the c lean-up 
crisis of the Hollywood Dump . Last , the Hol lywood residents 
fai led to rea l i z e  the environmental/health and psychological 
impact of a Superfund61 site "on their community and life 
chances " ( Interviewee Number Fourteen) . 
Instabil ity of Community 
The instabil ity of the Hol lywood community can be 
attributed to the residents • fai lure to form a critical 
consciousness . The community el ites perceived the Hollywood 
community as instable , because they were not able to 
penetrate the institutional barriers used to delay the 
c l ean-up of the Hollywood dump . The community e l ites would 
def ine stab i l ity as having the pol itical capacity to 
leverage oneself as a maj or player in the decision-making 
process of the Hol lywood Dump controversy . 
61 11 Superfund ( Comprehens ive Environmental Response , 
Compensation and Liabil ity Act ) i s  the maj or federal law 
governing the c lean-up of closed hazardous waste s ites and 
emergency c lean-up of toxic wastes . Over $ 1 0  b i l l ion was 
a l located in the 1 9 8 6  reauthorization of the law . Mill ions 
of Americans , particularly low-income and peopl e  of color , 
are l iving every day with the threat of cancer and poisoning 
by toxics from these s ites " ( Spann 1 9 8 4 : 1 ) . 
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Lack of activism . The instability of the Hollywood 
community is attributed to the lack of activism among the 
Hollywood res idents . A grassroots act ivist from the 
Hollywood Community argued that lack of activism surrounding 
the dump was due to the Hol lywood Dump being " an integral 
part of the landscape around here--peopl e  know it ' s  there 
but--they don ' t  think much about it . That ' s  part o f  what ' s  
of scary " ( TVA Annual Report , 19 8 0 :  5 5 ) . The respondent 
referred to Hollywood residents " lack of awarenes s "  in not 
knowing the potential danger of the local dump . 
Lack of Charismatic Leadership 
There were two active grassroots activists who spear­
headed much of the leadership strategies for this community 
issue . However , both of them had a difficult t ime 
mob i l i z ing large numbers of Hol lywood res idents to remain 
active throughout the Hol lywood Dump controversy . There 
were "dim l ights " of collective mobi l iz ation from t ime to 
time at public meetings , but otherwise the people l ooked for 
a " stronger" community leader to emerge .  
There were others who argued that an " outspoken leader" 
would not get "Ghandi ' s  civi l disobedient results "  
( Interviewee Number Two ) from the c ity o f  Memphis ' power 
structure . The Hol lywood community lacked a "pol itica l ly 
interlocked and citywide network" that could demand honest 
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answers and appropriate results from the Memphi s  power 
structure . 
Environmental Racism 
Sustained community resistance fai led due to the 
institutional ideology imposed on the Hol lywood residents . 
This ideology62 imp lied that black res idents could not 
organi z e  effectively to control the decision-making process 
of the c lean-up of the Hollywood Dump . They were not taken 
serious ly when they first comp lained about the toxic 
chemicals in the Hollywood Dump . They had to seek outside 
help to legitimiz e  the toxicity of the chemical s  in the 
dump . In other words , black communities need outs ide 
" assistance , experts or hired technicians " ( Interviewee 
Number Five ) to l egitimiz e  their community problems as 
serious . 
The Hol lywood res idents did not use the " legal system 
to their advantage in implying that discrimination was a 
factor in the extended delay ( 3  1 / 2-4 year s )  in cleaning up 
the Hol lywood Dump" ( Interviewee Number Thirty-three) . They 
62This dominant ideology had the underlying assumption 
that " black folks do not have successful organi z ing skil l s  
and resources t o  solve probl ems i n  their 
community" ( Interviewee Number Three ) . Working class and poor 
people ' s  ideology can be mistaken . • • •  However , " Organiz ing is 
not about strategies , about analyses , about tactics . 
Organi z ing is about people . • . •  about the "we l fare cheats , "  
the " deadbeats " on unemployment , the "white trash , "  the 
" niggers " - and everyone else this society locks out and 
shuts in" ( Kahn 19 7 0 : 12 4 ) . 
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fai led to make the connection between " penalties for 
polluting ( Bullard 19 9 3 , 1 9 9 4 ) and "the abil ity of the 
polluter to pay and the polluter ' s  history and l evel of 
cooperation" ( Schuster 1 9 9 4 ; Bul lard 1 9 9 3 , 1 9 9 4 ) . Black 
communities are "targeted for homelands of toxic garbage" 
( Interviewee Number Three ) , because pol luting industries 
perceive black communities as " cost efficient ( Interviewee 
Number One ) or " low enough that they can be discounted as a 
cost of doing business" ( Schuster 1 9 9 4 ; Bullard 1 9 9 3 , 1 9 9 4 ) . 
Lack of support from Black Organi z ations 
Black organizations in Memphis have not provided any 
sufficient "technical expertise" ( Interviewee Number 3 0 )  and 
"political a l l iance" ( Interviewee Number Nine ) for the 
Hollywood community . They seem to be waiting on a " body 
count" ( Interviewee Thirty-seven) before they act on this 
issue . The lack of support from black organi z at ions refers 
back to many of their pol itical connections and 
accountabil ity to the "growth machine" ( Interviewee Number 
Thirty-three ) .  The decision-makers in the Hol lywood Dump 
controversy are part of the Memphis power structure which 
j ustif ies the third dimens ion of power . 
There were five respondents who bel ieved that 
representatives in these established B lack organizations 
"were uneducated about the potential health problems 
associated with the toxic chemicals found in the dump" 
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( Interviewee Number Twenty-one ) .  There were respondents who 
argued that " physicians act absent-minded or are not 
famil iar with health problems " ( Interviewee Number Two ) 
associated with long-term exposure to the toxic chemicals 
found at the dump . 
WhY More People Did not Get Involved? 
There were several Hol lywood residents who did not 
participate in organized resistance of the dump due to their 
focus on " day-to-day psychological struggle to make ends 
meet or , best said , ' putting food on the table ' "  
( Interviewee Number Thirteen ) 63 • This absence of collective 
mobilization of Hollywood res idents was summed up by a local 
Reverend as fol lows : 
[ I ]  had gone to several residents and asked them 
to attend the meeting . But many , he said , " are 
tired of four years of meetings and skeptical that 
promises will again fal l  by the ways ide . "  Many 
residents believe they ' ll get the same old story 
( Commercial Appeal 6-2 0-84 ) .  
63This informant was born in South Memphis in 19 2 0 . 
She i s  an active Democrat who has had severa l  j obs for 
example : school teacher , campa ign chairman for a local 
pol itician , cosmetics saleswoman and a retired l ibrarian . 
She is known for her radical pol itical concerns about the 
lack of trust and cohes iveness between black and white 
politicians in Memphis . She l ives with her granddaughter in 
the Hol lywood community . In the past she was very active in 
the NAACP , urban league , Teachers Association , American 
Associations of Retired Persons and the democratic party . 
She replied that the Hollywood Dump was a " cover-up" for the 
transportation of "toxic garbage" from surrounding states . 
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A local activist and resident of the Hol lywood community 
suggested the following reform in order for people to get 
involved : 
Our task for the future is clear cut • . •  We ' ve got to 
increase public awareness about hazardous waste 
disposal . Very few people are aware that the d isposal 
of toxic industrial waste is far more preval ent than 
nuclear waste disposal . The sad truth is the problems 
such as ours may have to reach the ' Love Cana l ' s  stage 
before people wake up and real i z e  what ' s  happening { TVA 
Annua l Report 19 8 0 : 5 5 ) . 
This respondent ' s  answer remarks that the community lacked a 
wi l l  for col lective mobil i zation . There were five 
interviewees who argued that the Hollywood res idents did not 
get involved because they were not famil iar with the 
" deci s ion-making process "  of cleaning up toxic waste 
( Interviewees Number Five , Three , One , Four and One ) . The 
decision-making process of c leaning up the dump included 
"pol itical confl icts " among a l l  the parties involved in this 
process .  Unfortunately , the Hollywood residents fai led to 
mobi l i z e  as a community because of their past experiences 
with deal ing with community e l ites on community problems . 
Community e l ites would promise them that they would ass ist 
them in solving socia l and environmental problems but never 
fol low through with answers . These "political con f licts and 
values "  (Mills and Davis 1962 : 16 ) were seen in the way the 
community elites used the first , second , and third 
dimens ions of power to exclude Hol lywood res idents from the 
decision-making process .  The absence of col lective 
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mobi l i z at ion constitutes the use of pol itics exercised by 
community el ites to keep the " voiceless subalterns " 
politica l ly inactive in the decision-making process64 of 
c leaning up the Hollywood Dump . 
The catalyst for reforming the environmental and social 
conditions of the Hol lywood community was the need to 
reduce/ e l iminate undesirable health conditions generated by 
a landf il l . This catalytic reaction was a consciousness 
rais ing experience for Hol lywood residents . Several 
attempts were made to l egitimize the environmenta l  problems 
surrounding the dump . The grassroots leaders thought that 
legitimiz ing the environmenta l  problems would result in an 
increase in collective resistance . 
Lessons f or Other Communities 
"Unl ike o i l  and water , politics and hazardous waste do 
mix-with sometimes murky results " ( Commercial Appeal 3 -8 -
8 3 ) . African-American communities who are victims of a 
contaminated landfill in their backyard should empower 
themselves through " community empowerment , educate each 
other concerning the health dangers of toxic chemicals , and 
form powerful community organizations that are linked to a 
city-wide pol itical network that can provide pol itical , 
64Decision-making process "may be def ined as a process 
by which the activities of governmenta l  officials and other 
interested parties result in the selection of one from a 
number of available pol icies or other courses of action 
(Mills and Davis 1 9 62 ; Furniss and Synder 1 9 5 4 : 9 7 ) . 
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economic and technical assistance65 on crucial environmenta l  
i s sues " ( Interviewee Number Three )  such as the Hollywood 
Dump controversy . 
Rea l i z e  that you are not Power less66 
One Hollywood resident defined the community ' s  group 
power as : 
They could have mobili z ed the outside political 
support to receive economic retributions from the 
city , state , or federal government to pay the 
Hol lywood residents for damages done to their 
community ( Interviewee Number Thirty-four ) . 
Another Hol lywood resident defined power as cutting a dea l : 
They could have cut a deal with the Centers for 
Disease Control to ensure them that after the 
clean-up of the dump , they would be guaranteed an 
environmental health and safety program for any 
poss ible health problems that may appear later in 
their l ife which could be retroactive from the 
toxic chemicals at the dump ( Interviewee Number 
Eighteen) 
65Robert Bul lard ( 19 9 3 ) argues that communities of 
color must use their organi z ed grassroots pol itical 
networks , loca l ly , nationa l ly ,  and internationa l ly to create 
organizations that communities of color can use to empower 
themselves . He a l so articulates that African-Americans must 
become s e lf-reliant , bui ld their own grassroots 
organizations while building political a l l iances community­
wide to gain techn ical assistance when they are "victims " of 
an environmental problem . They need external networks that 
are wi l l ing to share information , expertise , and personnel 
to eliminate serious environmenta l  problems before they 
explode to unsolvable environmental mishaps . See Also , 
Bul lard 19 9 0 ,  1 9 9 1 ,  1 9 9 4 , 19 9 5 ) . 
66There were about ten Hol lywood residents who did not 
see themselves as powerless individuals during this 
community problem . They argued that they l earned later in 
this process that they could have organi z ed pol itical ly 
around " relocating those residents who l ive c loser to the 
dump" ( Interviewee Number Twenty-nine) . • .  
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Several of the Hol lywood residents rea l i z ed that they 
were not powerless . When they f irst became " active" 
( Interviewee Number Thirty-four67 ) concerning the dump , they 
felt as i f  they were " fighting c ity hal l68 " by themselves . 
Some of them referred to their own community invo lvement as 
a "religious wake-up cal l "  ( Interviewee Number Three ) , an 
" environmental j ustice calling" ( Interviewee Number One ) , or 
a " social j ustice deed" ( Interviewee Number Five ) . 
"We learned that we had to be persistent about solving 
this problem because it was cancerous" ( Interviewee Number 
Five ) . "We learned we had to love the Hollywood 
neighborhood as a ' community ' ( Interviewee Number Three ) 
instead of as a ' commodity ' ( Interviewee Number E l even ) 
which is the way the city of Memphis and pol luting 
industries see it " . These personal ,  or individual ,  
ideologies provide a bas is on how a minority of Hollywood 
67 He was born in Chicago , I l l inois , the son of a black 
sharecropper of Macon , Georgia . His parents rented land out 
to severa l  blacks who moved to Macon from Augusta . They 
were given several acres of land from a wealthy caucasian 
landowner who was active in supporting many activities of 
the Civil Rights Movement . "My chi ldhood in Chicago was 
impacted by the brutal death of Medgar Evers , while my 
experiences in Memphis have been trying to understand why 
the toxic chemicals at the dump went unnoticed by local 
pol iticians and some local res idents who worked a s  employees 
at some of those industries respons ible for dumping toxic 
compounds at the Hollywood Dump . "  He is self-employed and 
volunteer some of his time for two local politicians ' 
campaigns . 
68 " I  felt l ike the " Lone Rangers "  trying to catch the 
neighborhood crooks . . •  These thieves were city officials , 
local industries and pathetic EPA officia ls . "  
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res idents were able to overcome the disempowerment 
strategies of the community el ites while develop ing an 
a lternate ideology , an oppositional agenda , mob i l i z ing 
internal resources and activists , and mob i l i z ing external 
support and resources . 
Overcoming Disempowerment Strategies69 
A centrtal ized community is a community where a l l l  the 
res idents are politically unified and they work as a 
cohes ive group to solve social/ environmenta l  problems . They 
do what is necessary to mobi l i z e  internal and externa l  
resources t o  use as a tool to strengthen their strategies i n  
solving environmental problems . Through trial and error , 
some Hol lywood res idents discovered that if they "worked 
together as a group" ( Interviewee Number Seven) 70 they could 
destroy those barriers that were used to disempower them . 
6 9 The Hollywood residents overcame the informational 
disempowerment strategy imposed by community e l ites . 
Usual ly the withholding of information from the "vict imized 
people" leads to " quiescence" ( Gaventa 1 9 8 0 ) . The local 
res idents were able to generate enough information on the 
toxic dump to get it cleaned up . 
70 He is an e lderly white-haired articulate and 
stubborn born community leader . He was born in Selma , 
Alabama , he and his family moved to Memphis in 1 9 6 4 . He has 
been active in several of Memphis ' s  urban riots . He 
perceived the Hollywood Dump incident as a civil rights 
issue for a l l  res idents in North Memphis . He argued that 
Memphi s , Mid-South has simi lar " toxic hot spots" l ike the 
Hol lywood Dump . There are three generations l iving in this 
household which includes this elderly active 
tiger , his two grown daughters and two teenager grand 
chi ldren . They l ive a quarter of a mi le from the dump . 
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They found out that the biggest barrier they faced was a 
" lack of a central i z ed community71 " ( Interviewee Number 
Twenty-one72 ) within North Memphis . 
The Hollywood residents discovered later that : 
Residents must learn to articulate their political 
needs to the government and gui lty polluting 
industries after an environmental disaster occurs 
( Interviewee Number Seven ) . 
The residents and grassroots activists must learn 
early in the pol itical game what the government 
and polluting industries wil l  and wi l l  not do to 
solve the community problem ( Interviewee Number 
Twelve ) . 
The residents must come to grips with the idea 
that they lack access ibi l ity to technical 
information , expert witnesses , and pol itical 
resources to force the government and pol luting 
industries to listen to them or legitim i z e  their 
problems as ones that must be solved ( Interviewee 
Number Twenty-two ) .  
These disempowering obstacles must be overcome , or the 
contaminated community will remain in a disadvantaged 
71 "We were very surprised when we found out accidently 
that we could destroy brick wal l s  built by our oppos ition to 
make us a powerless group of people . "  Those who worked to 
get the dump c leaned up felt that the community within North 
Memphis worked too slow and with a lack of organi z ed goa l s . 
72 He is old now with s ilver hair but recal led the 
highs and lows of community resistance to the Hol lywood 
Dump . He has retired from the railroad and he is graceful ly 
enj oying his golden years . He can see the fenced-polluted 
dump from his living room window . He was born in south 
Memphis , and at the age of 4 0 ,  before he moved to his 
present home , his mother l ived with him . He recal led the 
dump being a playground area for kids in the neighborhood . 
He argued that the Hol lywood Dump controversy was as 
irritating as his arthritic right knee . He also remembered 
attending public hearings on trying to get the dump cleaned 
up . 
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pol itical pos ition throughout the decision-making process of 
the community controversy . 
Publ iciz ing an Alternate Ideology73 
One o f  the community leaders had read a story in a book 
about how a group in a sma l l  community regained their 
communal stab i lity after an environmental disaster destroyed 
communal relationships among neighbors . This grassroots 
leader concluded that he learned from this story that 
"victims " of a environmental disaster had to come up with a 
" different perspective7 4 "  ( Interviewee Number Five75 ) about 
the Hol lywood Dump . 
73  Thi s  a lternate ideology should encompass a 
"vision" ( Interviewee Number Five ) that provides " practical 
energy to l ink personal struggles with environmental 
struggles" ( Interviewee Number Two ) . 
74 Thi s  perspective had to "provide social change and 
appear interesting to the news media . In other words , it 
had to e ither undermine their oppos itional ideology or 
standout as real and important in the minds of non-residents 
of the Hollywood community . "  
75 He was born in Washington , D . C .  in 1 9 4 1  and moved to 
Memphis in 1 9 6 2 . He talked about how North Memphi s  has gone 
through an economic and social transformation s ince the 
early 6 0s .  He l ives about a fourth of a mile from the toxic 
landf i l l . He reminisce about the old days when a l l  blacks 
in North Memphis were socially-bonded as brothers and 
s i sters , and how now they are distanced by recession , 
inflation , and community-wide problems . He was inj ured at a 
factory j ob which led to early disabil ity . He spends most 
of his time in church and vis iting his e lderly aunt at an 
o ld-folks home in east Memphis . He is s ingle , but concluded 
he has seen unacceptable activities at the Hol lywood Dump in 
the wee hours of the morning and late at night . 
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There were some Hol lywood res idents who argued that 
publiciz ing their a lternate ideology would j eopard i z e  their 
"property values , "  ( Interviewee Number Thirty-six)  and the 
" image" ( Interviewee Number Thirty-three ) of their 
community , while other res idents argued that the publ ic ity 
of their a lternate ideology would " force the City o f  Memphis 
and gui lty industries to remedy the environmental and health 
r isks associated with the dump " ( Interviewees Numbers Three , 
Five , One , Two , Four) . 
Constructing an Oppos itiona l Agenda76 
Constructing an oppositional agenda would support their 
a lternate ideology of linking the impact of the dump with 
the environmental problems surrounding the dump . " A  few of 
us met at our regular meeting place " , and we learned that 
constructing an oppositional agenda , consisted of 
understanding the " nature of social change77 11 ( Interviewee 
Number Fourteen78 ) • "This forced us to rea l i z e  our power as a 
7 6 This oppositional agenda should focus on "how 
Hollywood res idents ' place ' the environmental risks of the 
dump within a community-wide perspective" ( Interviewee 
Number Seven } . In other words , how does this commun ity 
perspective " impact Memphis city l imits as an urban 
community" ( Interviewee Number Thirty-four ) . 
77 "We had to draw from our civil rights experiences 
and expand and promote the idea that our civil rights were 
being violated in this incident . "  
7 8 He was born in Detroit , Michigan and his fam i ly 
moved to Memphis in 19 7 0 . He finished high school in 
Memphis and graduated from LeMoyne Owen Col lege with a 
Bachelor of Science in Chemistry . He took a j ob at Humke 
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group whi le overcoming being perceived as a powerless 
subgroup in North Memphis . We began to construct our 
version of the problems of the dump and created an oppos ing 
agenda of the dump to gain a ' voice ' in the decisions made 
to clean up the dump" . At a l l  the meetings that pertained 
to the decision-making process of the dump , a few of us 
started questioning and demanding that the organization , 
race , and socia l c lass compositions be amended to represent 
the Hol lywood community . Many of the community e lites 
refused but we kept pressing the issue until we obtained 
some of our demands "  ( Interviewee Number Three ) . 
A grassroots activist and two other Hollywood res idents 
( Interviewees Number Two and Twenty-one ) recal led an 
industrial hygienist saying that chemicals found in toxic 
wastes s ites s imi lar to the Hollywood Dump would produce 
valuable evidence of their " long term effects [ in )  15 to 2 0  
years 7 9 "  after res idents have been exposed to them ( Press 
Scimitar 3 -3 -8 0 ) . This industrial hygienist is constructing 
which is one of the potentia l ly responsible companies that 
dumped toxic chemicals in 
the Hol lywood Dump . He l ives three mi les from the dump . He 
became disappointed when he found out that Humko may be 
guilty of dumping hazardous waste in the local dump . 
79 " The few studies that have been done in the area of 
toxic- waste dumps present a lot of s imilar-type symptoms in 
persons who are affected , especial ly damaged , to the 
respiratory and productive systems . We are l earning that 
the reproductive systems , particularly the mal e  reproductive 
system , is possibly going to be the earl iest indicator of 
toxic damage . Damage to the reproductive system might not 
be evident unt i l  the next generation ( Press Scimitar 3 - 3 -
8 0 )  . 
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an oppos itional agenda for the e lites of the local power 
structure . However , for years , officials have assured the 
public that exposure to low levels of certain chemicals was 
not hazardous to health , but there is no widespread 
agreement on what those ' threshold levels should be ' 
there is no safe level of exposure to agents that cause 
cancer ( Press Scimitar 3 - 3 -8 0 )  
" Part of our oppositional agenda was to inform loca l , 
state , and federal off icials that we knew that 
environmental /health problems of the dump would resurface in 
ten to f i fteen years " ( Interviewee Number Five ) . 
Information presented by the industrial hygienist did not 
discuss the mere fact that many of the res idents who l ived 
c lose to the dump were e lderly and getting older and were 
more suscipitable to getting s ick from being exposed to 
toxic chemicals . The e lderly usual ly suffer from multiple 
i l lnesses which are part of the aging process , but some of 
their i l lnesses may be tested on a longitudinal basi s  to see 
if they were attributed to the toxic chemica l s  in the dump . 
Mobil i zing Internal Resources and Activists 
"At first there were signs of many us being pass ive , 
too cautious , and failed to get in touch with our inner 
consciousness " 80 ( Interviewee Number Two81 ) • "After a few 
80 "Many of us began to become aware of our local 
environment which was heavi ly impacted by the local dump . 
We became active by campaigning to get internal resources to 
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of us failed to influence city officials to legitimize our 
environmental complaints about the Hollywood Dump , we began 
to tap into our own city-wide internal resources . The more 
we thought about the toxic chemicals in the dump , the more 
' sensitive ' ( Interviewee Number 1 3 ) and ' guilty ' 
( Interviewee 3 7 )  we became over not convincing the c ity of 
Memphis to clean-up the dump sooner than they agreed to do 
it" . 
Some Hol lywood res idents tried to attend as many public 
meetings concerning the dump as possible . " Some of us tried 
to recruit additional residents to come to public meetings 
to convince the city of Memphis that we wanted something 
done about the • toxic chemicals ' in our backyard and that we 
• cared ' ( Interviewee Number Twenty-one) about our community 
as much as the City of Memphis officials cared about their 
' suburban homes ' "  ( Interviewee Number Fourteen ) . "A few of 
us cal led people to convince them to demand to be a member 
make our environment a better place to l ive . " 
8 1  She has been active in the Civi l Rights Movement and 
has participated in many community disputes over redl ining , 
hous ing shortages , and vandal ized vacant houses . She 
ass isted other res idents in the Hollywood community in 
starting up two neighborhood watch programs . She has used 
her church as a meeting place for various groups to meet and 
p lan strategies to address community problems . She is the 
mother of five children a l l  who are grown and l ive in other 
states . She l ives across the street from the dump . In the 
past , she was active with the NAACP and Memphis Urban 
League . Now she does volunteer work with i l l iterate 
individuals by teaching them to read . She is knowl edgeable 
of the pol itical problems that the Hol lywood Dump presented 
for the Hollywood community . 
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of the environmental task force . We knew that i f  we had a 
' representative on thes e  decision-making committees ' ,  it 
would provide a voice for our community . We started late in 
the process of ' linking" our community resource s  with 
outs ide resources ' "  ( Interviewee Number Eleven ) . 
Mobilizing External Support and Resources 
At the beginning of the chapter , my argument was on the 
absence of collective mobilization . At the end of the 
chapter , I have presented some evidence of gras sroots 
mob i l i z ation . Due to grassroots mobil i z ation not being 
legitimiz ed or formalized ,  it is not seen as acceptable by 
city-wide community elites . This one page on mobi l i z ing 
externa l  support and resources shows that the absence of 
collective community resistance has not been embraced by the 
broad-base collective movement . "Our external support and 
resources consisted of a Vanderbi lt chemist , a 
representative from the Environmental Defense Fund , and a 
few other ' odds and ends ' "  ( Interviewee Number Thirteen ) . 
"These resources not only legitimiz ed our community problem 
as a serious environmental problem ,  but it raised questions 
about why did it take the city of Memphis three to f our 
years before they responded to this problem? " ( Interviewee 
Number Four) . The external support would be able to 
" identify additional risks associated with the dump" 
( Interviewee Number Thirty-f ive ) while offering 
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" professional advice" ( Interviewee Number Nine) to correct 
these r isks . The external support was able to give a 
" second and third opinion" ( Interviewee Number S ix )  about 
the potential risks at the dump . 
There were a few respondents who felt that the city of 
Memphis had a "moral obl igation" ( Interviewee Number 
E l even82 ) to c lean-up the dump . Mobi l i z ing external support 
i s  not only a way to reduce " burnout" among grassroots 
support but a good strategy to show that problems of the 
dump are not only Hol lywood res idents but of a l l  of Memphis 
res idents . External resources are the standards for l inking 
a "percei ved83 local problem" into the broader framework of 
social / environmental problems throughout Memphis . 
82 He was born in Jackson , Mississippi in 1 9 4 3  and 
began his career as an auto mechanic in 1 9 6 4 . He has worked 
many odd j obs on the side in Jackson and Tupelo , 
Mississippi . He is now a foreman at a construction company 
in Memphis . He is very knowledgeable about the 
environmental and pol it ical issues that surround the local 
dump . He has been a resident in the Hollywood community for 
f i fteen years . He lives about a mile from the dump and 
stressed that every morning before he went to work at 4 a . m .  
he smel led an odor in the air that he felt was potentia l ly 
threatening to a l l  res idents who lived close to the 
Ho l lywood Dump . He is married and has three adult chi ldren 
who have attended col l eges/ univers ities in Washington , D . C .  
( Howard University) ; Atlanta , Georgia { Spel lman College ) ; 
and Nashvi l l e , Tennessee { Tennessee State University ) . 
Occasional ly he attended meetings at the Memphi s  Urban 
League , NAACP and other civic groups but most of his time is 
spent at his neighborhood church . 
8 3 "Usua l ly external support and resources can be 
obtained when the perceived victims can convince the wider 
Memphi s  public that they have been vict imiz ed by community 
e l ites ( in this case the city of Memphis and local 
industries ) .  The external collective support would speed up 
the decision-making process of c leaning up the dump . " 
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Voice of Residents in the Hollywood Community 
The voices of residents in the Hollywood community went 
through the stages of the Natural History of a social 
problem . There were some residents who were conscious that 
there were environmental probl ems surrounding the dump . 
There were several residents who took an active role in 
deciding on what should be done to clean up the dump . There 
were other Hollywood res idents who demanded that the pol icy 
created by the Metropolitan Area Environmental Task Force 
(MAETF )  incorporate input from residents who l ived near the 
contaminated dump . Their voice adds a fourth stage to the 
natural history of a social problem which is referred to as 
organi z ed resistance to public pol icy . Thi s  view is miss ing 
from the scholarly work . This is a voice from the 
grassroots which is misunderstood by many sociologists who 
study social problems in communities of color . This voice 
i s  watered down and not ful ly interpreted by many 
sociologists . 
The extension of a fourth stage of the natural history 
of a social problem leads us to the three dimens ions of 
power that ( Lukes 1 97 4 ) is used to analyze the power 
dynamics of groups in community politics . The f irst 
dimens ion of power states that a l l  groups are a l lowed to 
participate in the democratic procedures of the decision­
making process of address ing social probl ems . Even though 
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a l l  groups are allowed to participate , their voice i s  not 
l egitimiz ed by the establ ished community e l ites of the local 
power structure . The second dimension of power states that 
some groups are organized in the pol itical process whi l e  
other groups are organized out i n  the decision-making 
process of solving community problems . In the second 
dimension of power , the voice of Hollywood residents are not 
embraced by privi leged city-wide community e lites as a voice 
with vested interests in community pol itics and the 
initiative to solve environmental problems . The third 
dimens ion of power states that community e l ites manipulate 
and shape the ideologies surrounding community problems . In 
the third d imension of power , the voice of the Hol lywood 
residents can be associated with the " culture of s ilence" 
( Gaventa 1 9 8 0 )  consciousness of a powerless group . In this 
case , the powerless group develops internal consciousness 
that defines their ideologies of the social problems that 
impact their worldview . 
The analys i s  of the voice of the Hollywood residents 
provides an avenue for a theoretical shift . Thi s  
theoretical shift extends Morris ' s  ( 19 8 4 ) perspective of the 
dominated group . The voice of Hol lywood residents is 
excluded from the decision-making process of addressing and 
solving social / communal problems . The activists in the 
Hollywood community used non-traditional strategies and non­
l egitimized tact ics to solve social / environmental problems 
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in their community . In the past , the three d imens ions of 
power aproach focused on established organi z ed groups 
instead of the dominated group . This theoretical shift is 
an attempt to explain the missing legitimation of voices of 
a dominated group . 
Evaluation Of the Efficacy of voices 
The voices of the Hollywood res idents can be evaluated 
by examining what " si lent screaming" means in this 
contaminated community . " Si lent screaming" basica l ly 
describes the residents pol itical , communal , economic , and 
environmental relationship to the Hollywood Dump . The 
voices of " s i lent screaming" are breathless because they 
have been express ing their " grievances" to community el ites 
until they have turned blue in the face . The voices are 
speechless because the Hol lywood res idents have an absence 
of words for inf luencing the results for getting the dump 
cleaned up . The voices of the residents are insignificant 
because they come from a powerless group of people . The 
voices from the res idents are unheard of from peop le outs ide 
of the Hol lywood community because many of the outsiders 
view them as helpless victims with l ifestyles that 
contribute to their contaminated surroundings . " S ilent 
screaming" is attributed to Hollywood res idents being 
emotiona l toward the environmental problems associated with 
the dump , yet the res idents are cons idered powerles s , 
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hopeless , helpless and breathless in the decision-making 
process of remedial work at the Hollywood dump . 
Voiceless Subalterns 
The Hollywood residents can be label led a s  voiceless 
subalterns due to their absence of political l everage in the 
Hollywood dump controversy . They had difficulty obtaining a 
seat at the decision-making table for remedial work at the 
dump . Without a politica l  voice at the table , Hol lywood 
residents were excluded from the maj or decisions of removing 
the toxic chemicals from the dump . The residents ' lack of 
sustained activism around the dump prompted community e l ites 
to think that the residents lost pol itical interest in this 
environmental problem . The voiceless subalterns ' internal 
consciousness was challenged to show that their voices made 
a difference in the planning , implementation and evaluation 
process of cleaning up the dump . 
Dominated Group 
There is much that occurs with a dominated group as 
they shift from their quiescent pos ition to them using their 
resources to solve a social/ environmenta l  problem . It was 
diff icult for the Hol lywood res idents to get their 
grievances and complaints about the dump on the agenda at 
public meetings because they were excluded from the 
democratic process . They were not connected to the local 
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" growth machine " which explains their exclusion from a l l  the 
important decis ions made on the dump . 
summing Up 
In summary , I expect the natural history of thi s  social 
problem wil l  not fall in the previously mentioned t ime 
sequence . An emergent social / environmental problem l ike the 
Hollywood Dump controversy wi l l  not proceed sequential ly 
with an awareness stage , policy determination stage and a 
reform stage . An emergent problem of this statute w i l l  
develop i t s  own unique stages of examining how an 
environmental problem matured . The res idents in the 
Hollywood community became conscious of the toxic chemicals 
dumped in the local dump . However , sound environmental 
policies and reform measures were not developed 
cooperatively by government officials , corporate 
representatives , and grassroots leaders to protect the local 
residents from environmental risks . The c lean-up o f  the 
local dump appeared as i f  government officials went through 
the proper channels to reduce environmental risks for 
Hol lywood res idents , but they did not . They handled this 
problem the way they saw fit . 
The natural history of a social problem ( e . g .  the 
contamination of the Hol lywood Dump ) unfolded due to the 
politica l , cultural ,  and religious concerns of gras sroots 
individual s  who agreed that the local dump was posing an 
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environmental public health threat to their community . 
These individuals organized ,  mobilized ,  and obtained 
resources in an attempt to persuade others in their 
community , and city-wide , that the hazardous chemica l s  in 
the dump were an environmental inj ustice . The 
l egitimati z ing84 of this social problem , and obtaining some 
measure of community support , l ed to conflict , 
confrontation , and the conscious-raising of city-wide 
community leaders to support the local folk ' s  
legitimi z ation . The battle of l egitimiz ing this social 
problem with city-wide community leaders was an exercise in 
gaining community power for the Hollywood community . 
The end represents the beginning of a new community : 
We are in a transition of removing the risky 
environmental ly infectious barriers that are a 
nuisance to our community . Our role , and 
transformation into the environmental j ustice 
movement , is to bui ld strong communal 
relationships with other residents in the 
neighborhood . We want environmental problems on 
the agendas of a l l  organizations who are wil l ing 
to be mutual partners in rebooting our surrounding 
infrastructure . The Hol lywood Dump has not 
provided any revenues in f ixing potholes , 
unclogged sewer systems or regenerating an 
inefficient public transit system to transport 
local residents to their place of employment . No 
community-bas ed program or j o int venture ( with 
Hol lywood res idents and the city) is avai lable to 
renew dilapidated houses and empty bui ldings 
throughout our community . When I think of 
8 4 Legitimacy is "moving from def ining the social and 
environmental problem from a private community problem to a 
general public concern to an environmenta l  controversy" 
( Interviewee Number Thirty-three ) .  This is how a local 
community confl ict is l inked to the broader pol itical 
framework of the " growth machine . "  
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" environmental raci sm" , my mind and soul become 
f i l led with a l l  the community and environmenta l  
problems that are i n  " sync "  with the contaminated 
landf i l l . The toxic landf i l l  represents the 
"weakness " of our community . It represents the 
" strength of city government . "  The landfi l l  
" symbo l i z es "  the lack o f  government and corporate 
support of working class and poor black people 
entrapped in an "accident prone" neighborhood of 
"poisonous persistence o f  poverty" ( Interviewee 
Number Ten 85 ) • 
85 " I  am a native Memphian , and I love this c ity . I 
think Memphi s  is a wonderful p lace to l ive , worship God , and 
enj oy the legacy of this city . It has its ups and downs but 
it plays a s ignificant role in the Civil Rights Movement . 
It is Dr . Kings ' s  last stop before he went to heaven . He 
came here because the garbage workers were on strike , and he 
died trying to free them from their misery . The Hollywood 
Dump controversy f its into the miss ion of the C ivil Rights 
Movement . Many of the Hol lywood residents felt their 
community was discriminated against by being chosen as a 
• toxic burial ground . ' Not only is our ' community storing 
the city ' s  waste products , '  but we are the recipients of 
• toxic discharges ' from the industries sitting in our 
' frontyards . ' " He is married and is a retired truck driver . 
He lives about a ha lf mile from the dump . He has a 
membership with the NAACP and i s  a member of the Masons . 
His only chi ld moved out at the age of 2 1  and now l ives in 
East Memphis . 
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Figure 1 .  
Tennessee . 
S ite Locat ion , North Hol lywood . Memphi s  
S ource : USGS Quadrangle Map : Northeast Memph i s , Tennessee . 




























































West of Peres Street 
clozens of chi ldren playing in front 
of !heir low-income apartments 
[assumption] some of them also 
play among these toxic barrels -
factors i n  their i l lness 
West of Dump · Peres S t reet 
unofficial depository for commer­
cial waste 
Old tires, appliances, piles of 
roofing shingles 
street is impassable 
North of Peres Street 
old dredge pond 
____ .-_ -�- · - . .  ----� 
man fishi n g  - despite warning 
signs form Health Dept. 
Environmental 
Racistn 
South of D u m p  
Vesicol Chemical Plant 
Humko (Kraft) Chemical Plant 
Plough 
vile odor - [smells like] burning 
rubber 
Ens! End of Peres Street 
hundreds of discarded, rusting 55-
gallon drums 
some marked CORHOS I \'E 
some open a n d  filled l O  t h e  r im 
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look as if  it might glow in the dnrk 
there nrc no fences or warning 
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Ta inted Community , Hol lywood Area . 
Source : Copyright 19 9 6 ,  Glenn s .  Johnson . 
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Figure 4 .  
Source : 
Pigs and Hol lywood Dump . 
Commercial Appeal , January 1 2 , 1 9 8 0 .  








Figure 5 .  Pigs Search for Food at Dump . 
Source : Commerc ial Appeal ,  January 12 , 1 9 8 0 .  
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Figure 6 .  
Source : 
Toxic Barre l s  found at Hol lywood Dump . 
Commerc ial Appea l ,  January 12 , 1 9 8 0 .  
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The Discovery of  Toxic Barrel s  at Dump . 
Press Scimitar , June 1 ,  1 9 8 0 .  
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Figure 9 .  Group Power . Community Struggle Against 
Environmental Racism : The North Hol lywood Dump . 
Source : Copyright 1 9 9 5 , Gl enn S .  Johnson 
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3 - 5 - 8 0  
1 - 1 0 ·- 8 0  
1 - 1 1 - 8 0  
1 - 1 2 - 8 0  
1 - 2 2 - 8 0  
1 - 2 7 - 8 0  
Table 1 
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS : THE NATURAL HISTORY OF THE HOLLYWOOD DUMP 
Public Policy Decisions 
Hol lywood Dump C losed i n  1 9 6 7  
Tennes s ee Pub l i c  Heal t h  
Department ordered vel s i col 
t o  s top dump i ng i n  Hol lywood 
Dump i n  February 1 9 7 2  
Representat i ve f rom E nv i ron­
ment a l  D e f ense Fund d i s approve 
of ra i s i n g  hogs a t  Dump whi ch 
may conta i n  tox i c  chemica l s  
Environaental Probleas 
Cyanide Spi l l  reported 
in the Loosatchie R i ver 
in 1 9 7 7  
Hogs were ra i sed a t  the 
Ho l l ywood Dump in i t s  
ear l i e r  days 
Co-.unity Resistance 
A local fami l y  
compl a i ns about 
toxic chemical a t  
the dump 
Loca l Steele S t reets 
res i dents report 
symptoms that are 
attributed to toxic 
chem i c a l s  l i ke those 





1 - 2 8 - 8 0  
2 - 2 - 8 0  
2 - 5 - 8 0  
2 - 1 2 - 8 0  
2 - 1 5 - 8 0  
3 - 2 5 - 8 0  
Table 1 
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS : THE NATURAL H ISTORY OF THE HOLLYWOOD DUMP 
Public Policy Decisions Environaental Probleas 
House to house survey 
done on res idents to 
c o l l ect evidence t o  
support environenta l 
threat o f  dump 
Evi dence emerges indicate 
t he Hol lywood commun i ty 
i s  s i tt i ng on top o f  a n  
a n  o l d  dump 
Two e lderly res i dents 
conclude that 5 5 - gal lon 
d rums were dumped i n  
the i r  nei ghborhood 
Chem i c a l s  in the area 
percei ved as carci nogeni c  
N o  " conc l us i ve "  evidence 
on toxic chemic a l s  a t  the 
dump 
Senator Gore decides to 
i nves t i gate chemi c a l  







4 - 2 - 8 0  
4 - 9 - 8 0  
5 - 6 - 8 0  
5 - 9 - 8 0  
5 - 1 4 - 8 0  
Table 1 
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS : THE NATURAL H I STORY OF THE HOLLYWOOD DUMP 
Public Pol icy Decisions 
Spec u l a ti o n  over dumpi ng 
was t e  at the dump was not 
regul a ted by consent decree 
Loca l po l i t i c ians ou t - c l as h  
over who s h ou l d  b e  h e l d  
accountable f o r  chem i c a l  
dumping a t  Hol l ywood Dump 
Hea l t h  Department a s s i gn s  
nurses to i n terview 
res idents about pos s i b l e  
i l lnes s e s  
Environmental Probleas 
Residents comp l a i n  about 
a l l ergies and hea l t h  
probl ems . So i l  a n d  water 
s amples c o l l ected and 
a n a l yzed for poss i b l e  
tox i c i ty . 
S o i l  samples a n a l yzed 
i nd i cate that these 
chemi c a l s  were present 
pyrene ,  f l uoranthene , 
c h l ordane , ben z o f l oran­
thene , I l l - t r i c h l o ­
roethane and acetone 
Co.-uni ty Res i s tance 
Publ i c  over who over 







6 - 9 - 8 0 
6 - 9 - 8 0  
7 - 1 1 - 8 0  
7 - 1 7 - 8 0 
7 - 2 4 - 8 0 
8 - 5 - 8 0  
Table 1 
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS : THE NATURAL HI STORY OF THE HOLLYWOOD DUMP 
Pub l i c  Pol i cy Decis ions 
Loc a l  p o l i t i c i a n s  accuse 
EPA for not report i ng the 
f i nd i ngs o f f  h a z a rdous 
chem i c a l s  at the dump 
Aer i a l  photographs a re 
taken o f  t h e  dump 
Tox i c  5 5 - ga l l o n  barre l s  
found i n  Todd Creek 
Class a c t i o n  l aw s u i t  f i l e 
aga i ns t  pote n t i a l  corporat i ons 
accu s ed o f  dump ing tox i c  
chemi c a l s  l oc a l dump 
A few s c i en t i s t s  a rgue that EPA 
Hea l th s u rvey is too narrow to 
scope 
Environmental Proble.a Co.-unity Resis tance 
Commun i ty orga n i z a ­
t i on demand that 
Envi ronmenta l Ta s k  
Force i nvestigates 
t he proposed hea l t h 






8 - 2 0 - 8 0  
9 - 4 - 8 0  
1 0 - 3 - 8 0  
1 0 - 1 7  8 0  
___,._,__ --- �-, 
Table 1 
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS : THE NATURAL H I STORY OF THE HOLLYWOOD DUMP 
Public Policy Decisions Environmental Probleas 
F i s h  f rom Oxbow Lake 
had high l evel s o f  
pes t icides i n  t hem 
USEPA i n  A t l a nta 
replaces l ocal E PA a s  
the l ead agency i n  
doing a hea l t h  s urvey 
A wel l  in the Ho l lywood 
commun i ty had above 
l evels o f  toxics based 
on s tate and federa l 
drinking water standards 
Co.-unity Resis tance 
Loca l  res idents 
protes t a ga i ns t  a 
proposed bu i ld i ng o f  
a chem i c a l  company 
on War ford Street 
Gras sroots in local 
c i t i z ens demand C i ty 
of Memp h i s  to f ence 





1 0 - 2 1 - 8 0  
1 1 - 1 8 -· 8 0  
1 2 - 7 - 8 0  
Table 1 
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS : THE NATURAL H I STORY OF THE HOLLYWOOD DUMP 
Pub l i c  Pol icy Decisions 
Hea l t h  s u rvey by Center 
for Di sease Control a nd 
Memphi R  Shelby County 
Hea l t h  Department i nd i cate 
i l l nesses of local 
res i dents are not 
attribu ted to chem i c a l s  
at t h e  Ho l lywood Dump 
Environaental Proble.s 
F i s h  samples f rom Wo l f  
R i ver have h i gh l ev e l s  
o f  chlordane 
A chem i s t  f i nds h i gh 
concentra t i on s  o f  
pestic ides i n  the 
Cypress sump 
Co.-unity Resi stance 
A chem i s t  
l e g i t imates the 
hazards of 
chlordate a nd 
heptachlor found 





1 - 1 9 - 8 1  
1 - 2 3 - 8 1  
2 - 4 - 8 1  
Table 1 
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS : THE NATURAL H ISTORY OF THE HOLLYWOOD DUMP 
Public Pol icy Decisions Environmental Probleas 
Chem i s t  makes 
connection between 
hexachlorobenzene 
( HC B )  f ound in Dump 
w it h  a 1 9 7 8  s tudy o f  
Wol f  R i ver that con­
c luded that the 
f i s h  were contaminated 
with HCB 
Co.-unity Res i stance 
Chem i s t  argues that 
toxicchem i c a l s  a t  
Dump s h o u l d  be 
dug up a nd s h ipped 
to toxic land f i l l s  
i n  other s ta tes 
Gra s s roots a ct i v i s t s  
a n d  loc a l  res idents 
chain t hemselves to 
fence a t  the en­
trance o f  Dump i n  
i n  order t o  demand 
s a fety meas u res 
o f  tox i c  chem i c a l s  






3 - 7 - 8 1  
3 - 1 9 - 8 1  
3 - 2 6 - 8 1  
Table 1 
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS : THE NATURAL HISTORY OF THE HOLLYWOOD DUMP 
Public Policy Decisions 
State o f f ic i a l s  d i s c u s s  
t h e  s i gn i f ica nce o f  a com­
prehens i ve s tudy of t h e  
dump 
Johns Hop k i n s  Univers i ty 
d evelop a p l a n  on the mos t 
feasible way to c l ea nu p  
the dump 
Bnvironaental Probleas 
An engineer from the 
Tennessee Department 
of Publ i c  Hea l t h  
s tates that t h e  c l eanup 
at the dump reduced toxic 
runo f f  by 9 0  percent 





5 - 3 - B l  
5 - 1 1 - B l  
5 - 2 0 - B l  
Table 1 
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS : THE NATURAL H I STORY OF THE HOLLYWOOD DUMP 
Public Pol icy Decisions Environmental Probleas 
Two envi ronmenta l is ts 
f i nd about s i xty 5 5 -
gal lon drums on the 
s hores o f  the o f  the 
Loosahatchie River 
Co.-unity Res i stance 
Representative o f  
Env i ronmenta l 
De fense Fund a nd s i x  
other members o f  the 
Metropo l i ta n  Area 
E n v i ronmenta l Task 
Force ( MAETF ) res i gn 
f rom the task f orce 
because they were 
not f u l l  part i c i ­
pants i n  state and 
federa l invest iga ­
t ions o f  the Hol ly­
wood Dump 
Loca l  res idents 
raise quest i ons 
about the EPA 






6 - 8 - 8 1  
6 - 2 4 - 8 1  
8 - 2 8 - 8 1  
Table 1 
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS : THE NATURAL H I STORY OF THE HOLLYWOOD DUMP 
Publ i c  Policy Decisions 
The Technical Act i on 
Group ( TAG ) states that 
the focus of s t udy on 
the Hol lywood Dump is to 
assess water qua l i ty 
and the boundaries o f  
h a zardous waste pol l u t i on 
i n  the community 
EPA studies found l ow 
leve l s  o f  pes tic ides 
a t  the dump 
Environmental Proble.a Co.munity Res istance 
Local res idents 
tes t i f ied at publ i c  
heari ngs about the 
health r i s k s  of the 
Hol lywood Dump 




CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS : THE NATURAL H I STORY OF THE HOLLYWOOD DUMP 
Date 
1 0 - 3 - 8 1  
1 0 - 2 3 - 8 1  
Publ ic Policy Decisions 
Shelby county Mayor Bi l l  
Morri s  w i thdraws h i s  
dec i s ion t o  a l low a 
Hollywood res ident to be 
on a speci a l  team to 
assess the impact o f  t he 
dump on loca l res idents 
1 1 - 1 8 - 8 1  The new Federal Resource 
Conservat i on Recovery Act 
imposes strict regu l a t i ons 
on corpora t i ons that 
generate hazardous waste 
Environmental Probleas 
Hol l ywood dump i s  
l i s ted a s  one o f  
the 1 1 4 wor s t  tox i c  
chem i c a l  dump s i tes i n  
the Un i ted States 
Co.-unity Res i stance 
1 1 - 2 4 - 8 1  I n  a publ i c  hearing 
t here were d i sc u s ­
i ons pos s i b l e  water 






1 2 - 3 - 8 1  
1 2 - 8 - 8 1  
1 - 1 1 - 8 2  
Table 1 
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS : THE NATURAL H I STORY OF THE HOLLYWOOD DUMP 
Publ ic Policy Decis ions 
Johns Hopkins Univers i ty 
presents the methods that 
wi l l  be used to s tudy the 
poten t i a l  hea l t h  probl ems 
o f  res idents l i v i ng near 
the dump 
Environmental Proble.s Co.-unity Res i stance 
Loc a l  res i dents 
comp l a i n  about the 
cost o f  the publ i c  
hea l th s tudy for 
res idents who l iv e  
n e a r  the dump 
Gras s roots a c t i v i s t  
i n forms c i ty 
o f f i c i a l s  that a 
pl ayground i n  the 
area is contami nated 
w i th tox ic chem i ­
c a l s . Techni c a l s  
Action Group 
i n s ta l l s  test 
wel l s a t  the local 
dump to test the 
ground water for 





3 - 1 0 - 8 2  
1 - 1 1 - 8 2  
3 - 1 1 - 8 2  
Table 1 
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS : THE NATURAL H I STORY OF THE HOLLYWOOD DUMP 
Publ i c  Policy Deci s i ons 
Research conducted by 
a chem i s t  con c l ude that 
a fence be bu i l t  around 
Cypress creek i n  Nort h  
Memphis due to hazardous 




Co.-unity Resi s tance 
The Na t i on a l  C l e a n  
A i r  Coa l i t i o n , a n  
envi ronmental group 
reports that two 
l ocal compan i e s  
( Ve l s i col & P rocter 
and Gamb l e )  pol lute 
the a i r  w i t h  cancer 
caus i n g  chem i c a l s  
Local residents and 
gra s s roots a c t i v i s t s  
make a s econd demand 
on c i ty o f f i c i a l s  to 






3 - 1 4 - 8 2  
1 2 - 2 0 - 8 2  
1 - 9 - 8 3  
2 - 1 7 - 8 3  
. ,.  _ _  _.._ _.� .... � � - - ·- . -��--�--·-·-·-----...,__.-.---- --
Table 1 
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS : THE NATURAL HI STORY OF THE HOLLYWOOD DUMP 
Publ ic Policy Decisions 
u . s .  Rep . Al Gore Jr . 
v i s its the Ho l l ywood 
Dump to observe the 
environmental cond i t i on s  
o f  t h e  dump 
Environmental Proble.a 
S i x  wel l s  a re dri l l ed 
i n  the dump to test 
f o r  poss i b l e  po l lu ­
tants i n  the s h a l low 
ground water i n  the 
area . There i s  an 
aqu i fer c l ose by 
where the c i ty gets 
its d r i n k i ng wa ter 
The Hol lywood dump i s  
con s i dered one o f  the 
worst tox i c  dumps i n  
Tennessee 
Co.-uni ty Resistance 
The Hol l ywood Dump 





CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS : THE NATURAL HISTORY OF THE HOLLYWOOD DUMP 
Date 
4 - 2 0 - 8 3  
6 - 1 1 - 8 3  
Publ i c  Pol icy Decisions 
C i t y ,  county, state a nd 
federa l o f f i c ia l s  con ­
c l ude a f ter a yea r - l ong 
s t udy of pol lution at 
the Hol lywood Dump that 
there is no envi ronme n ­
t a l l y  damaging evidence 
that t h reatens the hea l t h  
o f  local res idents 
1 1 - 2 9 - 8 3  The s tudy done on the 
dump i nd i cates tha t 
contami nants i n  t h e  dump 
do not pose environmental 
threat s  to the ground 
water o r  d r i nking water 
Environmental Probleas 
The c i ty o f  Memph i s  i s  
accused o f  dump i n g  l arge 
l arge amounts of i ndus-
Co.-unity Res is tance 
t ri a l  sewage i n  the Loosahatch i e  
River which resu l ted i n  
t h e  death o f  approx imately 





1 - 1 3 - 8 4  
1 - 2 3 - 8 4  
3 - 1 6 - 8 4  
3 - 2 4 - 84 
---
Table 1 
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS : THE NATURAL H ISTORY OF THE HOLLYWOOD DUMP 
Public Pol icy Decis ions 
Vel s i co l  Chemica l Company 
presents a proposed c l ea n ­
up p l a n  f o r  the Hol l ywood 
Dump 
A s tudy by E .  c .  Jordan 
Company s u gges ted to t h e  
Tas k  Force the remov a l  o f  
contami na ted s ediment 
and to cover the dump w i t h  
c l ea n  s o i l 
Federa l o f f i c i a l s  ma i l ed 
14 notices to those 
compan i e s  respons i b l e  f o r  
c l eaning up the dump 
Environaental Probleas Co.-unity Resi s tance 
A l oc a l  a ct i vi s t ' s  
a ttorney f i l ed a 
f ederal court 
l aws u i t  to d i s m i s s  
control o f  t h e  dump 
by EPA 
Vel s i co l  Chem i ca l  Company 
has been the only company 
that admitted to dump i ng 






4 - 1 - 84 
5 - 2 6 - 8 4  
6 - 1 6 - 8 4  
6 - 2 0 - 8 4  
Table 1 
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS : THE NATURAL H I STORY OF THE HOLLYWOOD DUMP 
Publ ic Pol icy Decisions 
Compa n i e s  respon s i b l e  for 
dump i ng hazardous chem i c a l s  
i n  t h e  dump m u s t  prove 
the i r  i n nocence outs i de o f  
court 
The s t a te may contribute 
$ 2 5 0 , 0 0 0  for the c l eanup 
o f  the dump i f  compa n i es 
and local governments 
respon s i b l e  for h a zardous 
waste at the dump contribute 
to 
The city o f  Memph i s  volun­
teers to donate $ 3 0 0 , 00 0  
for t h e  c l eanup o f  t he dump 
Environmental Probleas Co.-unity Res i stance 
Local blacks are 
s kept ical o f  c i t y  
o f f i c i a l s . They d o  
not t r u s t  c i ty 
o f f i c i a l s  because o f  
t he i r  track record 
o f  broken promi ses 





9 - 1 6 - 8 4  
6 - 1 9 - 9 0  
7 - 1 9 - 9 0  
Table 1 
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS : THE NATURAL H I STORY OF THE HOLLYWOOD DUMP 
Publ ic Pol icy Deci• ions 
Hol l ywood Dump is one o f  
Tennes see ' s  f irst tox i c  
waste s ites put on the 
nationa l priority l i s t  f o r  
c leanup u n d e r  t h e  f edera l 
superfund program 
Enviro�ental Probleas 
The u . s .  A i r  Force 
a t  one t ime dumped 
expl os i ve mun i t i ons 
i n  the dump 
Co.-unity Resi stance 
A f ew res idents 
opposed to EPA 
dr i l l i ng a t  the 
dump because o f  
pos s i b l e  explos i ve s  
expl od i ng on contact 
Loca l  res idents 
ques t ion and speak 
out about the EPA ' s  
$ 8  m i l l i on to f i ni s h  
c leaning up the 
dump . A few res i ­
dents comp l a ined 
that the money spent 
on the dump d i d  
adequately c lean-up 
the dump 
Sources : See narrat i v e . Commerc i a l  Appeal and Press Scimi tar March 5 ,  1 9 8 0  through 
July 1 9 ,  1 9 9 0 . 
Table 2 .  
LIST OF TOXIC CHEMICALS FOUND IN NORTH HOLLYWOOD DUMP , 








N i ckel 









1 1 1-trichl oroethane 
Petroleum dist i l l ates 











4 I 4 DDT 
Heptachlor Epoxide 
Mercury 
Chlorinated Cycl odienes 
Source : Commercial Appeal September 19 , 1 9 8 0 , Commercial 
Appeal October 3 ,  19 8 0 , Commerc ial Appeal December 2 9 , 
19 8 3 . and Press Scimitar February 2 6 , 1 9 8 1  and U . S . EPA 
Report 19 9 3 : 1 1 . 




ethyl ene ( TCE ) 
Benz i dene 
carcinogen 
Curene 4 4 2  
Polychlori 
nated 
b iphenyl s ( PCBs ) 
Benz ene 
Tri s  
DDT 








bipheny l s  
( PBBs ) 
Table 3 .  
COMMON HAZARDOUS WASTES 
Use 






paints , and 


























Acutely toxic ,  
carcinogen 
Acutely toxic , 
suspected 
carcinogen 
E f fects Unknown 
Source : Walter A .  Rosenbaum . Environmental Pol itics and 
Pol icy .  (Washington , D . C . : Congres s i onal Quarterly 
1 9 8 5 : 18 7 . ) 
2 3 9  
Table 4 .  
MAJOR AIR POLLUTANTS AND THEIR HEALTH EFFECTS 
Pol lutant 
Carbon monoxide 
( CO )  
Hydrocarbons 
( HC )  
Lead ( Pb )  
N itrogen diox ide 
( N02 ) 
Maj or Sources Characteristic/Effects 
Vehicle exhausts Colorles s , odorless , 
Incomplete com­
bustion o f  gaso­
l ine ; evaporation 
of petroleum 
fuel s  solvents , 
and pa ints . 
Ant iknock agents 
in gasol ine 
Industrial pro­
exhausts 
2 4 0  
poisonous gas . 
Replaces oxygen 
in bl ood cel l s , 
caus i ng 
d i z z iness , 
uncon-
sciousness , or 
death . 
Although some 
are poisonous , 
most are not . 
Reacts with N02 
to form oz one , 
or smog 
Accumul ates in 
the bone & soft 
t issues . 
Affects blood 
forming organs , 
kidneys , and 




disab i l ities in 





the lungs . 
Lowers res i s ­
tance to respi­
ratory infec­
t ions . Reacts in 
sun l ight with 
hydrocarbons 
to producesmog . 
Contributes to 
acid ra in . 
Table 4 .  
( continued)  MAJOR AIR POLLUTANTS AND THEIR HEALTH EFFECTS 
Pollutants 
O z one ( 03 )  
Total suspended 
particulates 
( TS P )  
Sul fur dioxide 
( S02 ) 
Maj or Sources Characteristics/E ffects 
Formed when HC 
and N02 react 
Industrial 
plants , heating 
boil ers , auto 
engines , dust 
Burning coal 
and o i l , indus­
trial processes . 
Principal 
const ituent of smog . 
I rritates mucous 
membranes caus ing 
coughing , choking , 
impai red l ung func­
tion . Aggravates 
chronic asthma and 
b ronchitis . 
Larger v i s ible types 
( soot , smoke , or dust ) 
can c l og the lung 
sacs . Smal l er 
invis ible particles 
can pas s  into the 
bloodstream . Often 
carry carc i no-
gens and toxic 
meta l s ; 
impair vis ib i l ity . 
Corros ive , poisonous 
gas . Associ ated 
with coughs , colds , 
asthma & bronchitis . 
Conntr ibutes to 
acid ra in . 
S ource : Environment and Health ( Washington , D . C . : 
Congress iona l Quarterly , 1 9 8 2 : 2 1 . ) 
2 4 1  
Table 5 
What toxic chemical s do to you : 
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF SELECTED CHEMICALS 
HUMAN HEALTH EFFECT 



















in b i rds and 
f i sh ,  b io­
accumulates 
in aquatic 
organ i sms , 
Vomit ing Toxic to legume 
poisoning crops 







Toxic to some 
f i sh &a  quatic 
invertebrates 
Suspected Toxic to f ish , 
casual bioaccumulates 
factor in aquatic 
in many organisms 
pathologies ; 
tumors , renal 
dys funct ion , 
hypertension , 
arteriosc l ero s i s , 
Ita i - itai di sease 
(weakened bones ) 
Carbon 
tetrachl oride * Kidney & l iver 
damage , heart 
fai lure 
Chromium * 










( continued) What toxic chemicals do to you : 
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF SELECTED CHEMICALS 
HUMAN HEALTH EFFECT 












2 4 3  
resp iratory brates 
compl icat ions 
Gastrointes­
tinal irri­




















ab i l ity 
depres­







f i sh 




ment of  
f i sh 
Repro­
ductive 
fai lure , of 
birds and 










anima l s  
biomag­









k i l l s  
Table 5 
( continued) What toxic chemical s do to you : 










































n i f ies 
Impairs 
reproduc­









she l l  
thinning 






Notes : In many cases human health effects are based on the 
results o f  animal tests . For instance , the ident i fication 
of  a substance as  a potential carcinogen indicates that 
there i s  at l east one animal test that demonstrates 
carcinogenic effects . However , whether a substance actual l y  
2 4 4  
produces the effects indicated depends on the duration and 
i ntensity of exposure , the form of the exposure ( whether it  
i s  inhaled , ingested , and so  on ) , the susceptibi l ity of  the 
person exposed , and other factors . I f  a substance i s  
ident i fied as  a carcinogen , there i s  evidence that i t  has 
the potential for caus ing cancer in humans . I f  it i s  
identi f i ed as  a teratogen , i t  has the potential for causing 
b i rth defects in humans . Source : Data comp i l ed by the 
Counci l  on Environmental  Qual ity as it appears in State o f  
the Environment : An Asses sment a t  Mid-Decade . Washington , 
D . C . , The Conservation Foundat ion 1 9 8 4 : 3 5 . ) 
2 4 5  
Table 6 




N itrogen oxides 
O z one 
2 4 6  
Health E ffect 
Interferes with blood ' s  
abi l ity to absorb oxygen 
impairs perception and 
thinking ; slows reflexes ; 
causes drows ines s ; and 
also can cause un­
consciousness and death ; 
if  inhal ed by pregnant 
women , may threaten 
growth and mental 
development o f  fetus . 
Affects circulatory , 
reproductive , nervous , 
and kidney systems ; 
suspected ofcaus i ng 
hyperactivity and 
l owered l earning abi l ity 
in chi ldren ; ha z a rdous 
even a fter exposure ends . 
Can increase 
suscept ibil ity to 
viral in fect ions such as 
influenza . Can a l so 
irritate the lungs and 




respiratory system ; 
causes cough ing , choking , 
and impa ired lung 
infect ion ; reduces 
res istance to colds 
and pneumonia ; can 
aggravate chronic heart 
disease , asthma , 
bronchiti s , and 
emphysema . 
Table 6 ( Continue)  
HEALTH EFFECTS OF POLLUTANT FROM AUTOMOBILES 
Toxic emis s i ons Suspected of caus ing 
cancer , reproductive 
problems , and b i rth 
defects . Benz ene i s  a 
known carcinogen . 
Automobi les are a primary source , but not the only source , 
o f  these pol lutants . 
S ources : National Cl ean Air Coal it ion and the U . S .  
Environmental Protection Agency . 
2 4 7  
Tabl e 7 
TOXIC WASTES SITES IN SHELBY COUNTY 
" Here i s  a l isting of identi fied Shelby County s ites 
that have been given a prel iminary assessment by the [ state 
department of Health and Environment ] .  A ranking of 1 means 
no haz ard ; 2 means not known ; 3 means l ow haz ard ; 4 means 
moderate hazard ; and 5 means high hazard . " 
site 
Browning-Ferris  I ndustries 
4 8 0 5 Shelby Drive 
Bel levue Avenue Landfil l 
Firestone Tire and Rubber Co . 
9 0 0  F irestone Avenue 
Buckman Labs Inc . 
1 2 5 6  North McLean 
I nternational Harvester 
1 3 5 6  South Rivers ide Boulevard 
E . I .  Dupont DeNemours and Co . I nc .  
Fite Road 
Vel sicol Chemical Co . 
1 1 9 9  Warford ( three s ites ) 
Carrier Air Condit ion Co . 
Col l ierv i l l e  
Estech Chemical Corp . 
1 5 2  North Col l ins Avenue 
Wilok Chemical Co . 
5 0 3 0  Mil l ington Road 
Memphi s  Drum Service I nc . 
3 2 2 9  Tubane Road 
S incla ir and Val entine Co . 
3 7 6 2 Air Park 
Magnet ic Electric Co . 
1 9 9 2  Airways 
Memphi s  Pub l i c  Works­
Bel levue Dump 
1 4 0 0  North Watkins Street 
Old Frayser Dump 
Off  Benj estown Road 
Memphi s  Trumbul l  Asphalt 
7 1 0  Corinne Avenue 
Thomas Street Dump 
North Hol l ywood Dump 
Ford Motor Co . 
Memphi s  Assembly Pl ant 
1 4 2 9  Rivers ide Boulevard 
Memphi s  Pub l ic Works ­
Brooks Road Dump 























( continued)  Toxic waste S i tes 
Old E stech General Chemical Inc . 
2 2 2 1  Deadrick Avenue 
Memphi s  Publ ic Works-
Jackson Pit Dump 
Mal one Road Landf i l l  
( near Holmes Road ) 
Shelby County Penal Farm 
Land f i l l  
Barr W i l l iam and Co . Inc . 
BFI o f  Memphi s , Inc . 
4 2 5 6  Sykes Road 
Naval Air Stati on 
M i l l ington , 1 9  S ites 
Source : Commercial Appeal July 9 ,  1 9 8 3 . 
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Table 8 




gamma-BHC ( Lindane ) 
Carbon tetrach loride 
Chl oroform 
D ibromochl oropropane ( DBCP) 
1 , 2 -Dichl oroethane 
D ioxane 
Ethylene d ibromide ( EDB ) 
Tetrachloroethane 
1 , 1 , 2 -Trichl oroethane 
Trichl oroethyl ene ( TCE ) 
Vinyl chloride 
H=Conf i rmed human carcinogen 
CA=Conf i rmed animal carcinogen 













H , CA 
Source : David Burmaster . " The New Pol lution : Groundwater 
Contaminati on . " Environment March 1 9 8 2 : 3 3 . 
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APPENDIX C 
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Interview Schedule 
I am conducting a study to assess responses to 
environmental problems in the Hol lywood community in 
relation to the North Hol lywood Dump . As I indicated to you 
in my l etter , my interest is to obta in informati on from 
pol itical leaders , government o f f i c ials , bus iness l eaders , 
community leaders and c iti zen groups about the North 
Hol lywood Dump in Memphis , Tennessee . This  research proj ect 
w i l l  develop a sociological understanding o f  individuals ' 
reactions to a contaminated landf il l . The research proj ect 
w i l l  focus on pol itical , economic , social and envi ronmental 
issues that relate to the historical development o f  the 
pub l i c  health concerns o f  res idents to this  land f i l l . The 
goals of this  research proj ect are to help us better 
understand how community pol itics and community res istance 
generated col l ective mob i l i z ation among Hol lywood residents 
to redress problems resulting from the sit ing of a noxious 
landfi l l  in North Memphis . 
Your responses w i l l  be held in conf idence and you will  not 
be ident i f ied in research reports . 
1 .  In your opinion , what is the " natural history " of the 
North Hol lywood Dump as a social prob l em .  
2 .  In your opinion , how , when , why and by whom d i d  the 
dump ing occur? 
3 .  In your op inion , how , when , why and by whom was it 
defined as a social probl em? 
4 .  In your opinion , who was the oppos ition , why and how? 
5 .  In your opinion , what were the consequences ( for whom 
and why ) ? 
6 .  In your opinion , which groups are most influential in 
c ity pol it ics? 
7 .  In your opinion , i s  there an active coal ition supporting 
the s ite location of the Hol lywood Dump? 
8 .  In your opinion what is the relationship between local 
l eaders and corporat ions in the Hol l ywood community? 
9 .  In your op inion , what can be l earned from the study 
about the site locat ion o f  a l and f i l l ?  
1 0 . What individua ls and groups have been most act ive in 
the support of cl eaning up the Hol lywood Dump? What 
groups oppose to cl eaning o f  the Hol lywood Dump? 
2 5 2 
1 1 . Who else would you recorr�end that I ask about the North 
Hol lywood Dump . 
1 2 . Sex of  respondent , mal e  ____ femal e  
1 3 . Do you l ive in cl ose proximity to the Hol lywood Dump . 




As ian Other , please 
spec i fy _____________________ __ 
1 5 . What is  your j ob title? 
1 6 . When were you born? 
1 7 . Where were you born? 
1 8 . Are you s ingl e ,  married or divorced? 
1 9 . What is your l ength of stay in Memphis? 
2 0 .  What is  your level of education? 
2 1 .  What is  your estimated annual sal ary? 
2 5 3  
Native 
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